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worship. Another and far more important
propoeal is a reform) of Convocation itself
by the admission of the laity into the Lower House. At present, {he Church” in

ESTABLISHMENT

Ofiloe, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
L TM. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
To whom all letters on business, +vemittances of
All communications
moray, &:., should ‘be sent.
desigaed for publication should be agldressed to the
Editor.
Terms:
$3.00 per year; or If pad stiictly IN AD-

our Anglican establishment is a clerical corWhat + the Church” teaches, is
poration.
what the clergy teach; there is no place for
{he voice of the Jaily except in Parliament,

VANCE, $2.00

and Parliament has
linked to members
Church, There is
to give power to

REMITTANCES must be made in money or
ders, Jbank ehecks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
«register lattors whenever requested to do so.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
eheoks, and Post Office ‘honey orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particalarly requested to make their remittances
“a8 laxgp [1] passible and thus save expenses,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order

control

in. some

ritual of the

is

long since ceased to be
of the English national
also another proposal,
the laity in parishes to

measure

the

~parish-church..

service and

At

a meeting

1. Any péraon who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
subscribed or

not—is

2. Ifa person orders hs paper digeontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until payment is made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
eflice of not.
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and
periodicals from the post-office, or
removing

and

lel Vig

tied)

uncalled

Jacie evidaace of intentional fraud.

for,

about

2a When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
on menoys sent for the Siar is allowed in addition.
9 We seid no books out to be sold on commis:
sich, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

The Morning Star,
The Resurrection.
The resurrection, nature's holiest faith,
Is written over earth;
Yer.
Nothirg is olo; the nearest unto death
Is nearest unto birth.

tion.

her brow the snows of centuries
Melt off with every spring; «
The deathless life of all things underlies
The death of every thing.

They rise, and bloom, and die,

4

For, after life and after death, what then?
A little lifeless dust,
’
A leafless stalk—no more? The seed again

new motion
:

Church,

For oarth rénews ber centuries like springs;
Her generations flower;

And covery age unto the after brings

only

:

presence

i
Ey

morning is the world-old sun,
the old tredden-ways;, ———
morn, our joy anew begun,
its new gift of praise.

Pe

after due notice, this

highest

bid was; $14,400,

imaginations

of markind, is fashiona-

In

proof,

take

a

fact that surprised myself, familiar as I
have been with the daily noon prayermeet-

ing in its several habitations.
not suppose

that

prayer-mecting

a

Wha

would

business-men’s

would

be

better

this

univer
beautiful

In a majority of cases it
of the Batold State
ton, now
or lifeless

A residence at this

extreme

ofthe island would afford a down-town
merchant every social and esthetic enjoyment of up-town life, even if society and
churches here were never restored,

were

the great joy of the friends

of our “scientific” age.

not to common halls;

noon

attended

without

one’hulfthe travel and loss of time which
his uptows residence costs him.
The only
practical yeason for universal emigration
from this

er,

ceased to exist.
were

lower

that ever

Thirty

existed,

has

years ago, rents

elsewhere,

down-téwn

lots

were thought too valuable for

aught

business, ‘and up-town hi.

Bo cheap

but

and lucrative investment.
Now the relation is reversed.
Values here came to.a
stand long since, while they have gone on
rising everywhere else, until now, this is the
cheapest part of the city, all things considered .( such parts as Wall street and Broadway excepted ), and much of it might

and

doubtless will be rebuilt for dwellings.
The true policy, then, for the churches
here is to hold en.
The North Dutch
church has a4 magnificent building lot on
each side ofit, which ought no doubt to be
improved and made remunerative.
The
completion cf the new Post Office will prob-

and

pastorates.

of London,
fine

whose

masculine

United

tes

four

Correspondence.
Lwoo—

is-a mistake to suppose

It is rather sad to
the coming time
church for nearly
years. If making

portly

and our miristers ever on the wing, is
the Gladstone ministry must run - Americanizing our church institutions, I

mined support of the denominational sy stew
under the new Education act.
‘But the symptoms of political disquiet

the

East

Lancashire

Churches, the Rev.

siastical horizon'is very troubled. The National Establishment hag begun to *‘set its |
house 'in order.” The words have an ominous sound. Has the decres really gone
forth, **'Thou “shalt die and net live? Bo
indoed it might seem. (lonvoeation assembles this year with the Royal License to
proceed. to businessé® The Fourth Report
of the'Ritual Commissionera suggests many
things for considerstion, and the clergy and:
“bishops in Convocation have already begun

to ‘eonpider them. . One proposal is the
i
g of the Athanasian Creed from (he
servieos of the church, There is much dislike of thie dummatory clauses of the creed;
there is sgme grave suspicion that the creed

itself is a forgery; there is a general. wish
not be obligatory to recite it

on ‘certain days in divine service; but so
much is thought to be involved in preserying it that probably a very modest compro-

by which the recital of the creed

Settlements

« Ministerial

paper upon

and

evem

“anenls-

ter a regular “and very popular exercise.
For a church without a-pastor,down among
the wholesale stores, where nobody is sup

posed to live, and where church-members
naver bring their letters, this is doing wonlL
ders. Five new converts and one by letter
were added at the recent communion» -The
church serves to gather many local waifs
who stray into the daily prayer-meeting

and {here find a Saviour,

but who would

wander thence again, solitary sheep withcut a sheplierd were it not for ** this fold.”
Most,

of

noon

course,

of the

convertsin the

‘prayer-meeting, find their church
But there are not less

Jhgmes elsewhere.

than_fifty liopefil souls at thjs moment in
this nedghborhood who ought, Mr. L. thinks,
to'take thy public ‘vows of Christians, but
who are too timid as yet to venture in.
There i3 also a list of some hundred and
fifty individuals who are here made sub-'
joets of specific prayer, in faith and hope
|J
for their conversion. There ave within a
quarter of a mile of this church at least a
dozen large and respectable hotels, including the Astor House ; the average population of which can not be much if any, short
of two thousand persons. The:population
oof the ward has been for years past Seadily
on the increase.

Now, to tear down this anlient and .venin which he stated that “a
three years’ pastorate is regarded in some erable church, and clear the spot of all its
of .our churches as a fitting" term of service, hallowed and maguetic associations ; to hudand that to remain at a post for seven years dle the flock into a little hidden, lonely
excites surprise, while a bishopric held for chapel which the stranger and wayfarer
twenty-five years makes a man a patriaysh will hardly ever find; to silence tho glad
and one of the ancients.” A life-long min- | and solemn voice of the ‘¢ church-going
I
istry that used to be the rule is now the ex- bell"—need 1 attempt to characterize, if

are hardly so great as the symptoms of re- Removals,”

liglous dis{urbance and change. The ecclé-

Union: of Baptist

C. Williams - read a

that

prayer-meeting and praise- -meeting—the lat-

or'five years ago,

think how few men o
will have served ome
forty or even twenty
our pastorates short,

ception, and.mo doubt with good reason.

But the fickleness of churches and the instability of pastors do not reveal growth |
and development on the part of*ministers,
and certainly not discretion gnd wisdom on
the past of the people.

Tomas Goaviy,

in

en

4A

AP APB

rs

could, the fatuity of such a policy

this?

The fact 13, if close and careful observation

such as Mr. Lanphier’s in this quarter is
not quite at fault, the time is coming when,
instead of pulling down churches,” new
churches must

when

modest

be

built

tradesmen

here.

Time

was,

werei.gontent.

to

Jive with their families on the floors above
thoir shops and stores, and almost every

Philanthropy is not religion, but there is ‘buildingin this quarter was $0 occupied,
no religion without philanthropy. He that My own fither's home was once: in Hanis indifferent to the poor i$ no Christian, no over Square-—now passe even for business,
matter what bis creed or his professed ex« There ure signs of reaction toward this
perience. ‘How

to care for the poor is an-

other question.

-1t is to be done not mere-

no

by renovating

and

re-

second

rate condition,

and

with

Mr,

silent testimony, pointing into heaven;

1

+

®

”
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The weather last week was perfectly
savage. It howled, and bit, and pinched,
and tore through the country like a mad

cumstances, which

finds its cognate

It drove everybolly into the house,

man.

life,

and

there

[

;

Jy t

Washington Correspondence.
—

—
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WASHINGTON. D. C., March 7, 1872.
day morning it even frightened the mercuTHE JAPANESE EMBASSY.
degrees
30
to
“down
meter
thermo
the
ry in
The great incident of the week in Washington.
But that wa$ in Canada.
below zero.
Here in New Hampshire it ranged all the has been the advent of the Japanese embassadors. They came, with a great retinue of servway from5 to,24 below, and did about the ants and an astounding number of trunks, on
game through New England and New Saturday last, in a driving snowstorm, having"
York. Why should March come stapping but recently emerged from the snow-drifts of the
at us in this fierce fashion? Not content Rocky Mountains. They must have arrived at’
United
with making landsmen shiver it poured out the conclusion that the climatet of the
States is anything bt t agreeable, After resting
into
it
lashing
its rage on the sea, actually
at the Arlington, —the most expensive and “aris.
fury. A vessel was driven achore off Cape tocratic” hotel in the city—until Monduy, they
Cod during Tuesday night, and there in the were presented to th
darkness, with the icy sea breaking over deal of ceremony, in
them and the terrible wind howling ven- nent officers of the Government, Puesday evengeance at them, the crew of seven_ froze to ing, a public reception was given them at Masonic Hull, at the expense of the United States.
death. 1f this is winter's farewell we must The hall was handsomely and elaborately decorataccept it, but, departing in this fashion, ed for the occasion. Fifteen hundred invitations
with how much confidence can we be ex. were issued to persons of consequence and their

pected to welcome its return next Decem-

ber?

.

i

AMERICAN COMMERCE. The desire to revive American commerce
is very deep, but the variety of means proposed is almost confusing. Sec. Boutwells
plan of giving tonnage subsidies and bounties is well received in some quarters, but
at the same time it is bitterly opposed by,
stich shipbuilders as Donald McKay, John
Roach, the iron shipbuilder, and others.
Others are clamoring for free'ships, permission {o purchase wherever they can be
bought the cheapest, and liberty to admit
to

foxgign-built crafts

register.

American

There is as great a multitude of counselors
in the matter as ever disgusted Solomon,
and it is no wonder that orcinary congress:
Hale and
men are at their wit's end.
Lynch, of Maine, are doing good service
for the shipping interests, and from the variety of plans submitted it is hoped that
at least one good one "may be adopted.
' THE

FREN®H

ARMS

COMMITTEE.

families, as well as to individuals of no particulur consequence, who knew how to manage to
secure them.
Champagne flowed freely, but the
crowd was very thirsty, and there was not

tenough
sons,

of the liquid to go round.

who

Many per-

are very fond of champagne, but are

not able to purchase it for themselves,

make

.a point lo attend such gatherings, wherein

show both ecohomy aud wisdom, judging from
their standpoint, On Wednesday, the Japanese
visited the
tion. The
interesting,
Congress is

House of Representatives, by invitascene there was very striking afd
and an immense crcwd witnessed it.
disposed to spend money freely for

the entertainment of our Oriental visitors, in the

belief that ourinterests wili be greatly benefits
ed by the increase of trade with Japan.” What
a pity that our legislators can not see
a little
furcher, and make laws to encourage the building of American vessels, so that all our ‘eom-

merce with Japan and the rest of the world may
not be carried on by ships sailing under the British flag!

The Japanese are very short and slender, looking more like boys than men.

They

wear

their

bair short, or rather, they look as if they had no
hair At all. They are exceedingly active in their
moyements, and seem highly pleased with their
reception. They have donned the garb of Amer-

icans, and seem to think it very comfortable

consists

Towa, Logan of Illinois, Sawyer of S. Car-

At last, a committee has been appointed to
vestigate the sale of arms to the French.

olina,

think iv was a great mistake

of Hamlin
Stevenson

of
of

Maine,

Harlan

Kentucky,

Ames

of
of

Mississippi, and Carpenter of Wisconsin.
Mr. Stevenson is a democrat.
The efforts
to put Senator Schurz on the Com. were
unavailing, and contrary to general usage
he is not allowed to aid in an investigaticn

which he has greatly helped to institute.

and

fault,

if I may so speak, in the tendency to attrib-

THE

TRIAL

OF

MAYOR

ACTION OF THE SENATE.

to

establish

on

in
1

-

the part of the

Administration Senators not to appoint Schurz,
Trumbull,or Tipton on the committee.
The
gentlemen composing it may ho very honest and
fair-minded, buf everybody knows that the Republican members are violent partizans of the
Mr. Hamlin denounced the resolu* President.
tion in terms which were, as Mr. Sumner says,
unparliamentary.
Mr.
Schurz
knows
more
about this matter than any other Scnator, and
yet he was not appointed.
It strikes me that the
Senate will bz convinced of its mistake bofore

.

Grant R2publicans in that body need a lead(br. They have nobody now entitled to the name.
Morton lacks insight into character, Conkling
HALL.
is too egotistical and disagreeable, Elmunds too
flourish with technical, Carpenter tos inexperienced,
and Cam- ,
first arrested | | eron too Cishonest. Wise leadership in this busi

Mayor Hall. made a great
his p ocket-handkerchief when
for complicity with fhe Ring crimes, but
finally composed himself very serencly on
the ‘consciousness of innocence.”
And
when finally brought into Court he flourished his handkerchief again, adjusted his
eye-glasses, and * permitted” the trial to
begin.
But the Mayor is beginning to
fear that it will take more than his white
handkerchief

and

:

convenient.

The fact tells its own. story. The investigation has already begun, but there are
such sure evidences of admiristrativé honesty that the verdict is already foretold. It Tong.
is pleasant to know that Mr. Summer was | The
mistaken,—it he was.

it

they

The Serate elected by ballot its committee to investigate the charges made in Mr.
Sumner’s French Arms revolution, and it

bis

innocence,

and so his counsel are trying by every legal quibble known to the craft to hinder
proceedings and delay the result. As it
stands now, there is buf little doubt in the
public mind of the Mayor's guilt, but there
are a good many fears that it will nof be established in a legal sens¢.—The other great

ness would have

put S:hurz at the head of the

committee after Mr. Sumner declined on account
of iil-health.
It is no secret that Scns itor ‘Suuvber is by no
means well. He works too hard. Jie is one of the
most industrious men in the world.
He labors
all day and far into the nizht, and takes very little exercise.
Such has been his practice for
many years; but he can not keep” it'up much
longer. He is now sixty-one years old, and can
not endure the strain that he once could. The
effects of the cowardly blows of Brooks are still
felt, and may compel himto cease from all intellectual effort. Yesterday, hc was unable to
go to the Senate, and that means a good deal,
for, when Charles Sumner is absent from his
post of duty, there is a good reason for it.

ute mystical * efficacy to offices and forms:
Let us wait and see if that grand temple be
LC
not reserved in the Providence of God for
THE NEW YORK CUSTOM-HOUSE.
something more than a “monumental minisSenator
Buckingham’s committee, ‘to investiSehved
try. Ihave a faith thatit has been left ‘trial, that of Stokes, has been
gate into the condition of the New York Customtwenty
days,
while
the
‘Judge
finds
out
if
there fora future, and. for a purpose to
house, is still in session in this city. Bome iawhich it wiil prove to have been adapted, certain objéctions to his rulings are vaiid. teresting developments are made daily, but no
evidence has been elicited to show that any memUNION PACIFIC RAILROAD.
in gathering to God a population, the charofficial household is conacter of which we can not now guess.
The annual meetingof the Union Pacific bers of President Grant’s
bf
nected With the system of extortion and robbery
was held in Boston, in vogue in that institution, Itis rumored that
"TRINITY COLLEGE AND YALE UNIVERSITY. Railroad Company
Wednesday. The president's report shows good Senator Buckingham himself is surprised at,
Some discussion has been going on latea total expenditure of $3,600,566 86 ; total h@ Qepths of rascality discovered since the inves
ly in Connecticut papers about a project for
$7, 521,682 16 ; net'earnings, HK Tite on commenced. The prospect is that the ©
removing "Frinity College from Hutford., earnings,
921,115 30. The receipts were less than for econitittee will remain in session a £ond while
and incorporating it with the University at
longer.
the expenses were correspondingis
NEW TAMPSHIRE.
New Haven, as a distinct and of course 1870, but
ly much Jess, so that the net earnings were
Episcopal eollege, but a member of the
Great interest is felt by all the politicians here
increased $953,258 03. Nearly 200,000 acres in regard to the election to ba held in New
University group, under commes-auspices,
of land have been sold during the year, and Hampshire next Tuesday. It will be considered
somewhat like the several collegus of Oxhalf a million in ali. The vote for direct- as an indication of the effect of the recent, contest
ford and Cambridge. The idea, as an idea,
iy represented 323,885 shares, and Horace inth¢ Sonate. The Reform Republicans —und .
is of a plausible character, though as a prac. Clark, as was expected, was elected a there are many,of that name already, who have
tical proposition it may be preposterous.
a
in place, { Thomas A. Scott, Au- hitherto acted with (hie Republican party,—are
it would less affront the genius of Episco- gustus Schell in ‘Place of J. Edgar Thomp-| ©confident that the Administration will meet with
pacy, perhaps, to take

the Conoregational

colleges under the wing of a great Episcopai corporation,

than

to be

taken up:er, in this manner.

taken

in,

or

As

a mater

of fact, I can'not hear of any other conject-

urable source of the discussion than the
itemizing ingenuity of a New Hiyen paper.
Neither of the corporations concerned has
ever entertained the subject or thought of
it, much less had any communication with
theother in relation to it, formally or in- |

formally.

Trinity College has lately had,

as Yale had some years ago, a question of
selling out its city property, for which an
advantageous offer is pending, and rebuilding
at a large profit in the suburban

son, and James H. Barker in place of Andrew Carnegie,—these threo gentlemen

representing the Vanderbilt interest, whica

reférred to must

have

Haven paper
drawn out its in-

‘genious thread of important debate—per-

Jots {haps ely

for the

purpose. of

‘ aggra-

a defeat, and, if the truth must he told. they hope
that it will. The Demqgrats are excoedirgly

“hopeful.
‘They also indulge in pleasing anticipations in regard to the result of the Presidential
is gaining ground
conviction
contest. The

displaces the Pennsylvania Central; The
management of this great property could’ among them that Davis and Parker will be the
not well be in more. efficient ‘hands than candidates of the Democratic as well as of the reform Republican party. The principal Demoin those of the: two parties now, in great erats in the Sonate and House admit that there
probability, permanently allied.
fsa strong likelihood that such may be the case,
APPEARANCE

OF

Genuine surprise was

GARVEY.

caused at the trial

of Mayor Hall, last Thursday, by the appearance on the witness-stand of Andrew
J. Garvey, the man of all others who could
testify to Hall's. connection with the city
gwindlers but who was supposed to be beyond reach. Bfforts were made by Hall's

is a reason thatI

‘Way, very near ithe old _ohuroh. .He

seems bent on telling all he knows, which
would probably convict the Ring thieves.

Tues-

and kept them there for a while, and

the ceaseless twice daily worship, though
little frequented, gains from very neglect,
in its steadfast faith and persistency, a sublimity, a pathos,and a power too.as I verily
believe, peculiar to its lonely. condition.
Those of us whose church-ideal is the farthest possible from that ef Trinity corporation and Dr. Morgen; Dix, might often do
worse than to honor and cherish that “absolute faith in God's prescriptions under all eir-

Ij by feeding the hungry and clothing the the city may again become as populous as From this occasion the! New
them to provide for themselves.

Ory

country. The price offered wag $650,000,
partly cash down, with three years’ contin-- counsel to keep back his testimony, but,
ued
possession while rebuilding elsewhere.’ without avail. He affirmed that the claims
will presently show, why the lower énd of

gimpler

shall be made optional, will be all that will| naked, but yet more by laws and edychtion- ever. . A prosperous manufacturer I could
be granted. Another proposal is to allow a a and religious influences which enable | name, has a handsome stors on Broads

shorter ** Prayer-book servioe™ for evening

and

Lanphier’s pastoral aid, if spared to them,
they may hope to out-do vastly the noble
work of the old church in its prime. Overthe service im the Old North Dutch church. looking and looking through and beyond
I was agreeably surprised by the number Wall street from Broadway, stands the most.
and appearance of thé congregation. The beautiful and costly Protestant .temple in
singing, by the ‘people, led by Mr. Lan- the United States. I never approach wijhphier and the large organ, was pl¢asing and out pausing to gaze upward with profound
impressive. The sermon, by Mr. Julian, enjoyment at
a theological student who at present supTRINITY CHURCH.
plies the place of a pastor, excelled in its
To
many
it
isa piteous sight, so much
kind—the Young ‘American school of pulpit cratory, founded by Mr. Beecher. I sacred treasure and magnificence stranded
and left by changes of society, alone iu the
learn that there are 130 communicants in
‘of commerce, miles from the
the church, almost all converts of the last lifeless realm
human homes of which it was meant to be
fittean years; 200 pupils in the Sabbaththe center. +I donot look upon it all toschool; 125 average atrenglance ; and a
gether
in that light. It isa grand though
good attendance at the weekly evening

qualities of

four years.

honor of God,

vated human nature isYpdifferent fo it.It happened to me, weather-bound in
this quarter, a few Sundays ago, to attend

Not

nature in which grace prevails over robustness and faultless accuracy supplies the
place ‘of strength,—a modern - culturedy
scholarly character in which precision, not
without a glow of fervor, serves instead of
power set on fife by enthusiasm,—such is’
apparently Mr. Birrell, who now retires.
through ill health from the pastorate at
Liverpool, which he has filled for thirty-

and that if we would

have any inward reverence for divine inforcing its evangelistic and pastoral work
things, it must not be smothered in its out- -in’this growing population, Let them put
ward expression, much less repudiated. into this pulpit the best preacher they can
Haman nature demands this fitness ; and it get, put the pulpit and the pews a]ike into

to in-

the risk of discomfiture in a long list of am‘ afraid we are doing it very diligently
hostile motions; and specially in its deter- in all our denominations. Ata meeting of

mise,

week,

The

ble. We think the world has outgrown all
that; but this is one of the many delusidns

to the English

all respects, save that of zex alofls, faithful
service in the gospel, unlike Dr. Brock.
Yi
taste, delicate and refined sensibilia mind almost. feminine in. its love of
thie: proprieties, ow gentle and spiritual

The National Thanksgiving-day, eleven
days hence, occupies public attention, but
‘the tone of the national mind is not jubilaut. “Ihe political horizon looks threatening. From the east comes the startling
news of the assassination of the Gov. General of India; from the west come intimations that the difficulty which the Washington Treaty was supposed to remove forever
will re-appear to remain yet longer a source
of irritatien to both England and Ameriea.

that it should

‘the

be for applyinz.the

hut also the Rev. C. M, Birrell; Chairman
of the Baptist ye
last year,—a man in

DERBY, ENGLAND, Feb. 17, 1872.

home

Dr. Brack

| the

# Thou angel of the other change unknown,
With such vague terrors rife,
Speak to us in thine ¢wn familiar tone,
And we shall call thee life!

At

last

withdrawn—to

character and thought Americans had an
oppor funity of observing when he ited

Working the potent charm so sweet and strange,

:

to

but for a Royal Communion

. O lifel whose law is never death, but change,

.

is not

about to retire from their

A growing sense of poyvers

English

aware that,

merchandise.

of the old church, My friend, Mr. Lan:
phier, the missionary of this parish, in particular, now thanks God and takes courage,
seeing in the turn of affairs the guiding
hand of Providence which makes it plain
that te Lord will have a * temple” kept in
this mammon-quarter for himself.
He thinks that there is more in the old
church than money can pay for or replace.
To slight'the péwer of venerahle associations and of external fitness in things, over

quire into the origin, amount, and application of the property and revenues of the
Church with a view to disestablishment and
disendowment. It is expected the resolution will be opposed with greater vebemence than the resolution of last year.
Two celebrated Baptist ministers are

coud;
Through golden lights of day,
~ Through silver lights of night, the seasons le: ad
;
The young earth on her way.

New every
New
And every
Has

and

from

is nothing but a fashion. Think
tery, and the superb sweep of
street, once the very throne of
abandoned to living dirtiness

noon prayér-meeting is held,
Finally they
resolved to offer the lease of ghe land at auc-

The Bill to make it possible for dis-

policy of disestablishment

round and round the tireless months,suc-

The dews of blessing fall!

A satisfactory offfr would. part of the island,

to the adjoining new chapel where the daily

question in the House of Commons when
again Mr. Miail revires it. I suppose his

‘Through our mortality ;

How wide around us all,

not

dissenters, and a zeal for the Church was
shown which fore-shadows a less calm and
temperate discussion of the establishment

Not to show forth how frail a life #8 ours,

And

I'am

senter ministers to officiate at funeials in
parish grave-yards, occasioned a good deal
of angry talk. Mr. Miall, iiritated by the
tone of one of ‘the speakers, said some
sharp and hard things about the clergy having it all their own way and lording it over

Upon

;

but

There is no sound reason for the
sal exodus of families

in the quiet, snug room where jt is held, in 1 ably transform Ann street and make that
the center of a business building, than in corner of William streetg. profitable connot only to describe, but to guide and con- the over-large and solemn old church ? Yet tinuation of the handsome offize building
troll a nation whose spiritual forces it has the fact is, Mr. L. says, that the attendance just erected adjoining it; while the Fulton
| has been reduced bya very large percent- street corner is one of the most valuable of
not ee ver of comprehending.
But not only Convocation and the Church age, since the new chapel was opened and locations for certain classes of business.
of England platform indicate coming stiife, the meeting removed from the church! 1 By all means, let the Collegiate church celthe House of Commons showc two nights begin to believe that, if people are to go to ebrate this centenary year by dedicating the
ago much temper on an ecclesiastical ques- church, they want to go to. churches, and | old church afresh and in perpetuity to the

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1872.

‘Holding that precious trust!

America;

constructively at Icast, you were before denied the rank of a civilized people. Yet
such, according to the Dean's idea of barbarism, must be your condition. The Dean
has been lecturing the Presbyterians in’
Scotland, and reading to them their religious history in a new light. In reply Dr.
Rainy of Edinburgh has delivered a course
of lectures, and is said to have done excellent service by his withering exposure of
the superficial Erastianism which presumes,

is prima

Year after year she preaches in the flowers;

All of the olden time!

tion,

tr

; and that £5,000 were iLGarvey's expenses durir g

the fall campaign, Thus a complete sy: tem of robbery is proved. It is not yct
known where Mr. Garvey has Leen, but Le

THE COLD TERM.

tion to be made of their valuable property
on William street, extending from Ann to
Fulton, whereon stands the ¢ Old North
have induced them to convert the old site into money to be appropriated to new city missions in other quarters, and to withdraw the
present Sunday services in the old church in-

and other p
cluded to eet

Events of the Week.

floors,—
Like a fine old Knickerhocker gentleman,

Dutch church.”

[

frescoing houses for Tweed &, Co. in Conr3

for stateVip1

retaliation
.

vating "Hartford ini
house grievances.

on his

ers on Providence in regard to the disposi-

and this being unsatisfactory, the lots

DECISIONS.

another’s, or whether he has
responsible for the payment.

' For some years past, ne consistory of
the Collegiate Reformed church in this _ city
have been in the attitude of passive wait-

all these questions were discussed. Broad’
churchmen and Low churchinen met on

itself as a relapse into barbarism. His idea
is that only
uncivilized
communities
sever religion «from government, and that
throughout all civilized lands Christianity,
in some form is established by the State.
Hard things enough are sometimes said

his salesroom

family on his third floor (although he owns
a villa on Staten Island) and carries on
his manufacture on: his third and fourth

March 8, 1872.

was done.

year, without further reminder from this oflice.
NEWSPAPER

York,

at St. James Hall, London, a few days ago,

recelvdd by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until payment of all awrearages is made as re- the same platform to say, * We don’t want
+ quired by law,
to be disestablished ; we want to be reformEach subsctiber 1s particularly requested to note
ed.” Dean Stanley spoke of disestablishsub.
his
of
expivation
the
for
label
the
on
date
© the
ment as a barbarous word, and of the thing
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
*
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@
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NEw

has

second floor, lives in elegant style With his

oii

,

service in the customary places of

| istic

THE
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FREEWILL

BY

his first floor,

New York Correspondence.

enjoined.

ntsc

18SUED

present”

inn

FOR

at

from the formularies of devotion one Or
two prayers for-a-*“mission,” or an evangel-

FAMILY.

THE

that

What is needed is'the_ privilege of selecting
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than
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A

worship

—
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THE MORNING STAR.

11

Number

.

were dishonest ones; that $50,000 were put
into the account to pay Tweed's expenses
with the Albany legislature; that $126,000

were included to pay for plastering and

Their present policy geoms to be to koe: quiet,’

and not say much ‘on one sido or thie other.

One

thing they do admir very freely und that 13,unless
‘the enomfos of the: Administration unite against
Grant,be will surely ! )0 elected. They will not re-

peat their folly of 1863, whieh. they nominated. the:

very men, who, above all others, stood tlie best
chance for defeat. Their motto now is, *‘ Anybody or anything to beat Grant.” They do not
object to Davis, and Parker is one of their idols.
They might go further, and fare much worse,
All this, of course, Is but the bumble opinion”
of

‘PRESCOTT.

Truo self-denial 18 harsh at the' beginning,
easy in the middle, and most sweet-in thoend,
3

ne

N. H., MARCH
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Was Aunt Hannah Right?
AM

hi)

» ‘The . prayersmacting

was

progressing

uy

mind

about as usual Thursday evening, when Mr,

THE

MORNING

training of

those children,
Ithink I fuil to comprehend the desperate character of your case.”

the matter over since the cominencement of [

“Oh,

Aunt Hannah,

it can’t be that this

determined

that. his fu- |isall! It is very different from the rh
ture life should copy more closely the pers | pression I have always received ‘from my
fect pattern.
i
| Christian teachers and friends.
My idea is
These simple, garnest words cansed a | something like this. These duties to.which
thrill of joy to run from heart to heart, that we have both referréd’ds worldly cares are
burst forth in the old hymn:
| important and ought to be performed in a
| Christian spirit; but that they are a’part of
‘ Bless the Lord, O my souk” *
our Christian work,

or

that

God.

accepts

minister

or

layman,

represents,

does

who

injury

to

on his way, feeling that |
his Christian life is to consist mainly of re- |
ligious exercises outside of his daily du- |
ties.”

dlannah, I am

to"be_here

this

sb glad you
week,

|
be- |

I

upon en- |

after another. . When
she rcached
after the close of ‘the meeting, she
herself into

an

easy

assumed

chair,

something of

the air of a judge about to try an important
case.

3

‘*“ Well, Mary, you look sad.

you any

:

Can I help

vo

77

‘‘ Aunt Hannah, I am entirely discourag
ed. I don’t know butIhad better request
that my name be removed from

the

church

book. While listening to the remarks this
evening, I noticed that several spoke of liv-

ing above the world, as though they were
breathing a heavenly air all the time. Now,

Lcan'tdo it.

Here

I am in the midst of

my family, ‘with

worldly cares

absorb every

of

bit

mind and body.

the

enough to

energies

me.”

Andl

of

soul,

How can I be thinking of

God and heaven, when I am washing dish-

es, with one eyeon my work and the other
ou baby. There are sometimes many days
in succession, when it really seems as though
I could not find five minutes to spend alone
/ in secret prayer; and my communion with
God consists only of lifting my heart -in
pleading for help, while my hands never
cease their ministries.
‘* I have tried to do something as a mem-

ber of the church, but I beliéve it is of no
use. A short time” ago, I agreed to distribute some tracts; and there they lie on
«the shelf.
Mrs. C. said very meaningly
that she distributed every one of Lers, the
next day after receiving. them; and that
she preferred to give some of her time to
the Lord and not all of it to the world.

You think, then,”

Aunt

‘lieve that God is never better pleased with

Hannah,

us, than when we consecrate life’s common-

- *¢ that you love the things of this world
better than your Maker ?”
Mary looked surprised. ¢ Oh, no, I don't,
Aunt!

Ever since little Bennie died,

est duties by a faithful and conscientious
performance of them.”
sOh, Aunt. Hannah, if what

and I

loved God,

then,”

said

Aunt

better than
Hannah,

say

is

heaviest burden that has rested on it for
ten years. You know that before 1 was
married, [ used

my family, or any earthly thing.”
“ Oh,

you

really true, it will lift from my heart the

yielded my rebellious will to his, after that
fearful struggle,I think 1 can conscientiously say, that I have

thatched

roof ; about

to

spend

my evenings and many

‘it

more

than

of my days, either

at the church, or in connection with

must be that in your relations to-.your family, your neighbors and your friends, you
act upon principles that are satisfied if
they meet the general requirements of public opinion, without stopping to ask whether those principles are built upon the rock

half

church

work; and since Ihave had family cares
and been obliged to almost entirely neglect
such duties, I have

carried

with me,

much

of the time, a feeling of self-condemnation,
which has been aggravated by such remarks as Mrs.C. made in regard to the tracts.
«Mary, I know- Mrs. C. well. .Shq divides
ber duties just.as you have been accustomMary. looked perplexed.
She couldn't ed to do; and I don’t believe the idea
think sMat her aunt was aiming at.
has ever occurred to her that the sharp sting“ No, Aunt Hannah; I can’t adniit that.
ing words, spoken to her children at home,
It is my earnest endeavor-to'teach my chil-’ far more than overbalance her prayers] for
dren to despise shams, and seek for
gpodthem at the meetings. She works inuch of
ness because it is godd, not for its iar.
the time in a state of excitement, which.
* ance only; and in my relations with my makes her irritable, in order to get through,
- neighbors and friends, though I am con- 80 as to have time to'attend to her religious

30

1

be the true essence of Christian character

1 AEA ATR

A

“I don’t know,” said Mary, hesitatthg,
* unless it is loving God with all the heart,?
and our neighbor as ourselyes.”

«1 think no

think the first and most important require-

SIP

ment is{—loving God with all the heart.
Now, what is maeant by all the heart?
We

A AO
NS

of the: Bible will

question that,” said Aunt Hannah. * Now,
let us look at, your desperate case. You

told in

|

immediate

connection to

love

neighbor as ourselves, so it can't’ mean

that we are not to love anybody else; for
there are two, our neighbor and
Le

AE

reader

:

must cease

to

eat

sistent,

he

condemned

if

and

drink,to be

the

con-

taking

of

Our

hearers were then

informed that

their champion’s argument was founded

on

an error, viz: that Brahma is in everything.
This error was exposed by showing that
‘where God is in His essential presence sin

«whom we are expected to love.

ourselves,

I think we

may safely say, that Christ's meaning is,

more rest and’

stop at a hotel

over

night,

and take two or three meals; and some-

times for sufficient reasons, you

partake o

hg
that God is to have the first and best place food from your lunch basket.
in our hearts and his commandments are to
‘So the Christian, on his journey through
This you say is this world must partake of the ‘bread of
be the rule of our lives.
You bélieve you love life’ by the way, or he will famish. Some. truem your case.
:
God best.
times ‘an evening meeting, or a chapter
of which you from the Bible furnishes the way-side reement.
requir
« The other
speak is, loving our neighbor as ourselves. freshment, Then the attendance upon a
The meaning of which, I think we both un- series of religious services gives the soul

derstand to be, treating our neighbors and

friends as we would like to have them treat
This princi. usunder like circumstances.

destructible.

Much time was spent as usu-

al, in answering

objections;

but

we

unusual

rest

while the hands

and

stimulus;

continue

and

again,

their ministries,

.
Daeuo
ac
4

withotit

it?

were

It

| others.

:

The Bible does

not address itself to infants, but to

We returned to the village wficre we had
left Madhu,to find him deeply engaged with
angther captious fellow. Purna gave him
such a clear and succinct view of salvation

itself by Godlike qualities.

Of course he

was non-plassed. He made a feeble attempt
to recover himself by .referring us to the
maryclous feats in war accomplished by
his favorite Ram.
He was informed that
Ram never performed such feats in

war

as

sinners,

and hence has but he condition of salvation, faith in Christ. * Christ came into
this world to save sinners,”and no one else.
And

sinners

are

transgressors

for ** sin

is a transgression

And

can

none

of the law,

of the law,

be le sinners who have not

transgressed the law. Ilence we should
say the text applies only to those who can
sin, and can believe,

As God is the creator

of infants, he is under obligation

which he was

copstrained

to admit;

then

he was reminded that hear-say evidence is
always rejected in every court of justice,
and could scarcely be accepted in this case.

We then attempted

to sustain the negative

called a success. Several attempts were
made to introduce the Gospel, but the name
and works of Jesus were not acceptable to
our hearers, so we left them, anything but
pleased with our morning's work.

-+

—

once to the house of the chief man

village and

found a number

of the

of people

as-

sembled on business, The father .of the
"chief is an invalid, has been ailing for thir-

Feb.

7,

headed

as

above,

this

Star

of

sentence:

to

secure

their happiness, unless they become rebels
against his. government, and thus forfeit
that protection,
A.D.
rent

An

fc

tesmina——

Old Man’s-Reminiscence.

The following facts may be of interest to
| some of your readers in their intercourse
| with skeptics:

ref-

erence to ‘‘ The Great Queen” (Victoria)
in far off England, and her many officials in
India. She rules India through her niimérous agents of different grades, some
high and

some

low.

We

applied this to

God and the long train of Hindu deities,
‘incarnations,&c. ** These latter are only the

agents of the Great Invisible;

through

them we serve Him, just as we honor” the
Queen by obeying her official representatives.” We admitted that God works by
instruments, but were 6f course, obliged

to

as you said awhile ago, the ‘soul “sends up | deny, and disprove our opponent's illustraon

his

)

The

‘

ae

time of the session

is usually filled

up with smoking, chesving tobacco, exam-

ining the points of any new horse under
the shed, inspecting repairs or improveJoRs which have been made in any vehicle
on'the premises, discussing the season, the

consign them to eternal death, and that,too,

without any act of their own?

This

seems

to be his idea, for he says further on, *‘Original sin being atoned for, it follows that

it had nothing whatever to do.

by

Then,

some,

too,

it’ has been

that its members would

be profited more by joiningin the usual exercises of the. school; by studying
t'ie Bible,
instead of attending to these
practical and
important

topics

to

which

they now

give

attention. Other straitlaced people
think
the example of self-obliviousness
set by the
class is not

good,

but

that

it induces the

larger children to think lightly of the school. *
Of, the excellence of men who will so devotedly attend a clags under circumstances
80 unalluring, we, however, are willing to

allow the Sunday-school world to jadge.
Before closing the account of this interesting class, we may mention a notable improvement as witndssed. in one of our’interior villages.
master,

The accommodating

who ‘lives

near

by,

so

Post-

sogh

as

preaching closes hies him homesagd, followed by the class, The we!l-warmled office is opened, the mail

is distributed, and

rels and what-not, and so

mind-to make laws, and

the former Horse-shed Class. —Ezaméner &

power

to enforce

them.” He said no more.
23A man called on me, whose only object appeared to be,to offer what.he thought
unanswerable objections to the Bible. All
were as easily answered as the last which
was, that we are told to buy wine and milk
| without money sad without price; saying
with a scoff, * Pretty stuff! 1 ama poor,
worthless creature; 1 can’t buy at all.” I
said, * I will tell you how you can buy, and

proceeds to work.

How thoughtful and kind

er.

in'this Postmast-

He should have a vote of thanks

from

Chronicle.
sreapeias

THEORY AND PRACTICE,
To devise a
good plan isa very different master from
executing it. Rev. A. M. Wylie puts i

thus in the S. 8. Times :

-

‘We set up our theory of the model teacher. You contribute this, and I contribute
that,

and a third

throws

in another indis-

pensable quality,and the model is made up,

and now we are to have perfect success.
‘But in practice it is the old experiment of
say you are a worthless creatuge; there is, Jerpatna motion.
The reasoning is all
you know, no price put upon what is ogical, the principles are plain to a-demonworthless ; now, give yourself and you will stration, but, somehow or other, the thin
| buy without money and without price.” He won't go—it may run for a season, but it _
will stop.

without

money

and without

| left.

price.

’

3. After considerable conversation with a
{ man who preached

final

restoration,

I ob-

| tained his promise that he would preach
| his doctrine
[him

that

no

the

more

word

if I could convince

eternal

was ever used

in speaking of the punishment of the wick| ed, for he denied that any other word meant

| duration withoutend.
25:

46,

in’

Greek,

I showed him Matt.
which

reads,

* These

shall go away into aioniong punishment,
but the righteous into life aionion.” The
same word is also used in the 41st verse.
I omit

much that was said.

Saffice

it to

say he stopped preaching.
ig
4. I once entered a store where I met a
number of skeptics, among them an old

the

devil,

and

he

has

done

,

all he can to

OCTOGENARIAN.
1

S. $. Depavtment,
The

[3

You

We have come to the conclusion, after
some observation, that these be the days of

much machinery.
Our cellars, and our
out-houses, and our store-rooms are filled
with all sorts of new inventions, wonderful

discoveries, and patent concerns for washing, for ironing, for heating, for cooking,
for scrubbingj for sweeping, for gardenin
and

farming,

and

what not

purposes, ine

nine-tenths of them are only miserable
mockeries—trials to the patience, and taps
to the purse.
Actual practice sifts the whole thing down

to brain,

love and muscle, animated by a

patient, determined purpose behind.
And so .it is, exactly, in the various de-

|]

partments of church work. Method and
machinery are going to do very little of
themselves. They make up the splendid
solar engine on a cloudy day. The beauti-

ful organization is there, but heaven's heat,

without which

it can make not a solitary

revolution, is wanting,
)
To the same general effect remarks Dr.
Eggleston:
3
:
Without the right spirit, all the trainin
in the world will not enable you to succeed.
If you are indifferent to success you can
not succeed.

The

true

teacher is in ear-

nest. He works with his soul full of the
greatness of the work.
Not fitfully, but
steadily, in earnest.

Thé

not repelled by wickednéss.

true

If

the spirit that took Elizabeth Fry

twacher

is

you have

into New-

gute, if you have the spirit that led Sarah

artin to a life of self-sacrifice, it’ you have

the spirit of Christ, success must be yours.
If not, failure.

®

Consider the example of our Lord. Consider your own indebtedness
sider the greatness of the wo!
your own responsibility. .
Privilege. Consider the joy set beforé you.
evote yourself from né lower motive than
love and gratitude to Christ, vo the great
work.
;
If you work frora such motives, you will

Horse-shed Class.

be
patient. You will not be disheartened
by the greatness of the labor, nor the smallWe have heard of many kinds of classes ness or absence of results, nor by the incorin our Sunday-schools, but only a few, days rigibleness of pupils.
ago did we bear of the class named above.
Work trium
antly. Work in assurance
Upon inquiry, however, we discover that a of success, and the very assurance will prosimilar class exists in almost every country mote your success.
fa
place.
:
The horse-shed class meets at the same
ILLUSTRATIONS. * Where shall I gather
hour with the other classes. As is indicat- illustrations for my class?” On the gource
ed by its title, its place of meeting is under from which they are drawn depends, in a
the shed erected for the shelter of the farm- ygreat measure, their ‘value. ood bankers’ horses. This place is not very comfort-. ‘notes come from the banker, not from the
able, usually. It is a shelter, though, from counterfeiter.
No one has dny right to
heat in Summer, and from cold in winter. have counterfeits, so no teach has a right
The only seats are such as the wagons or to use spurious illustrations. Convey the
fe

anxious

to

meet

for Bible study that

they

will accept such inhospitable accommodation

as these sheds.

But what think you of the.

self-sacrifice snd regularity the shed exerafter the morning

sermon.

Men,

women

and children+ are present at the preaching.
The

sermon

ends,

the benediction is Je

can there be in punishing a child born to- nounced, a fow men with the most of the
women and children arrange themselves for
day, for a sin committed six thousand years school
work, while ‘the ‘remainder of the
ago? And are we to understand that the
atonement was made to save innocent be-

men go out to the shed. Doubtless it would
look Better, and would afford much needed
ings from being punished by a just God ? encouragement to the classes in the church,
For he says of infants, ¢‘ they do not sin;" did all teen persons remuin inside to sing,
ray, study, etc. .But out they go to the
and if they * do not sin,” they can not be
rse-shed
sinners ; for a8 no one can be a thief until . The exercises of this class are very odd,
he steals, so no one can be a sinner until | onsidering’ the ‘day and circumstances of
he sins, Then are we to understand that their assembling. ‘They never sing, nor
we have. an atonement for beings who are pray. - They have no; fesson papers, nor’
‘even a Bible. ' They have no orderly. opennot sinners ? | Did not ‘* Christ come into ing, nor any order of exercise. . They have
the world to save sinners”?
fig
no teacher, nor leader of any sort by offi-

If the atonement was

thought

governed by the laws of nature.” I replied,
‘Who made those laws?
It: requires

cises go on.
?
‘.
:
On what Very
generally, country schools meet just

‘could a just being punish the innocent for
the sins of the guilty ? What possible justice

allowed in them.

thus prepared for a comfortable session, the
class seats itself on counters, boxes, bar-

fact that this place is chosen when the
edifice, with comfortable seats and
none but agtual transgressors are punished.” | church
good shelter, is not half filled? The cldssThe inference seems plain that, without the es in these country sehools are never very
atonement, the whole race would have bean numerous or large.
There is plenty of.
punished for the sin of Adam committed room in the house, and yet with amazing
before they ever were born, ant with which

We have known of people who were ungenerous enough to question the usefulness
of these shed gatherings. It has even been
insinuated that scandal and vulgarity were

1. Aman once said to me, *‘ There is no
evidence that there is a God; the world ‘is

¢ Adam, by transgression, separated himself from God, and a separation from God
is epiritual death. By the original stirof
Adain, his posterity were brought into like sleighs afford, and yet in this really uninvitihg place large classes of men assemble
condition as himself.”
ne after week, at the hour for SundayCan the writer believe that Adam had a school at almost all country churches.
with the
power, even befond that of the Infinite |: Perhaps the reader is impressed
mpr
One, to make all his posterity sinners, and: tidea that the martyr spirit is among these
men. We do not usually find persons so

the idea that God works through instraumen-- possible ground, scriptural or otherwise,
talities and illustrated his argument by

style,

he

| was then easy to introduce Jesus as the on|dy one who had ever given unmistakable
| evidence of having been sent 6f God as
| man's redeemer.
In him God reveals him| self and works out a marvelous plan for
man's salvation.
:
i:
One man was disposed to be captious,
and it was with difficulty we could keep
| him quiet enough to obtain a hearing from

able occasionally to introduce the gospel.
‘is
WEDNESDAY, 8TH. Went out early this
PT
RE
nae
qu—
morning to some of the neighboring villages in quest of hearers. Left Madhu in one | Infant Salvation.
small village, and Purna and self went farther to a larger ome close by. Went at
We notice in an article in the

ple is the one, you say, you are aiming to its earnest Jedvion for help and goes on its tion and its application to idolatry.
We thought it best to meet him
:
embody in your daily life. You say your way refreshed.
Ty
3

administer

and death can not come; thatif God were. “of his propositions, but he became so very
captious that our effort could schreely be
in man
he would not sin, and would be in-

apparent hopelessness of his case, it was
easy to turn to the great question, salvation
from the disease of sin. Our hearers were
“to struggle with life's little perplexities, if I surprisingly ignorant of Christianity for peocan only feel that.in overcoming I am lay- ple living so near to Midnapore, and still
nearer to oneof our lines of operation in
ing up treasure in heaven.
:
“But don’t you underrate the value of re- the cold season. They introduced, with the
utmost simplicity and earnestness, some of
ligious meetings P”
:
;
“1 fog not, Mary, Let me illustrate. the old-fashioned : arguments in favor of
Hinduism; arguments which are seldom
Suppose ydu are going to California. You
can’t get there without pargaking of nourish- heard save in districts somewhat remote
ment by the way. Sometimes you take from the seat of missionary operations.
One mat pressed upon us with great zeal
refreshment at a R. R. restaurant, stopping’

mjoutes; sometimes you need

one

the difficulty would be to prove whether |, persuade you not to go there, but if you
life; for the very water he drinks teems Ram were a god, a great man, or a devil, love the devil so mach more than you do
with living creatures, the rice he eats has since all are capable of great deeds.
The the Lord that you will go there, who will
one kind of life, and that he destroys, in the
proof of his second propssition was thén de- pity you ?” With a much milder voice, he
process of cooking, before he can eat it.
manded.
He quoted from the shasters, but said, “When will you preach on that subHe was asked if God were so ignorant it was shotvn, in reply, that these were un- ject?” I said, ** Any time when you will
and inconsistent as to make it sinful'to take worthy of belief, and, therefore, the evi- come to hear me.” “Well,” said he, ‘‘make
life in any way,and yet so to make man that
He did
dence could not be admitted.
He then said an appointment and I will come.”
he must needs commi} that sin to live.
that they had heard it from their infancy ; but so,and we disputed no more on that subject.

to my every-day life, to feel all the while,
that the work I am doing is just what God
wants me to do! It will be so much easier

But a few

and

are now-a-days frequently performed by judge, who, with a loud, harsh Voice accostgreat generals; so that on his principle’ ed me thus: * Why can’t you preach withagainst Chrisfianity, because it does not forthese must all be recognized
"as incarna- out preaching hell fire ? I can’t endure ever-’
bid the taking of life for purposes: of
—
ions and so be worshiped. This proved lasting fire.” * I replied, * The Lord has a
and in self-defense, as in combat with fei
too much. Then he was told that feats of right to make as many hells as he wishes;
animals. Our objector was informed tat he
valor could be performed by devils also, he did not make hell for you, he made it for

scious of much imperfection, Ido try to “duties.”
live 4nd act Christian principles.”
After a little.conver“I believe I do beginto
§éé as" you do, ty years more or less.
“ Mary,” said Aut Hannah,** what do you Aunt; Oh, what an inspiration it will give sation on the nature of his disease, and the

understand from the teachings of Christ, to

faith,

Again, it was shown thathe who is sent of need no salvation from it,

This objection is based on the Hindu idea |
door until they enter it again; or, when
they sit listlessly in their seats at ‘school, that Brahma (God) is in everything that
thinking, ‘How I love my mother! How I has life. Indeed, that he is the only life, so
wish I could be doing something for her, that whatever lives is Brahma, or a part of
The Hindu disputant forgets that his
instead of spending my time here, over Him.
own
shasters
represent Brahma as indivisithese dull books?’ ”
“The first would be the real obedience,” ble and indestructible, hence this objection

most energies to keep the children clothed
said Mary, ‘‘and the latter disobedience;
decently for school and do my other necesfor I feel that my. children honor me most,
sary work. The care of baby prevents my
when they are most faithful in the performgoing to meeting much,and in fact 1 am enance of their duties.
It is the faithfulness
tangled ina perfect network of worldly
that I Saluel®
cares. Now, what would you advise me to
“And just so,” said Aunt Hannah, ““T be.
said

with

mother once, from the time they leave your

But it has required the exercise of my ut-

do ?”

ing of mud,

to

feet long by 12 wide; walls about 10 feet
|
high. It has no ceiling, the rough bamboo
| religious duties such as I spoke of a mo- rafters and straw thatching being all in by substitution that he was completely si| ment ago."
:
lenced, and declared himself satisfied with
sight. There are several small fire-places;
|= “ Now, let me ask_you, Mary, which is
what he had heard. .
which are simply holes dug in the earthen
| the heavier cross, to arise in meeting and
THURSDAY, 9TH.
Took another direction
floor, the earth taken out of the hole being
say a few words, orto arise in the mornthis morning and went a long: way before
placed, in the form of mud, on’ three sides
ing, with the determination, by God's ‘help,
finding any work. At length we came upto keep that irritable temper of yours in of the hole in a circular form, the side next on a village where were little groups
check all day and then to do it, speaking the cook being left open to admit wood of people at work in their dooryards. By a
and air.
Ta
:
‘
little pleasant chit-chat and a kind invitation
gentle words when bitter ones keep striving
With
no
better
fire-place
than
this,
na- here and there a small crowd was soon colto gain the mastery
]
“Oh, Aunt, with my nature there is no tive coBks will get up a first-rate dinner, in lected. Madhu and self left Purna with
comparison between the two. The per- a surprisingly short time; that is, if they these and went on some distance further
formance of the latfer requires a fearful happen t6 be in a pleasant mood; if not, through rice fields and jungle to another vilstruggle sometimes, sueh as could never then ¢‘ the wood is green,” or ‘‘the fire- lage. Here the head man of the village and
take place in connection with the former. place is badly built,” or some other frivolous a number of his people were assembled
With a person possessing a different nature, excuse is made for the delay in givifg four taking and giving accounts. They receiva dinner.
the opposite might be the case.”
ed us kindly until they learned our errand,
After so long a stage at such unusual
when the landholder put himself in array
“But, it is your case we are considering
we all needed food and rest. After re- against us. He proved to be a hard-heartnow, Mary. That word, ‘worldly’, seems hours,
to be a great stumbling-block with you. freshing ourselves, our bookstand was ed, ignorant bigot and withal a very conopened on one of the little verandas, of
ceited person, and 1 fear our labor was
And I think the trouble is, that you make a
which we have two on two sides of our
lost upon him. He insisted very strongly
mistake in separating your duties into two
house. The books, of which we have an
on two points, viz:
\classes, worldly and religious. Nothing
cdn be your duty unless it is something excellent variety, soon attracted attention, + 1st. That Ram Chandra (an ancient
God wants you to do, and if it is what he and a few persons gathered abouts. Hindu king and great warrior) was God inThey heard well for a time, but declined to
wants you to do and you doit witha
carnate,
right spirit, whether.it be going to church, purchase. In the evening a large crowd
2nd. That the bare mention of Ram's
listened for a long time in the bazar with
or repairing your children’s clothing, I bename
would remove any amount of sin.
lieve it to be equally ac@eptable in His apparently much interest.” The attack wag
A very easy way of getting rid of sin,
from
the
other
side
this
time.
My
gun
was
sight. You spoke a few minutes ago, of
carried by one of our company with the forsooth. A short stanza was quoted to the
not being able to think of heavenly things
effect that ** Things susceptible of proof are
and your work at the same time. Tell me, hope of shootinga supper. This was ob-' complete,” 4. e., the intelligent will accept
served
by
a
respectable
Hindu
who
said,
when are you the better pleased with your
only what is proven. Ie was requested to
children, when they go to school and learn ‘You are going about the country teaching produce his evidence for statement number
their lessons faithfully and strive to obey the people the true knowledge of God, and one; and we reminded him that wherever,
the rules, though they may not think of yet you do not hesitate to take life, and for in‘ whomsoever God is, his presence asserts
that prpose you carry a gun with you.”

with the air of a person entirely discouraged, she sat deeply buried in thought.
Aunt
Hannah looked over the top of her glasses,
with one of those keen,penetrating glances,
indicative of a person versed in reading
_ faces, then laying aside her knitting and removing her glasses, she straightened herself in her chair and

fellow

home |
am sure
I bave always heard this referred
found
| to, as meaning speaking in meeting, and

only Aunt Hannah in the cosy sitting room ;
and, throwing

and

is sent

| God will prove it by his godly walk.

| thiigs tend to draw our thoughts away from
tigely worldly principles and in opposition
{ heavenly things; and the less time we beA Missionary Journal.
to the higher teachings of the Bible. His
stow upon. them, and the more. upon reBY E.C, B. H,
family also were trained servants to selfish- |
ligious duties, such as attending meetings,
ness, ambition and pride, apparently to his
| distributing tracts, &c., the better God is
Nov. 7, 1871.
Left home, accompanied
great satisfaction.
In fact, although a pro{ pleased.”
:
by; brethren Madhu Dass and Purna Chanfessed Christian and a member of the church
|
¢“Doyou find this distinction made in the dra, at 3, A. M., for Salbauni, 14 miles
his life had been a truly worldly one.
Bible, Mary ?"
north from Midnapore. Reached S, at 9:
Mrs. Swan was at the same meeting,— |
*“1don’t think of any passage to the 80, A. M., and, after some little trouble,
the first one she had attended in three |
point; but Jesus said, ¢ If any man will succeeded in getting a house in the bazar
months,
A troubled look rested on her
come after me, Jet him. deny himself, and for 12 cents a day. It isan oblong buiidface, as she listened to one exhortation
take up his cross,

and

according to this writer, both classes

:

i

Ji

would lose his office and himself be punished according to that law; so, admitting,
for the sake ‘of argument, that your incarnations were originally from God, sent to

beginner -in the Christian life such teaching

“Ol, Aunt

pentance

And

~

Aare sinn
* And if infants are sinners, crops, the price of ‘hay, buiter, horses, catand’ would
have been lost without the tle, land, ete., with incidental attention to
olitics, to jokes, to yarns, to other people's
atoriement, and were saved unconditionally, | usiness, and to all such ntomentous and
why not save
#1 sinners unconditionally ? appropriate things,
All religious converWhy save one class unconditionally, and sation is prohibited in the horse-shed class.
When
the superintendent inside the
be his representatives, if they yiolate his require faith of anather class? Does a satchurch
strikes the bell for elosing his part
pure and holy law themselves they will lose isfactory answer to: Dr. Whitby necessitate of the school, the shed students at once adtheir oflice and suffer the penalty of .violat- any such difficulties? Why not say at once; journ.
The ounger members repair to
infants are not s«ved-in any sense spoken the front of the church, to be on hand for
ed law,
:
:
“ But according to your own shasters every of in the text? Salvation means in Script- the social duties which they owe those whb
to rescue men from the punishment tarried inside. lhe older men untie™ their
one of them have violated, not one only, ure
horses, and get ready to load up for home.
due their sins; and as infants never sinned, Thus Suanday-school closes, and these fambut many of God's laws, so if they ever had
any divine authority they have lost it.” they are not exposed to punishment, hence ous classes i
their arduous labors,
olate the law he

gives to. any

For ‘this brother had been a source of
| them as a part of our service to him, I nev- lieve you are right, and what-you have said
grief to many a heart, not only hecause he |
er have believed. i On the contrary, I think | to-night will have an influence upon my
had neglected the ‘house of God, but beSTANLEY,
| the idea of most Christians is, that these whole life.”

cause his business was transacted

“If the Judge of Midnapore, the highest

as shall send him

happened

;

-—

,

Gov. official in the place, shopld himself vi-

be to reach Cal.; so I say that person, be
he

18, 1872.

4
:
ie
“origi
own ground (Prov. 26: 5) and rove that, fants from
ig To his own argument, the Hindu inal sin” was spiritual death, will not all
incarnations and minor deities are not God's - who die in infancy be saved by a, different
instruments, This was easily done, and as process from that of others; thereby
giving
readily illustrated by his own figure. =
us two kinds of salvation; one through re-

traveler, that the more time he spent ‘in
places of refreshment, the surér he would

the cause he

MARCH

"

——

|

To

>

‘

STAR,

worldly cdres absorb all your energies, | * ‘But would it not be absurd to call these
meaningby that, the performance of du- hdurs for réfreshment, the prin
3
ity §6em to me to be only
tics necessary {i
n oss of your husband4ndichildren. Really, incidentally parts of it, while the real jour¢lon’t know how your energies can be ab- ney is the life lived and the work done.
sorbed in a better work.
Surely, God re- We should say the person was a poor adquires no higher offering from you than the viser, who should tell an inexperjenced

| spiritual, intellectual and moral

Enfield arose and said he was afraid his life
was too worldly.
He “had been thinking
the year, and. had

*hg rw

Q

Lo

[9

(i

ndde to save in-. cial. appointment,

They keep | no records,

truth by the simplest illustrations possible,

and with the least circumlocution.
of relying

on

encyclopedias,

Instead

etc., go into

the street with open eyes; pick up the dead,
broken branch which lies at your feet, and.
convert it into an illustration of a faultless
Christian life. - Be wide awake, be discrim- inating; or, if the expression may be allow- |

ed, possess sanctified gumption.
er has a right to

illustration to enforce the truth.
four

preached

~ No teach-

to his class without an

the

gospel

in

The Sav-

the trees, in

the fields; ii the roads. Why not we? An
illustration is to be used to gain attention,
and to carry home the truth. Ewploy such
as are within the comprehension of
child. Let Greek mythology alone. ri

God's illustrations, scattered

on eyery hand,

in the fields, the gardens, the lanes.” Look
at the flowers, the grass, all nature, and
ray God to open your eyes. An excellent

elp is to have a Bible with a margin, in
which to note down, as you find them, such
illustrations as bear upon any particular
assage. After a Vinh you
wil have a
k which money can not buy. Use always the best material you can find, and, if
possible, ‘that drawn
from your own expe-

rience.

Do not labor to find great things.

Take the little things.

Be plain, consistent,

the way into the mind

and heart which the:_

concise. If your lésson is about Zaccheus
climbing into the sycamore tree, do not picture the sycamore of the Mississippi Val oH
| with its emooth . trunk, but remember
e
Palestine sycamore. - Never use an illustra‘tion simply for its own sake; ever keep in
mind the great object, and let truth follow
illustzation has opened.

:

-

|

bi”

Our toils and tears to crown;
i vo hor uth Weve

A living g faith impart

rod

.

Oar questioning to stall
With hope inspire each falntin

And nerve each faltering will,

heart,

The spirit of+Thy Son »
On his disciples shed
Until Thy will on earth is dono,
2" Try tyath consummated.
Oh coms thiself and Ingke OWI:

at the Nestorian Mission School. He was
known to be one of the vilest of the Nesi
his eldest
toviys, : hii. How eB
i ans

take!
lowly downtemples,
And for Thy ome
|

A Baer. HE
of age, and

Then we shall live in Thee
I'hy love our souls unite 3 ’
Aud past and future only bo
A presence; Infinite!
=A. D. Robbins.

"leave my
«]'want
want w vou should 1d teachsh

or
?

rather

1 would

that is not what I intended to write. The
sheep 1 mean are Christ's. And the thieves
they?

are

—who

call names.
the feelings

If

it will not do to

Hush,

be any relief to

it would

“ Why,

to the
be said that no personal reference
prince of this world is intended. Notjug
else is to bg expected but. that he wiil
every straying soul whom he can
kidnap
take in his snares. Ie recognizes no code
of honor, and never will learn what beThe only safe
good manners.
longs to
with this adversary is
od of dealing
to constantly guard against his wiles, and
bravely resist all his encroachments on the
rights of the human soul. This can be
done best from within the fold of the good
;
Shepherd.
Thera is one fold and one Shepherd. The
unity of the fold is expressed through a di-

Gewergis,

“1 think I'll go.”
Some

time

as

are

you

her

away,

and

the

he

It

was

just

from it.

essential truths

“J

now,

in very

have but very little

many

influencz

in

ing the question what church to join. The
people are: governed more by their social

relations

and

affinities—sometimes

:

I promise you that I will

true, till at last its course, begun

to

lies.—Frederic

Willing to Hear Iim, Pray.

With a full heart she turned away, when
he burst -into tears, and said, ** My sister,

seek food for a vain sprit, rather than moral

of glory

The

Protestant

;

I need this salvation.
dog- | for myself.”

1 will

go

and pray

all o Mr for the sake of peace, to let every | not long after, as it was the Sabbath,
fully persuaded

one

entered

mind

own

his

Jn

assembly, | whom it had been most skillfully and
of solemn
ATTA]
Seas
Stoddard was preach-+" | economically
and almost re|
re-arran@ed

place

the

settled,

to

gained

the cause

by another | were raised to his «cyes,

of Christ

the big tears

and

ahASS
: purchase.
si
sli since
We > soon went
its
built
Ta rer-meckine: and: that
‘week

tothe

and

wind

of

Ly Prayer

by the way

,

10weow42

pay you

aio

JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y,, or, 149 Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
1y21

GLAD TIDINGS.
SCHOOL BONG

The Beautiful SABBATH
BOOK

with the above Tifle has received
the Highest Commendations.
Get one and judge for yourself.
COMPILED BY

NEDY,

120 Warren

St., Roxbury, Mass.

L. 0. Emerson & L. B. Starkweather.

26teow3

Price in paper, 30 cents., in Boards, 35 cents.
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EASTER

EASTER

HYMN!

EASTER

ANTHEM!

man at

any rate, has his place of breaking. There
is a degree of temptation in the case of every man, which if it were brought to bear
upon him, he could not; withstand.
Take a hemlock log; five hundred pounds
will not break it, but a thousand will. Take
pounds will not
ine loo: a thousand

p

¢

Take an

not|

will

=

E

|

ke

of soul, “ My sins!|
tracted. from the leading object which should | cried in the bitterness
furnish the chief motivé for desiring com- | my sins ! they are higher than Jelu mountmunion

How

with

any

branch

of the Church.

fearfully inconsiderate

we

are

ains.”
“ Yes,” said

when

. we ask dying men bitten with fierv sespents

fires of hell should

to critically examine the wood of the pole,
when they should be looking intently to

to

The

:

Some people bave a pussion for stealing
lambs about half grown. Sheep are too
heavy for them to handle, and not nearly so

It is granted that the lambs should
but it is better,

provided

it

can be, consistently with libérty of conscience, for all the members of a family
to commune in the same church. Who‘ever *foéls this to be true concerning the

‘og

y

~ AMOS
SOUTH

PAUL,
NE

receipt of retail prices.

:

AGENT,

WMAT RKET,

N

OF

_ MANUFACTURERS

and

Flue

.H.,|

Barlow’s)

;
Boilers;

i
Cylinder

of other churches, is

as dishonest

as the lawyer whose bull gored the farmer's
OX.
:

goviety

as any

person

on

earth

deserves!

peo-

ple becausé they are members of other denominations,

name

saved

what

claim

of Christ?

Such

in heaven,

apartments,

A

has

it

on

a church,

the

if ever

would require private

young

person

is serious

upon the subject of religion. A zealous
sister, greatly concerned for his soul's wel. fare, puts a book into his hands. Surely
it will light his pathway to Christ, the only

way

of truth.

He epens it. only to dis-

cover that it is'a treatise upon the mode of
bapuism, written from some denominational
standpornt! If he has not great breadth
+ of view, he will be strongly tempted to believe that Christianity is a mere question
of tho

form

of religious

life, rather than a

question of life itself. Such narrowness
grengly disturbs the fraternal relation of
the

churches,

and hinders Christian union.

~The timas demand that the churches should

present a solid front against the evils of

BT

world, and the spiritual

vy

wickedness

in

gh places.
The great Head of the Church
raygd for it, and all good men ‘desire it;

ut the only solid basis
for such united ef_ fort ‘is in the exalting of Christ far above
~ all that is Fort
gs. all private opinons, and above all those peculiarities of
+ faith and practice which are not so expressly enjoined in the Word that there is no
room left for sincere people to differ’ condédrning them,

And now since even thieves are gaid to

have a cod® of honor, I conclude by proposing a code of honor for churches Yhion

rob one another. *The golden rule will
furnish a good: foundation.
Concerning
doubtful disputations let every man be
fully

persuaded in. his own mind.

missionary

pointed him

Hands

I would

were

no

to Christ,

|.

is a fountain

Newman

Halls
—

Work.
Waich-

Peter Bayne, in his letter off the
man & Reflector, gives this

of the

glimpse

work done by Rev. Newman Hall, in London:

Surrey Chapel is situated in a densely

pled part of London, poor and—to put
t mildiy—not distinguished for virtue. It
would

have

been

easy

for a man of Mr.

Hall's established popularity to remove to
gome rich suburb and become the minister
of a wealthy congregation, but, very great-

ly to his credit, he has determined to procure a site for his new chapel as near the:
present site as possible, and to continue his

ministrations
and deprav

among the penury-stricken
The Christianity preached

and exhibited in the chapel is on the broad-

est possible evangelical platform.

admits to his

Mr. Hall

pulpit any brother in Christ,

be the denomination to which he ie.
what it may. The
payer is partly litur,

invited to partake
cal, partly free ~ Ph
of the Lord’s Supge.: who profess that the
sit down to it in simple love to Christ.
Fifteen Sunday schools, connected with the
chapel, dispepgt instruction to 6,000 children, nearly 500 teacliers being engaged in
the work.
There are six day schools with
Mission services are held
700 childrén,

§

;

~~
Vv

Calmness

Whether. ils

tl

lieves Te sick at their own

‘abodes,

Bible and missionary associations, cluster
around Surrey Chapel, an! have as the

of their activity Mr. Newman

these various operations a tum of
Hall. In
nearly £3,000 is laid-out,in addition tothe
and the expene-

remitting and, one might have thiught, im-

[Le

he

have

been

easily moved away from a lofty charity and
justice by any minor provocations. Ordinary passions couid never have inflamed
hig'breast. All common causesof mental

stand up under all circumstances without
the grace of God.
Measured by any ideal standard, how

ntust have

by one of their

batit is a poor worldif you measure it by
the higher conception of manhood.
1tis
an ark that is carrying us over the flood :
Our true life is not here. We shall not
reach: that life until we stand in Zion and

before God.—Christian

Union.

10

Enemies

TE

.
TEST

Patent

number, instead of exhibit-

lade Friends.

Protestant

much

at Plymouth
were

Armenian

Hearing they were giving it up, they gave
refuge to thesey seven men: Their-persecutors. dared not attack a Mussulman’s
house. 1 went out at midnight and visited
among the people, but as soon as it was
daylight, there was
thousand

men,

to

so much
armed

depart

before

excitement.

with

swords,

RELIANCE
WRINGER,
PERFECTED 1871. ho

we not beheld it udited with other trails
aqually observable. Jesus manifested anything but a feeble temperament, or an in-

Moulton

The

Speak for Christ.
oil

on

the

Rolls,

in our own

TRY IT

Twist,

ANY,
CE
COMP
TOOLEN
PROVID
11

Warren

st,

Job Work

and

PROV.

R,

month

guaranteed

Agents

every-

ing: Some one thinks that the Episcopal mar
riage service should be altered and the lady be
made to say ‘with all my worldly goods I thee
since those with a large

of all kinds, deneas this
office.

proportion of

AT
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will find, that,while, before he commenced
this course, he hada thoussnd questionings
anl difficulties, after he has done 80, he
will
ly have an hour's trouble with
himself. ‘The truth seems to be this: Christ
! is go kind and uncxacting a master that ho
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anathemized in 1846+ all their property was
refuge
destroyed.
Seven of them took
The Turks hate idolatry.
with the Turks.

found I was there, I had

TOOLS

of every description,
Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
‘Circular and Upright.) Iron and Brass Castings, Gasometers and Gas Works.
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impinged on him

ing any discomposure, he improves the
time in giving them. cousolation fitted to
prepare them for the events that were at
hand. S:ill we should not have been go

STA.

poor
a thing man is! This world may do!
for a training ground, a workshop, a school 3

picks, etc., were in the streets to atback me.
My friend had provided a guard of eight
only to subside at his feet. And s0 it- was.
stalwart ‘Turks to take me throdgh that
Jesus never seemed wanting in a calni, in- crowd, and my Mussulman guard carried
terior recognition of his divine office. His me safely through. That was the only
moral repose could not have been more as ‘way I could escape from them. As we
we could wish. He knew men; and he was passed along, I suppose some ona accidentnot at the mercy of men. He kept on the ally spat upon tae ground; then every
even tenor of his way. Neither the hostili- man of them spat upon the’ ground to
ty of adversaries nor the faithlessness of show their hate of me.
vears
Nine
friends, ever disturbed his moral equipoise. after 1 went to visit that city, and
We have a striking illustratien of this in the some of those same persons, then native
accounts which have been preserved of Lis brothers, welcomed me with a hymn,
I
private conversations with his disciples. His saw no expression of dislike from the peoartiess biographers have not recorded a sin- p'e who before thought they were verily dogle instance of any resentment he ever ex- ing God service to take my life.
The
pressed against those who had injured him. chango is almost universal, and in places
At the last supper of which he partook with where at first the missionaries were stoned
the twelve, just before his death, though away.
ad
fully apprised that he was to be betrayed

disturbance

penny banks, almshouses, a &chool of inustry, a temperance society, a tract soci- |,
ety, notto mention auxiliaries tothe great

maintenance of the ministry

BP

not

or another, every man can he overcome by
There is no” man who can
temptation.

church:

had such large experience in the course of
his ministry. One possessing the-~moral
greatness Recsssatily belonging to the rank

asking

no question as to their religious denomination, A Bible nurse attends to the personal
comforts of the sick, going {rom house to
house making their rooms tidy, preparing
suitable food and so on. Clothing societies,

mainspring

of J esus.

claimed by our Lord, could

through his affections, but be can be through
his benevolent sympathies.
Another man
can not be tempted through his benevolent
sympathies, bui he caf be through his intelOn one side
lectual appetites and tastes.

The Rev. Dr. Hamlin said,

There aré few traits in our great Exemplar which we may study to more advantage than the temper he manifested under

every Sunday evening in seventeen large
lodging-houses. A benevolent society re-

ible exertion. ‘One hour he will .be
preaching, the next presiding at a commit-

Let every Christian, while

heard.”

the fickleness of his followers, of which

—

lawfully loving his own ‘branch of the
«church more than any other, not unlawfully

his Bpirit is’ guiding

ghteousness.

as one d bad ** ence

fill-

it to the ways of

off the ark of the human heart, when God

pray now asl was before our business
transactious together.”
The topic of the
evenipg4avoring, 1 xeproduced the remark

till the morning, when his
of the love of Christ, and all

es of divine worship in the ohapel itself.
Mr. Hall's own life seems a record of un-

‘by

¢ Yes,”

she replied ; “and I am as willing to hear him

bowed

¢ Sir,

if there

to the custom in that churéh, in conducting
the meeting. - ** Your friend, Mr.—-"1

ventured to whisper to the lady.

ed with biood.” He warned all whom he
met and pointed them to .Christ.—Fidelia
Fisk.

The méihotg used and the motives ap-

pealed
to in making proselytes from other
churches are apt to be as base as the end
sought. For instance, how much humility
of spiris and growth in grace will be promoted by an utterance like this: *¢ If you
want to ba recognized by the best society,
you must attend our church.” As if all
Christian churches do not furnish as good
«And if your church socially ostracises

exelaimed,

forth in saying, ‘* There

lifts his little finger even to divide the

families

floor, and

be through his affecstruck at finding | bY avarice, but he can ean
not be tempted
him in the desk, jo take his turn according© | tions. Another man

GoLDEN
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but | Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap

One man can not be tempted by lust,
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Price 50 cents.
GOLDEN
The above Books aad pieces sent,
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lar,

ghd to and was quite

origin was understood beyond Mrs. —
and myself, I donot know; but, I told her
at the close, that, judging by the visible efhe could say was, “My great sins and my
fect of the remark oun ‘the litilé assembly,
Before noon he had left | she had made the speech of the evening.
great Saviour.”
for his mountain home. saying, I must When shall the time come that the prayers
tell my friends and neighbors of sin and of and exhortations of all church - members
, Christ.”
:
shall be no less acceptable fo their brethren
Ever afler as he entered the passes and sisters who have had intimate business
among the rocks, with Testament
and
and. social relitions with them, than to
hymn-book
in his knapsack, he was sue
others ? It would be a ** good time ;" perto be found singing ** Rock of Agegpcleft hapg, the millennium.—Rev. Dr. Chickerfor me;” and when he sat down by the ing.
fountain side, he*was ever ready to burgt

families of his own church, and at the same

time

the

and left him
soul was full

help.
If they are nat in earnest, but acting a kind of pious farce, then no church
will be strengthened by their communion

have liberty;

bg putout, you would

not carry this load of sin
hell.”

earnest secking the salvation of -their souls,
we may safely trust their spiritual intuitions
to decide where they’ can obtain the most

docile.

¢* but if the

not be troubled, would you ?”
Then the strong mountaineer was

. the brazen serpent at its top!
If those
whom we are trying to save are really in

with it.

the missionary,

-
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ALL BELLS WARRANTED SATISFACTORY.

Polish newspapers printed in German characters are to be published to instill hatred
Germany into their,
against
Protestant
hearts. You see, Catholicism is giving blow

Human

.

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Rota:
Mountings, the best and most
durable ever used.

and

them,

CHRISTIAN

constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Gen-

that to this day they write Polish, with
German characters, and are unable to read
The Poles of the Grand
Polish books.
Duchy of Posen and Western Prussia are
discussing in their newspapers the best
means of gaining back the Masovians to
The idea seems to prethe national cause.
vail with them that a religious agitation
for the, present will be more effective than
a merely national one, and ‘they wish to
form a missionary society for the couverMasovians to Catholicism.
sion of the
are to be sent among
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OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
THRO YX, N.Y, (established 1852,) a large assortment
other Bells
of Church, Academy, Fire Alarm, an

the work of the Jesuits, an order which
for centuries has obtained its best recruits
from Poland.
But the Masovians of Eastern Prussia remained Protestants, gnd drop
ped all connection with their kindred, so

Preachers

Chazibers St,N. Y.

,
BAPTISM

This little book has been revise 1 by th» author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, an 1 presents
a very comely appearance. It should b> in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revisel and usaful ee
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in poper covers,
15 cts, Postage extra; on theformer, 4 cts., on the

latter, 2 cents.
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Protestants

he | 0% odious mansion, and the builder, by | break it, but ten thousand will.
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which were
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f fumilies
church
When the the
His gun and dagger
are | ing.a
families
of
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ips
.
,
.
or even partially $0, nothing is | turban had fallen over his face, his hands

don't
Tt tdon't

the bunk
Sosght the
best
tofight

of Masovia,

:
t——
_ Ihad been : taking tea ad
at the house 2 ofa
:
:
Since, then, the conflict concerning
thousand pouncs
in an | 3 Pine log; a
lady,
hristian
oe
highl
By
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:
tan lady, it and | break. it, but two thousand will.
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pany
mas has ceased, why should not contention | Passing into the nearest room, in a low
pounds
thousand
two
log;
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|
and
cease concerning the spoils of the war, and | voice he lifted up his heart in prayer, and | pope, thines. about her beautiful
strength, and opportunities for the highest

-usefalness.
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Poles

been

have

and

loneli-

other a tar in tie East, leading the wise

where the Lord
Frothingham.

verse that on this twenty-second day of
February you were told of your danger.
1 leave you to pray for you.”

more

than they oughtto be for their own spirital good. Especially is this true when they

in

nes¢’ and opposition, ends in triumph and
everlasting Idve and honor. The one is an
tynis fatuus leading to destruction; the

is¢: when we stand at the bar of God,
and you are found on the left hard, promise
me, that you will tell the assemb ed uni-

determin-

glans,

sert and disappear, leaving their cheated
vicgimin miserable loneliness. The noble
one is taken, perhaps, amid troops of foes.
But one by one it converts them ino friends,
and draws to itself others, the good and

never do so’ again, if you do not wish me
tos; but I wart you to make me one prom-

instances,
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TO SELL"
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backbone for the last three hundred years.
Three hundred years ago, it ought to be
known, about one-half of the whole Polish
race became Protestants, or even Unitarians. Their reconversion in later times was

and reveal themselves as foes at last, or de-

!

see you don’t wish me to speak with

you of your soul.

Gospel, that denominational dogmas have
lost their prominence, if not their impor-

tance, and

him

them, saying, ‘1 am safe.”

there.

Brown,

braces the whole soul. The ignoble one
has seeming friends at first. Théy unmask

kept

After this, other members of the Mission
family talked to him, but he laughed at

of the

John

left the place of prayer, and

his pleading daughter.

days, such has béen the increase of practical
iety in all the churches,and so great stress
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concluded

been
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in Bastern Prussia; are very patriotic Prus- |

Clarkson, and Mrs.

Garrison,

noble one’s heaviest hour is its ‘first. It
stiffens the baek, strengthens the muscles,

he
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Grand Duchy of Posen,
on the banks of the Vis-

i
rovi
Caste
hig! Hose ju the DS oy ines of Raster

alliance

cross of Christ. What a difference! And
how many differences! The ignoble cross
is lightest at the first, grows heavier day by
day, intolerable and deadly at last. The

he was not led to it again that day, even by

he joined a Calvinistic church. If he was
# an Arminian, be atfiliated with a society
reflecting his sentiments.
In these latter
s placed upon the

They

Howard, and

8. J. May,

raised’ his

destruction,”

hand to strike her, but God alone

Calvinism,

in

to

as

Fry,

D. L. GURRNSEY,
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with all its contents, inclu-

national agitators and the Infallibility party; and few Old Catholics are to be found

Abraham Lincoln, bore ; contrast them with
the ‘quality, to sum it all in a word, of the

They went by themselves. The father
epeated his Yorm of ancient Syriac; the

ing

believed

cross

.

dogmas generally determined the church
relations of those who professed to follow

Address at once for teving
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the Grand Duchy of Posen and in the province of Western Prussia, near Thorn, both
Subscribe Now.
geats of the Polish national agitation, an

ciently attest?
Contrast these with the
quality of the cross of duty; of such a

at. her, and said, ** Do you not

thinkI too can pray ?"”

down

sia, those of the
those near Thorn

reer of the murdered man, who died in the
Grand Central Hotel, in New York, sufli-

ata time when a

child bowed down, pleaded for her own
soul, and then for her perishing father.
As he heard her say,‘‘ Save my father go-

man

cross of gain, See the anxious face, the
keen, hungry eye, the nervous, twitching
fingers, the grasping spirit that it involves;
the fate of Tweed, and the power of the
cross of self-indulgence. Does rot the ca-

awakening had set in, and many
girls were weeping over sin. He
their anxiety, and when his daughhim to go alone with her {o pray, '{

laughed

7

early1 | our laims claims, Cet
will
ap
ill appear
b
mber number
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self-respect, no liberty, no growth, no manliness, no peace of God init.
Look at the

wild

while employing different instrumentalities,
and adopting various modes of labor. In

If a

and

wast ng time in a vain attempt: to dodge
the inevitable, turn squarely to meet that
whose cross gives noblest challenge. Very
different are the crosses which offer thems
selves to our accepting—not only in themselves, but in their pewer. Look at the
cross of fashion. Many there are to help
ou bear it. And to what vtter frivolity,
aseness, emptiness, it brings you.
0
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passed

the school.

religious
of the.
ridiculed
ter asked

different groups,—the
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You may just as well settle it in your minds
“0-day as a year hence, that co. it must be,

Koord again crossed the deep snows of the
mountain passes, and presented himself at

the days of polemical striie, faith in peculiar

.
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inhabitants of Prussia.

in

al

So, turn whither you will, you
shall find the Divine challenge of the cross.

He was ashamed, and holding up his
tunic with both hands before his face, said,

versity of organizations, known as churches, recognizing a common Saviour, and
aiming at the same ultimate end, even

Christ.

the ways of idleness, pleasure

father ? Is she your child? I never heard
of such a thing. Take her clothes! Yes,
you may if you wish to, but I have n't any
clothes for her.”
:

it might

of any one, however,
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of Upper
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she can earn money.”
« Yes, I will do as well as I can by her.
Is that all you want?”
«1 should like to take the clothes she hag
on.”

but

do it than sell rum;

hi 8

Tract.
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you oan; make her a good teacher, So that | ud otherwise it can not be, aud instead of
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A correspondent
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Ani what canway compare
devotion,

and 1
he he t to

girl here.
her,”
said
her,” said
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:
ig
stay.”
wy I want you to teach her just as well
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Religion in Prussia.

bed : of thorns. " Uneasy lies the
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which wears a crown’ And especially full

the school.
yes, will was the reply ;** she may
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3
beggec

into the school
to
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Emanuel, ¢
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siat\ THE CHICAGO FIRE

rest.—Dublin

such thing.
What may bein the other life
we know not. But there is none such here.
What seems a bed, of roses, may even be a

appearance

his

eer named Gewergis, made

of

Cross

1182,

“DOM
News mentions the following interesting | ding all tho BACK NUMBERS on hand, and the Elec:
:
a
trotype Plates for the November umber which was | '
We are continually seeking for causes | gp i the religious life of Prussia:
without crosses, for ways that" are only
1t is not without interest to watch the re- already for the press and partly prirted. . Notwithways of pleasantness,
Vain search! at. ligious
movement among the Polish-speak- standing this terrible “ BArTISM OF FIRE,”
least, in this world.
In this life there is no

Koord
—— 5 Convet 5100.
thrown over his shoulder,
side, and with his belt ful
a wild Koordish mountain-

Wild
s
With a gun
a dagger at his
of ammunition,
The

:

i:

@

TL

The

13,

0 battles a 2t
once; if they will take the sword’an
into tho enemy's camp, he will kecp the

him, and his conversation was as light, anii
mated and hearty as ever.

:
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—

MARCH

business, he will set their hearts entire!y at

seen

have

to

remember

I can

orous than

world {s the field. It is large enough, so
that we need mot do aughtto conflict with
each other's rights or duties.—Methodist.we Xa

—

gt. Mr, Hall, a few

when

days since, he looked more. fresh and vig-

build
The

cord, fill all the churches we have,
more, and take the world for Christ.

" gend down Thy rest, O'God!

and
mystery, but

labor together with one nc-

ect harmony,

NE

How brain, and muscle,
nerve stand it fils something of a
men.

working

orineiples, we can dwell together in

Sabbath Hymn.
—

tee meeting, the next reading

the
| love it more than he loves Ghrist and
United on thgse
souls for whom he died.
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{ bosom.
But there are not many such men’
lin the pulpit. Pastors on the down-hill
| 1Gfe of “fifty very generally carry genial
Feouliand—quick -sympathisss— Their style
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| of life

warm-hearted,as weil as to make
counselors. Their strength does
out their vivacity. They keep
while they win power,
And so this prevalent passion
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them wise
not crush
sensibility

«

Brave-

will.

nothing

two

weeks ago.

Moderate

and

tame

and conciliatory as that plea is, the Ezam-

iner opens ali its guns upon it.

It tries to

persuade itself and others that no true Baptist could have written or signed it, es-

fore it found its abode in a human form,
It is much the same with those concerning
whom

olten-repels

public.
It devotes two columns to that
document which we described in the Star

and
and.

earnestness, and fidelity appear in young
pastors, it 1s a grateful thing that they are
early welcomed‘to their arduous work with
sympathy and encouragement and confi-

ly Géciding™ to yield

The latest mavifesto of the Examiner is
called out By the ‘ Plea ” that. it took out
of its secret place and set up before the

for young

as talent,
character,

position as wellas of an iron

MARC

me——r———

it is difficult to decide

whether their

rst cry was Tor whiskey or for breath.
The majority ave ready to . be trained to
temperance from the cradle. And this is
what gives special interest to those efforts
that are aiming to do the work, One man
working five years now for prevention, can
readily accomplish more than a National
temperance party could by andby working
fifty years for a cure. An aroused apvetite
is almost equivalent to a lost soul. There
is certainly something of a relation between the tongue and salvation. Stimulate
one set of ‘nerves in youth, and the soul is
lost; leave those asleep and stimulate another set, and there are a good many more
chances that the soul will be saved.

There is usually a majority of them who
resist every other appeal to engage in some
tude or barbaric act, but yield to the de-

mand of ** custom.”
There is indeed some
young blood among them to be worked off
;

there are also some who as really enjoy disgracing themselves ‘as vult res enjoy their
putrid feasts.

’

“

government is one that deserves to be heeded. We learn that the prospects of the institution are cheering,
:
aod

CROOKED WAYS.

We

tA

lpn

bi

are now and then

But the main influence comes \ something worse, of those

rence seem

:

' Measured by any accepted standard,
these

habits come far from

making gentlemen,

The duties of our eclvilization neither require nor demand them. It is rather shock-

i

called on'to point out the ambiguities, or
who

seek

their

from breathing that peculiar atmosphere own selfish ends while pretending to serve
that seems to hang loaded with the state] the public, help needy hnmanity and exalt
odors of custom over the most of off
religion. Two such cases of recent oocurcollege precincts,

4

hag

to require

such

an

Nd

exposure,

seeing that the readers of the Star may
have been improperly misled by them.
Not long since, we

published a statement

pecially when he had his five senses in acforwarded to us, of a remarkable cure of
Star who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents
tive exercise. It has four reasons forthe
ed when it sees them exhibited by those cancer through the use of * wild tea.” A
dence, instead of being met with distrust, opinion that it was the
work of a pseudoin addition to pay postage, &c., we will send
who, it supposed, were remaining four correspondent sends us a statement, that he
and compelled to work and wait a long Baptist, or of one whosg memory
was
Just
years
in the class-room that they might has taken measures to have the matter ina new and beautiful chromo entitled ¢* The time for a fair opportunity and an adequate then
treacherous,
It scents the worst
But the temperance workers find by no come owt informed and refined by their ad- vestigated, und finds that parties in PittsWreathed Cross.” « This is one of the most reward. Every true-hearfed aged minister heresy in it, and predicts the greatest mis- means an tndisputed field. = The zeal and vantages. Certainly
it has a rigtoht
ex- burg are swindling the ‘public by misreprerejoices in the generous and confiding. welelegant works of its kind that has been come which greets the young and worthy chiefs as the result of giving it any quarter, faithfulhess that they bring to the work are pect better things of them than that they sentations. The man who, it is said, was
It calls upon all true’and” loyal Baptists to
produced, andis worth. the price of the pa- laborer at the threshold of his toil. He treat it with outspoken indignation or si- quite equaled by the same qualities in their should shoot peas at a first class lecturer, cured, says he was not aware that any stateopponents. It was only last week that a or that they should seem to listen to him ment of his was to be given to tke publio;
would do nothing to hinder but every- lent contempt. It goes on to
per.” This offer holds good until Apr. 1,
define the regular organization was discovered in with their heels inste
ad of with their he thinks ho was really helped by the use
thing to help the youthful servant on to suc- true Baptist doctrine and
polity.
It turns New York city, whose business was to ears,
of the mountain tea, or common ' winter1872.
:
’
cess,
:
:
to histony for facts to justify its statements:
green; but had no hand in inducing pardistribute the most obscene literature and
But this demand merely ‘for young pas and emphasize its prophecie
N. B. It will be understood that no pers. Its assump-. pictures among the school-children, enjointiesto buy the material at $12 per quart,
STATE
SMANS
HIP V8. PARTISANSHIP,
MT.
centage is allowed in those cases where the tors has little wisdom to recommend: it. It tions amuse one. ft begs every question in
ing secrecy upon the recipients, and telling Sumner’s real nobility of nature will assert which is the price charged to inquirers, in- |
is an exceptional and strange thing. Age dispute. It announces
instead of reason- them where a plenty niore of the same sort itself.
Chromo is sent,—that the subscription and and experience are everywhe
If he let his prejudice against Gen. stedd of giving them the information
re else’looked ing. It just takes for
granted every point could be found. The devil knows the best Grant
postage are to bé paid in advance,—and that upon as needed qualifications for responsible
and the administration have its way .sought, &c., &c. We feared there was
which close communionists are asked to methods. He bends the twig now so that
too freeiy in framing the preamble to his humbug and probable rascality at the botthose who wish the. Chromo
will need to work.
When a man’s life is in danger, it
prove, and which no one of them has yet the tree may lean over and drop its fruit resotut
ion of inquiry, if he uttered words tom of the affair, which the evidence now
signify that wish in connection ‘with their isthe old and tried physician that is. sent been able to prove. It assumes that Christ
into
Tartarus
by
and
oy.
:
that
were
needlessly bitter in the beginning before us satis fies us was the case.
for. When the title to an estate is in quesremittance.
A
:
and the apostles rigidly enjoined immer* The other case seems likaa pitiable samIt always pleases us to see the evil spirit of the debate, and if other and smaller
*
tion, the case is put into the hands of some
men
sion as a prerequisite to the Supper. It as- met on his own ground and by his own took
encouragement from him to run off ple of plagiarism. From three different
veteran of the bar. When a senator is to
sumes
that
there
can be' no such thing as tactics, This is what Mr. Nye, and those into the preliminary and
sources we learn that the poem published in
Pastoral Changes.
be sent to the Capitol to look after the interdoubtful work of
allowing a sprinkled Christian a place at like him, are trying to do in the temperance Presid
ent-making under the pretense of at: the Star of Dec. 20, entitled “The Dying
ests of the imperiled nation, ripe statesThey are bending the twig the tending to proper Senatorial business, he Wife and Mother,” and credited to Mrs. J.
The approach of spring furnishes evi- manship is ever in demand. A face well- the table without open and obvious dis- cause.
ployalty to Christ. It assumes that Baptists ‘other way; meaning to secuve its fruit for showed
depce that not a few of our pastors are soon nigh beardless and temples wholly inno=’
iu his last elaborate and magnifi- Deering, was written by Miss Lucy Hutchmay fellowship other disciples in other God and humanity:
ins, in 1851, and was published in the Star _
We wish they had cent speech, on the sale of armsto
to change their fields of labor. How large cent of gray hair are not strong recomFrance,
ways,
bid
them
God-speed
during
in
their
thie following year. One of the stanwork,
hosts
more
of
sympathi
and
earnest
zers’
that he was altogether above the work of
a proportion of these changes are really mendations for a President of a college.
needful, or likgly to prove good things both And so through the whole range of life, andbe grateful over their large and val’ co-workers. The states could well afford the petty politician and could pot forget zas is said to be found on her tombstone.
That ought to be a mortification and a warnfor the pastors and the churches, it is im- everywhere but in the pulpit, great trusts uable service in behalf of the gospel; but to aid them in their work, for they would thie real function of the Senator.
His
that
to
extend
such
-ing
fellowsh
to the guilty parties, The poem,—if it is
ip
at
the
Lord's
save
it
eventuall
in
the
diminish
cost
of
speech was worthy of his fame and his
ed
y
possible to say. The teudency to short go naturally to those whose large experipastorates is gaining in strength and becom- ence and increasing years are supposed to table is to bacome a partaker of other men’s legislation, support of reform schools, poor- record. Many of his friends declare that he proper to give it that name,—was sent to
has seldom if’ ever displayed higher power us twice, with an earnest &oquest for its ining more general. The older and the have brought them real wisdom and emi- sins and betray the sacred and authoritative houses, &c.
truth. It assumes that the only reason why . But the chief work isn’t
younger denominations alike feel its influ- nent’ fitness. And surely, if the interests
done when these in debate, and even his enemies sat spell- sertion. We finally yielded to the supposed
Baptists are more numerous, influential and young folks have
signed the pledge. Those bound before him as he discussed the grave tenderness of bereaved sympathies, and
ence and furnish examples of it. Both in’ confided to any class of men are especially
prosperous in America than in England, is weekly meetings in
the Hall are pleasant questions of international law and honor. against our own judgment of what was
those bodies where the ecclesiastical system and exceptionally large, sacred and vital,
found
in
their
rigid
adherenc
e
to
close
comaffairs.
The exercises help to sustain the Imperious, exacting, severe, and even terri- best. The lines embody real and tender senis such as to put in the element of foreign the occupants of the pulpit and the pastomunion,
and
that
timent,but as poetry the merit is very small.
to
become
tolerant
interest.
As the summer comes, the ten- ble in his moral resentments as he ucfortucontrol, and in those where the two parties rate would seem-to stand above all others.
settle the question for themselves, the good- Why should years be held as a disqualifi- here would be to ** lose self-respect and the dency will be towards a diminution of these nately is, his grand and massive manhood If one is to pilfer literary wares at all, it
respect of other people,” &ec., &c., &c.
exercises.
And this is where the chief and his consummate power as a parliamen- would seem natural to look for something
byes are frequent, and the new relation is cation here, when they furnish welcome
Well,
the
Ezamine
r
is
plucky
and
unedanger
lies. As children are susceptible to tary orator may well. make Americans of largenliterary merit,as well as for someformed almost before the old one has had certificates elsewhere ? If there is to be a
quivocal, and for this we like it.
Itisa good influences, so they are to evil.
time to establish itself.
:
change of pastors, may there not often be a
The proud: both of his character and career. thing 1é¥™losely bound up with the sypaIt circulates more widely whole success of the winter's work may We regret to learn that
Long pastorates are becoming the rare
stronger reason for sending away the young strong paper.
his taxing efforts thies of bereaved hearts. Pretenses are
exceptions. The Methodist itineracy hard- man in order to fill his place with the wealth than any other Baptist paperin America. It depend on the care with which it is pressed have recently brought on decided symptoms very apt to be: exposed, and crooked ways
ly provides for more frequent changes than of experience and the solid wisdomof age, prodably reflects the opinion and policy of during the summer. Let the organizations of the serious nervous difficulty from which usually lead where it is not pleasant to
the leading men in the denomination as no be kept up, the interest kept alive, and the he has repeate
o
“actually occur in households of faith where than for dismissi
dly suffered ever since he was go.
ng the majesty of years to other paper
does. Its tone has been gain- will sustained until the habit is fixed, and struck down in the Senate
the arrangement to move a pastor at least make room for the untried youthful
Chamber. The
ness
. ance in three years would be scouted in the- whose hands may prove far too weak for ing in positiveness and its demands have then these fifteen thousand young Texans, latest reporfs however encourage us to
Pouce PREACHING. We have received
ory.
The itineracy proceeds. in the ‘one the burden that they are taking upon them- grown more uncompromising since the call with their allies from Maine, may be added hope that he may soon be able to fill his the annual report
of the Chief of Police of
for
a more liberal policy has been heard by and by to the great army that is to move chair and resume his
- ..0ase according to a system ; in the other it selves?
full senatorial duties. the city of Boston for the year 1871.
The
from
within
the
Baptist
household.
It triumphantly against the traffic in rum.
is left to the judgment, the preferences, or
That he may be spared to us many years, record of crime
which it presents has a very.
shows
that
close
communi
on
is
by
no
means
perhaps to the whims of the parish and the
and continually add to the luster of his sad side, and so preache
LJ
s, as all iniquity
to be surrendered without a strong resistpreacher. Even the Presbyterian and Congreat fame, is the deepest wish of thousands does, most eloquently
Yielding Nothing.
to
the public, urging
Behavi
or
ance
of
and
Some
even
Gentle
a vigorous aggressive fight.
men.
gregationalist denominations, which have
of bis fellow" citizens scattered over all the the work of prevention which
is so much
It
wins
a
deserved
respect
by
its bold frankheretofore put such an emphasis upon the
states of the republic,
easier and better than the work of cure. But
The Irish bull, in which a man is spoken
There is a young lady in Ohio who thinks
ideaof stability,and had so many examples of ofas standing so straight that he leans ness not less than by its ability and skill.
one is especially and gratefully struck with
Jong pastorates and life-settlentents, making over backwards, often comes to mind when But}we are sure that it is doomed to a de- that medical students carry their brains in
the
humape and philanthropic spirit which
A
NosLE
CONFES
SION.
Mr. Hepworth has
their boots. Cause: She went into a lectevery pastor's settlement over a church onereads the editorials of the Examiner feat, at some time not very distant, and in,
rans
through the document. Mr. Savage
been
a
good
deal
sneered
ure
on
at
Medical
by
his
jurispru
Unitaridence
the other day,
The assumpwear a high significance by inaugurating it and Chrowicle on the subject: of Commun- ways that it now laughs at.
an critics for his lack of theological knowl- is evidently the right man in the right
and“
the
young
men
listened
tions
with
that
it
their
makes
to-day it will be very
with a formal and solemn installation, ~
ion in Baptist churches. It is a strong pamakes his statistical tables
heads drawn down between their shoulders, edge, and met some pretty harsh accusa- place. He
even thes denominations do not at all es- per. It throbs with life. It is thoroughly willingto forget on some not very far-off
tions
kindlin
as
an
g
ambitio
and
their
eloquent; and when he disus
eyes
seeker
shut,
after
and
their
notoriet
feet
y.
up
on the
to-morrow: The arguments on which it now
cape the prevailing tendency. And the staid outspoken. It shirks nothing.
Questions
But he certainly apprehends the relation.of cusses, as he does in the latter portion of
benches
before
them,
pointing
toward
the
relies
will
be,
not
long hence, held up, and
Episcopal'church, where prelatical contyol that plague other sheets because of their
lecturer. If he spoke quietly and moder- his Master to the wants of theshuman soul, the pamphlet, the security of life and prop-over the rectors and parishes is very large delicacy, are boldly grappled with here. in the same circles too where they are now
ately,
their feet dropped like one in a “doze. and has a rare power to exhibit it in words ‘erty, intemperance, the social evil, the re-;
endorsed
, as striking examples of special
according-to the theory, sees her clergy Alit- It shrinks from no test.
Its tgne is ring- pleading. Its stiffiess
If he became animated and inspired them that go straight to the hearts of others, as lation of life in the family to the public virwill change its name
“ting hither-and thither as if they had taken ing. Itsverdicts are positive. Even when
with the sharp utterance of a stirring sen- they evidently came from his own. After tue and welfare, and ends with some admirIts dicthe mautle of the Wandering Jew and could. b its logic is weak, its Thetoric is especially and be labeled ‘ stubbornness.”
tence,
then their boots thumped themselves speaking emphatilally of his newly gained able instruction and exhortation to the memtation
will standout as something wholly
find no resting place, Our English corre- robust, as though it would hide its feeble
together,
as though calling each other's at- conviction touching the divinity of Christ, bers of the police force of the city, one
spondent reports that a similar state of things reason by the emphasis with which it is inconsistent with the doctrine of Christian tention; or else they got
down and pound- he thus brings it homeas a power in person- reads with equal surprise and gratitude, and
equality. Its reading of history will give
prevails among nearly all the denominagets some idea of the-beneficent work assignstated.
place to a very different version of facts. ed themselves on the floor, as if the sole al experience :
tions of Great Briiian. So that almost the
ed
to the officers of government, and which
benefit
of
the
sentence
1
Lave tried to show you, dear friends,
depended on aréusIf Dr. Briznt is ever really puzzled with Its prophecies will fail of fulfillment.
Its
\
entire ecclesiastical world is marked by this a moral problem, he never confesses it; he
is
beginn
the
ing to find recognition and acceptinfluen
ce
of
this
conscious
to
feet
the
img
dogma
ness.
in
personal
re‘chain of iron logic will be melted in the
perpetual flux.
4
ligion, and in the civilization of the world. ance. It shows that officers can be
true
thus
for
reason
some
actually
is
There
would fain make his readers believe that its crucible of love.
The Jaw fof Christ will
Thavemyself comeat last toaccept it ae men; that
This state of things is not perhaps wholly
law can be animated with the
the real contents of those medi- my
solution is one-of the—simplest and-easiest wear another aspect when presented by fu- mistaking
own
hope
of
salvatio
n, and to preach
it
bad. Uniform life-settlements would not things. He talks through a column ina
ture interpreters. And yielding the..mere cal boots. We can recall at least a dozen to you for thé salvation of your souls. spirit of the gospel; that discipline may
be desirable.
When, for any
cause, a
different
lecture-rooms, where similar im- Jesus Christ is to me the literal “incarnation incarnate benevolence ; that the representself-reliant way, now uttering a truism, human arrangement to the divine order,
church atid a pastor can no lenger work in
pressions
might have been received. There of the love of God for an erring world.
He atives of civil'government and the teachers
now reciting a fact, now fligging a pointed the liberalized Baptist church will be alcan save me from myself, He can save me of religion may -be alike
harmony and hope, they do well to separate
is
fresh
in
mind
at
this
the ministers of = .
moment
a
lecturer
question at the head of his inquisitive read- most sure to illustrate the motto, ¢ She
from my enemies, He can save me from misin the effort to do a better thing. A lifeless
God, joining hands for the profit of society
on Moral Philosophy spending the moi ing ery here
er, now putting a bold. assumption into a steops to conquer.”
and hereafter. He is not only able
routine in a church, and especially when it pithy sentence; and while one is wonder| hour in a logical effort to establish the im- to do this, but He is anxious
and the real welfare as well ‘the discipline
to do it. He is
-i8 accepted as something that may not be ing just what is to come of all this, he anmortality of the soul, but apparently
of the wrong-doer. We have read many
the more ready, far more ready, to
your
Among’ Children. chief impression was made upon the mud- friend, than you are to ask Him toe.” He sermons that had far less of real practical
disturbed because it is a sacred thing, nounces his conclusion in such a positive Temperance
——
——
is a grievous calamity. . Running. in. ruts
for that religion in them than this report of Mr.
dy soles of’some sixty or seventy boots that does not care to reside in a dogg,
and triumphant way, in a brief _and final
is not the fitting house for the
There seems to be a revival of interest to Yere elevated toward
Lord to Savage. We thank him
is a bad way to run. And where a paragraph, and retires with such a matterhim.
5 live in, but He does want to takear up
for the cheering
His
The whole matter only illustrates the ex- abode
change is the only apparent remedy for of-course bow anda smile in which so promote temperance among the children.
document; we thank him still more for the
:
in
your
heart.
If
‘you
yield
to
His
a sullen discontent, or a general stag- much genuine bonhommie is crowded, that The spirit of fifteen and ‘twenty years ago, amples of behavior that are furnished by influence, the same change will come ovér good work he is doing in his high place
of
nation of vital forces, or a hopeless stupor, one is hardly in the mood to call him—back that ran through the country taking form almost every college in the couatry. , The your life which comes over the face ot Na- trust; we thank God for the high idea
of
in
such
organizati
ture
ons
every
as
the
spring.
Cadets
of tem- students call themselves young gentlemen,
The frost, the ice, the municipal government
or a self-complacent formalism, a breaking and worry him with queries and criticisms.
which.finds embodisnow,
the
bitter
perance,
winds
Cold
give
Water
way,
Bands,
and
&c.,
the
is
again
no matter how old they may be nor how genial
up of soul and methods, even if it comes by The mass of his readers even admire this
sun kisses the ground unti! the dear ment in the police: department of the city
moving in much the same. way. Dowh in boorish they are. They profess
a spasm or an explosion, may be welcome,
to be fitting old earthybegins her work. The tender of Boston. With men like Mr. Savages, and
ex calhedra and somewhat pontifical style, Maine
the indefatigable Mr. Nye is carry- themselves for life, and the most
as opening the way out of a lifeless hum={ and find their faith exceedingly large in
striking shoot peeps out of the soil, the slender stilk ideas like those urged in his report, goving
organizati
on among the youth to a illustrations that we get of their
drum into a vital activity.
:
methods,is | grows apace, the leaves creep out upon the ernment gives promise of becoming an ef“one who-believes so profoundly and un- greater extent
fruit-tree, and in good time the globe is
than ever before, enrolling inf their loud conduct and clownis
But these frequent changes in the pastor- questioningly in himself,
fective instrument of righteousness and reh behav: teemin
with plenty.
thousands of them under the temperance ior. Ostensibly,they
ate inflict losses. They are not favorable
are storing their minds every life that is controlledAll this comes to form,
:
These qualities come out freely when the banner, and then carefully teaching them
hy
the
influenc
es
with useful knowledge; really, they are of religion. No day is dark; but
to that religious stability which supplies the Examiner deals with the question of comall days
the significance of the act, as well as faith- adornin
g the walls of their rooms with va- are fruitful. Beauty is ours, instead of ashbone and sinew of the Christian organism. munion. It has no compromises to make.
fully watching their conduct and urging rious stolen
signs; while their secret cor- es, The soul grows, ripens, and becomes
They “ tend
to a superficial experience.
Nothing wrings a concession from its colglorified; and when the autumn comes, it
They are not promotive of system and effi; umns. It finds a real Baptist church only them to a true observance of their pledge. mers and private closets are hung about with stands
in its October and November with its
In
Texas
about
fifteen
thousand
children
belkpulls, door-knobs, and ‘various other arms full
ciency in Christian’ work. They are liable
of sheaves, and awaits the call to
among the strict communionists.
It pro- have lately added their names to_the teetoTae Ep. Society's FUNDS AND Bares
trophies of midnight marauding.
to reduce religion to's mere- matter of taste
come up higher.. This is my religion. And
tests against toleration, on the plea of char- -tal pledge; and all the way from Athens
Lut American students are not alone in the author and finisher of my faith is Jesus CoLLEGE. We have received a communicaand sentiment, of intellectual gratification ity, as treachery tq Christ and a coquetting
tion from “E.K.,” who was chairman of
and social sympathy. They hinder the with what is a deadly mischief. It flouts at] in the beautiful land of Greece come reports disgracing themselves, It is only a little Christ.
the
temmeeting
is
that
success
the-wheering
of
Com. of conference appointed by the *
a
whily
since a London medical college bepreacher’s
sell-improvement ; they tempt
»r
liberal sentiments and flexible practice when
Ed. Society at its late meeting at Hillsdale,
came the scene of a violent mob, because
him to eschew hard work in hi study ; they the Lor issupper is under consideration. perance workers along the Azean sea.
HiLLspALE COLLEGE.
We learn from the giving the
This seems to be laying the ax to the some ladies presimed to
reason which constrained that
invite him to serve up what will be taking
enter one of the President that the work of endowment is
It counts @very man among the’ Baptists, root of the tree. It is needless to repeat lectureCom.
to
report,
recommending the Society
rooms and listen to the words
instead of what will instruct And solidify; who is not content with the rigid theory
being steadily
med. Frequent addi- “to stick to the ‘bargain
the advantagesof early instriction in this the lecturer. The London: News adds of tions are made perfor
made with Bates
- they fend to make him a sensationalist rathtowards the amonnt hoped College.
its
rigidly applied, as lacking true courage or respect. Speaking of the religious train- bit
”
Lod
;
of gossip concerning the recent inau- to be raised within the county, Mrs.
er than a teacher and trainer of souls.
Corey
running ‘off into dangerous heresy.
It ing of the young the Koran says, * Every guration
- That reason, he says, is found in the fact"
They tend also
to make congregations ficof a learned gentleman as Lord of Hillsdale ‘having lately arranged to add
wneersat those who fail to see a ¢‘ thus, saith child is born into the religion of nature; its’ Rector
that the special representative of the College
in the University of Edigburgh, His $1000. Sister Reuwee, of Ohio, lately
kle, exacting, potional, and let down. the
"de- then present, was unyieldingly opposed
the Lord ” ih favor of strict communign, parents make it a Jew, ora Christian, or address wpon
to
whole
work of the, pulpit and of rethe occasion is receiyed
by ceased, has left 8500 towards the endow- allowing the Ed.
and it puts special honor upon those who a Magian.” Perhaps we should not say the literary
Soc’y to nominate the
ligion to’ a Jower and more worldly ley
world as quite a model of. ar- ment fund, and two. brethren of Michig
an,
stand up squately, at every risk, for an ex- that every child is born with no particular tistic excellence.
Theological Professors whom it was asked
el.
But ‘the young gentle- Linus Clark of Livingston Co. and Hon.
clusive table, Wherever there is a symp- craving for stimulating drMk. There are nien
to support by its funds. He thinks that op- before whom it was delivered, receiv- Daniel Dunakin of Calhoun Co., have
There is. one other thing that may as well
arbe said here. Partly
as a cause and partly as tom of disgontent with the rule that insists the inherited tastes, that ery as wildly and ed it with ¢ loud “groanings, shriekings, ranged Yo leave in the form of legacies position was the rock on which we 1.aplit,
an effect of these frequent changes, there is a upon immersion in all cases before the Sup- as fiercely to be appeased as the “thirsty throwing of peas and the usual discharges $3000 each for the same purpose. These and that so long as the authorities’of the
per, its cry of wonder or shame or contempt
College retain
/

™

oughly glad over: So far
culture, and euergy, and

weak murdur. Standing so straight as to
lean backwards carries the idea of a strong

demands and goes half way to victory.

men in the pulpit is not a thing to be thor-

dressed to the Publisher.

J

tends to keep them uppreciative and

RE

Denominational News and Notes

®

singular #nd unpromising demand now for
young ner: inthe palpit, apparently for no

‘other reason . than because they are young.
When a pastor is really old #nd almost
!

fossilizedin spirit, havingno vivacity of
thought’or feeling, lacking vital sympathy

with the young avd ardent souls in his flock,

.

blind to the fresh beauty’of childhood and
impatient over the exuberance of youth,

or ridicule is something noticeable, and recalls the rallying-shout which of old ap-

pealedto the pride and “prejudice

of men,

+ Every ‘man to his tents,. O Israel I"
Now, as tien, some aré’ frightened by the
cry, some are shamed, some are temporarily mastered through lack of personal independence, some are swept into the current

and borne on in spite of muttered protests,
terrified at innocent novelties,and answer.
and some really mistake the sonorous huing every burst of merry ‘laughter with a

“sighas if Satan had newly broken loose iu

his parish,—when a pastor has thus run in-,

to

a sad and pitiable senility, it is not

strange that there is a call for a young

and

Jive isan who koepsa genuine heart in his

PU

tiger does for blood. Thousands begin life of under-graduate artillery.”
Not even are good examples; how many imitators
with this very nppgtite burning in the pal- in their boots did they seem
A
to have any have they ?
5
ate, and often the child at five is made ‘as “brains.
wretched by its demands, as is the inebriate
It's a great pity that these are facts. Tn.
NEBRASKA NORMAL ScHOOL.
We have
at thirty, who has created and nursed his solence and rowdyism
are
in
order
nowher
received
e,
the inaugural address of Rev, A.
:
desires by constant indulgence.
Much less can their exhibition by those who .D. Williams
on his formal acceptance of
But these are ‘exceptional cases. The are nominally to be the leaders in
the next the trusts connected with the Prineipalship
majority are as rgglly born to the temperance of nature asthe whole are to its religion, of, which, indeed, temperance is a part.

generation be yiewed with composure.
But is it said that the’ last half dozen generations have witnessed just such scenes
,

Their nornmal desires are only for those -und that
‘man call for a blast out of th
e drinks that are wholesome and safe. The Th. presenthe present is n't affectdd by them ?
t is affected by them, and painprophet's trumpet charged by the breath of taste is deformed, either by inheritanca fully,
too. Go among our American colthe Lord. The masterful .word out of the or education, that craves anything else, | leges
.and in a majority of them will be
lipsof one born and accustomed to com- You rarely find a cannibal, except his ap- been the rigid
mand, carries force

and

silences

many a

petite had: been trained

“to hloo? ages be-

h]

A"

of the State

braska.

that attitude, the Society can

riot, in consistency or honor, turn over the '

income of its finds to the College.

offeredto turn it over on the

It once

condition
of

having such power to nominate, bu the Col
lege nuthorities preferred.
and pro sod thio
present arrangement, which was accepted.

sentation of, the

sphere

and

workof the

Ed-

is likely to maintain its attitude, and wait
forthe Colleg

ucation. ~His'ideal is a high one, his theo. | ““comething e so to clear the way that
bs done.” ‘We thus give
ry of the training to be given will command the gist of themayarticle,
instead of inserting it

general approval, and the urgent appeal
hold that ** custom” has upon which he makes for a
generous policy, and
the 'Famp
oF men
eampoee fhe
Jwha
the eo operation of th offirors of the tae
asse
Ry
i d t
Tole
:
/
‘8

I
be

v

(Hel)

I
He thinks the Com. appointed at
Hillsdale, ,., Sify !

Normal School at Peru, Ne- took the unly coursé
Which
and good
It is an earnest and forcible pre- faith left open to them, and justice
that the Society

Normal School in the system of Public

' «:

entire, and trust that the true way of pro-

cedyre may be. found, recognized and folYofed,

iT

;

«

Ep,

|
'

i

THE

1, 1872, proland for the year ending April
this object
for
d
raise
was
sum
vided that
the

, many of them
without settled pastorsand

M.
churches in the Ohio and Penn. Y.
and the
red
expi
st
almo
now
has
year
The
about
only
ived
rece
has
Cleveland church

can come to oir relief?

some missionary-spirited

REV. A. J.Davis and
thus sent ful for a donation that is a
Oleveland, Ohio. All money
"by the Treasurer of friends in Lansing, Mich,
willbe ucknowledged

:

Sas Curmis, Treas.

Concord, N. H., Mar. 7, 1872,

Vt., and vicinity, on Feb.

Revivals, &c.

“| $170.
;

a
had been without stated preaching for
and very sinful.

Many

hearts of

fect in the

d
ance and vice. They faithfully confesse
in
y
merc
d
foun
and
ht
soug
their sins and
Jesus. A series of meetings was commenced, the Word preached in plainness,
and the testimony of Christ's saving power

this pre-

&

cious work of grace, until we believe about
seventy have found hope in the Redeemer.

Still others ‘are awakened aud seeking, and
the spirit of conviction seems to pervade the

Howard;

on the 3d

Drew,

Rurus HAYDEN.

About New Year's, the Methodists be-

gan a series of meetings lasting five weeks
and resulting in seventy-six accessions by
letter and on probation. At the close of
. this meeting there seemed a very general
desire for a series of meetings at the F. Baptist church. Having tried in vain to obtain
ministerial aid from abroad, it seemed duty

to undertake the work, trusting in the Lord
The meetings continued three
for aid.
weeks, during which time there were fifty

were con-

verts. Forty-eight of the fifty now stand
baptism. Twenty-nine
as candidates for
Many of our leading
families.
are heads of
business men and most induential citizens
are among the converts.

"If others

being

Hand

of

Fellowship,

Rev.
by

GiBaoN

inst., regularly sct apart

to

Creek,

Wis,

A.

.

upon

Satur«

with

admission fee, and one penny

the

WS

LY

addition since

The missionaeastern and southern Polynesia.
ries have gathered 400,000 pegple under Christian influences, of whom a quarter of a million
are living still, and 50,000 of these are communicants.
.

the Dec.
the

AN

Q. M. for the ordination of Bros. F. M.

Baldwin

and C. H. Knapp.
Conference deeming it best
to proceed with the ordination, Rev. W. H. Gifford, Rev. W. H. Harris and Dea. A. P. Straight
were elected as council.
The ordination service
took place on Sabbath evening, Keb. 25, as fol-

lows :—Sermon

by Rev.

W.

H.

Gifford,

rotession.

after

DELAWARE &
last session with

mencing Feb, 23.

CrLayTroN
Q.
the Masonville

realized immediately after commencing to take. it.
DR.

God

shall send them.
The secret of their discouragement is migration.
They
were once strong

they must

be

weak.

FOR

They

came to this state only a few years ago, and were
not privileged with the society of one who was
present at their wedding fifty years ago, the rela-

tives who hetped

f

all

to make up that company

Miss MARIE E. STACY, of Hamilton,Ont., has used
her Wheeler & Wilson Machine 14 years, smce she
was eight years of age, principally in mattress and
upholstery work; has made 20 large gize mattress
ticks in a day, with plenty of leisure; has earned at

meet-

least $10,000 with it. The family
amusement.

with

us.

Bro.

RELIGIOUS

Let their confidence be gained and their

pockets

MISCELLANY.

General.

The June session of the Q.

the slightest influence
~~
pew system.
The

the rest of the Q. M., which, with its active min-

have to toil alone, but would

be

been largely.blessed with the light and guidance
of mutual love, inte the second half century of
married life,
L. M. Fisn,"

Ministers and Churches.
F. B. CHURCHES IN Missouri. Rev. O. 8.
Hanling writes from Grant City, Worth Co., Mo.,
sec-

ready to declare itself as soon as the proper

infliences are used. A new church of 8 members
has just been organized in Grant City, whose pas-

a Calvin

Bap-

tist, and the Clerk is G. O. Walden.
Another
church has also been 6rganized in Isadore, same

county, starting with 7 members, .and, like the
other, expecting to receive additions soon.

Bro.

is pastor ‘of thé Isadore church, and

Rev. DavidiMills isi clerk. Bro. H. desires to
correspond ‘with neighboring Q. M’s or churches
tothe end that » stronger sympathy and wider

acquaintance may, exist among Free Baptists in
the vieknity, = 7": Aidan
"10

2ND STRAFFORD| CHURCH, There has been a
quiet but intepesting work of gr: among us the
past winter, Some We trust hivé beéa truly
“converted.” ‘We hiavh had some’ very dnterdsting

meetings very fully ‘attended,
ahd secompanied

by the ‘revival spit,

ote

Stfioathe 1st of last: Optober

a

5

we haye

newly

painted our house and also added blinds to, the

windows.

It was quite an undertaking for the

people
to accomplish, but we

hope. yet to do

greater things,~both

of

Lord’s
-cause.

by

way

adorning
the |

. House, ' and’ ‘advancing his glorious
,
wih
N. C. LoTurop.

holding
a series of meetings

Jowa.

The past year has been an eventful

Notwithstanding the hat

times

we

rapid and

some

ter.

]

Rochester Institute

f

is located

at

this

Lawrence,

wide

point.

It is owned and controlled by the Q. M., and is
about closing a most successful term under Prof.

«

——

OHIO

R.

President of the Covipany:

———

OFFICE
:

R. COMof

MAINE

¢

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO R R. COMPANY.
51 William Street, New York,

:
Messrs. F 8K & Haro,

RAIL ROAD,

NOVEMBE« 18, 1871.

Bankers and Financial Agents C.&O0.R.R. Co.: of

GENTLEMEN :

June 5, 1871.

’

.

Railroad, comprising the 95 miles hetween H go

ton, on the Ohio River, ahd the mouth

of New

River

(above the Fallg of Kanawha), is now substantially

t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

The scarcity of, and demand for, really

Desirable six per cent. Gold Bonds,

To have a Good Shoe made upon the right
principle,buy those made with the PATENT CABLE
SCREW WIRE. The only reliable covering for the
foot yet found. Try them.
All have the Patent Stamp.
dm2

for solid and permanent investments, is evinced by
the facts that
.
Five-Twenty Bonds of 1867 are selfing at.....116
Central Pacific Bonds are selling at.

DR. 8. S. FITCH,
sen{ls
pagps,

his

“FAWILY

free

by

mail,

to

any

malfe any one their own doctor.

for

Chesapeake & Ohio, Bonds are selling at......04

PHYSICIAN,”
one.

This

book

is

90

These bonds all pay’ both ‘principal and interest in

to

New’ York City, in U. 8. gold coin, and are equally
safe for investment.

Remedies are given

Chirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

nd your direction to Dr.
Broadway, New York.

71f

8S. S. FITCH

As protruding toe is not a very
ever seen where

children

& SON,
1y18

pretty sight

wear. SILVER

The reason why FIVE-TWENTY BONDS are so high
is becadse no
more can be issued, and the dutstanding amount is
¥eing rapidly decreased
purchases
by the Government from their surplus
revenues.

and is

TIPPED

Shoes. They will save half your Shoe bills.
For sale by all Dealers.
5w9

Thereason why we think CENTRAL PACIFIC BONDS
will in time advance to the price of Five-Twenties, is
Mhacause no more can be issued; while the operation

GENTS WANTED for the CONTRIBUTOR,
a new sixteen page paper; only $10)a year;
and a fine steel Engraving, price 8, given every
subscriber.

JAMES

H. EARLE, Publisher,
BoOSTUN, Mass.

Special Notice.
:
Why hawk, spit, blow and cough
up vile

phlegm

and annoy a'l around with

your Catarrh dis offensive odor
when Child's g Catarch Specific
advertised in another

column,

will speedily

distroy

all 0d ox and arrest the discharge.
3mi
A good assortment of

Freewill Baptist Books,

commence

to de-

OHIO

BONDS

AND

CHESAPEAKE

why

The reason

soon

will

of their Sinking Fund
crease the amount,

are selling so low, comparatively, while equally safe,
is begause the Company are selling Bonds to complete the road. They will all be sold in & short time,
finished,

be

and in a few months the road will

|

when

we have no doubt the same result will follow as with
Fivi-TWENTY and CENTRAL PACIFIC Bonds. The
Sinking Fund of the Chesapeake a<d Ohie must go

into effect within one year after the completion of the
road.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds are issued
either coupon or registered—the denominations are
as follows:
>
$94.13
...ceeeeee oe
$100, which cost to-day

471.58¢
Lane
erisenets . 943.13

el
&

¢
%

¢
©

$000,
SI000,

extension

matron is as ‘successful

ag

the

and

Re
Prayer

teachers.

The

friends are now fitting up ‘a ‘reading room in a
tasty and inviting manner, and making still other
improvemeiits in the interest of thggchool.
city

‘Mt. Pleasant church

of Racine,

is situated

Co., six-

miles

west-of Racine, on a commanding prairie hight,
overlooking. the city
and Lake Michigan on
the east, and a vast extent of gently receding and

then rising prairie on the west, constituting a
vision of beauty seldom equaled in the unromans.
tic west. Its church 1s commodious
and is
‘flanked by twenty-two sheds and a large

vestry,

built for a high school under tlie auspices of Rev.
J. M. Woodman years ago.

The

parsonage

and

out-buildings are indicative of a people who love,
d remember their pastor, und the church is en-

joying a measure of that prosperity which their
faith

and

liberality

would

warrant,

Several

have been brought to the Saviour within fhe
past winter,and
all the means of grace are deeply 1

interesting:

|.

in

Ji

The next session of the’ Wisconsin
- Yearly

‘Meeting.isto be held here, in June,
coming

from

and

the east,

miniswill

be

to this part of our
«RLM,

In Byston, Mass.,

March ¢, by

Rev.J.

L

Robe ts,

ae Wiliam P. Gibson and Miss klizabeth Langill,
all of
B.
In Manchester, Feb. 20, by Rev. N. L. Rowell, Mr.

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES
AND

Hackett—H

J Hoose—J

*

08

Harding,

Grant City,

Worth

Rainy Day
A Rainy Day at School,

Home
Chatauque Q M, NY, per
\ friend Lo the cause,
W Burnham, Derry. N H,
Ch in Lowell, Mass. pet L
~simeon “Smith, sandwich

-

Co, Mo.

A

character-

istic way of the burden of his pastoral duties, to

He rean audience in the Tabernacle, London.
ogaferred to his illness, and advised every congr

Freodmen's

GW.

Mission.

# W B ch. Marion, Ohlo, to redeem the pledge of 8
D Bates at Gen Conf,
Ch at Grand Pralrie, O,

:

Chicago
i.

“

fe

Church.
[J]

any

They need

a

per

Cengord, N. T%,

SILAS CURTIS, fpeas. |

5

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.

75
75
05

Good Little Mitty,

Centa for a Speci"Lyon Pub. Co.,
©

lw

69andl2

THEY WERE

MADE i OR

128
125

125

1.25

THE STRUGGLIY

Series.

Ki
5
150

Bloomfield,

Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,

150

-~

100
175

-

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

150
125

Perfect Man,

100

Willie Maitland,
Who

55

is my Neighbor?

,58

When we'were' Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

55
125
,90
K

Triumph over Midian,

90

Child Life,
100
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of posage

on

receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get

new

Sabbath

School

Li-

braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with our own
pubhcations,or will be filled with the booksof other
yublisers, and will be furnisiied to Sabbath school
n Libraries,at wholesale
prices.

:

AGENTS.

GREAT. FORTUNES
HOW

Series.
:

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

parts

"BETTER THAN EVER!
Chicago.

Day
py

EY

Starlight

TEACHER for 1872

As you will find by sending Fifteen
men copy to Adams, Blackmer &

nD

Archibald Hamilton,

employed on.sala-

SCHOOL

Series.

The Christ-Child,

Pompeii and Herculaneum,

A Fige Premium.

Mission.
W U Edwards,
'
*
2
G Howe
center, NH,

SUNDAY

150
150

75
i

Child's

Bright

AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR SELFSMADE MEN, by J.D.
McCabe, Jr., By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the press and
extra terms. address
3m2
GEORGE MACLEAN, publisher, BOSTON.

Simeon Smith, Sandwich, N'H, per G W Bean,
Col Carbondale Ill, perJ 8M Anning,
Mrs e A Harringion,/ ackson, Mieh, pledged at Gen
{
tonf,
;

A friend, Lowell, Mass,

The NATIONAL

AND

Co, O.
Minn,

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

Address, BOSTON DAILY NEW 8,
i
Boston, Mass.

WANTED

Berwick ch, Ohlo, per A K Moulton,

/

ry or otherwise.
1m10

150

Series.

Birthday Present,
Kew Year,
Mrs.

|

150
150
150

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

$80 to $200 per month, by selling,

EXPRESS,

Rev T H Drake, Middleport, Meigs
Li § A Stowe, Minneso
Lake,

one

exceptionable references, will be

de-

8150
1500

:
:
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

FOR

D.—Reliable, energetic men in‘all

pub-

Books just

Printing Kstablish-

Aunt Mattie,

of New England, as SOLICITORS. Gentlemen of good
address and extensive local acquaintance, with un-

MAIL.

“NW Bixby. York, Iowa.
¥ A Brayman, rierpont, Ohig.
- Rovello Stevens, Stewartsyille, Minn.
JH Davis, Pittsfield, Me.
J A varston, Roscoe, Minn.
ub’t
1 ee. Bone Top, INL. (2)
Jas Goodwin, Brownfield, Me.
Elizabeth Allison, New Paris, Pa.
James Cuffin, Shapleigh, Me.

Bedn.

ANTE

Baptist

Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,

COWENLL'S
COUGHL
SYRUP,
A PERMANENT CURE.
2wil
W

the Freewitl

- Andy Luttre}l,
Shining Hours,

JESUS’

Forwarded,
BY

;

WANT ED

hy

S. 8S.

of

Tilese Books are now ready for sale and
ment.
livery.
;
:
y
Prize Series.

.

"AGENTS

’

Sunday School

New

Cataloguedf

lished

Miss Augusta E_Smith. both of M.
Feb.5,Wr. Lewis E. Beede and Miss Ellen M. Farnham, ot M. Jan.
6,Mr. Henry J. Marston and Miss Mary M. Taft,of M.
Dec. 27,Mr. James Dustin and Miss Eva hiydor, of M.
In West Charleston, Vt., June 4,by Rey. S. 8. Nickerson, My. Obed C. Jaquith, of Corinth, Me., and

=

TO

Superintendents

Asa P. Miller, of Lowell, Mass., and Miss Augusta
8S. Holmes, of M.
gkeb. 8, Mr. L. W. Barlow and

Sec.

fteceived.

Rev J M Pease, Alden, Minn, * J 8 Dinsmore, Burns, Henry Co, Ill,

of

let them have

HUBBARD,

F Hawkins—J & Hilton—=Mrs A’ A Jenne —A E Jaqaish~‘A Jacobs—Florence Keene—F Lyford - U Langhorn—J F
Lee—W Morse—Mrs MD Vills—A K Moulton—8 McLean—0G M Park—A A Parker—H M Piper—I Pelton—L B
Potter -J Purmont J N Rimes—Mrs M Russlow—L Rexford—1 Sargent—H F Seribner —C' W Tit¢omb ~A B Taylor—Mrs 8 Whitcomb—F L Wiley—dJ D Wilsey.,

d to
person by nioraVepidemics which time prove

but

L.

Philosophy,—

Moral Philosophy,—N.
G. H

Hewe: C Hurlin—J D Hubbard

tense as to create a delusion which seems
philosthe * possessed.” The student of mental
‘but’ Peo:
s
nitie
commu
only
not
that
Mii
ophy

not send themto Jericho,

Soul,—R

reba

Men desire and expect to

tion to give their ministers a rest.

the

Elizabeth Blanchard - T Bickford —P W Baker—J R BurHH Burnham—Alice
Bell-G W
num—G R Burrill-C
E P Bascom—Chase
Bean ; Mrs C Brayton—L C Balley
—E Coraish-L Capwell=s D Church -8 Carson-J W
('hadwick—E H Cook —M C Dexter
Mrs G C Dolly—OliAnnie Fisher—Mvs Lydia A Forbush -W Ford
ernald-Z D Gordon—Elizabeth Gutehell—J B
Grigsby-G N Gilmore—Nancy Geer—E Harding-J A

so incommunicate with the dead, the hope, is real
tb

My. Spurgeon recently spoke in his

of

D Allen-¥ B Andrews-R Bachelder—-J M Batley—

may be
of the mind by a dominant idea which
or by
created by a desire and ‘an expectation,

be absolute delusions.

Uni-

l'eacher.

Leiters

classes

were

Annihilation

. M., Mental

Books

they
ples have been moved as though

In Orange. Vt , Feb. 7, by Rev.S8. W. Cowell, Mr.
Charles P. Carr, of O,, and Miss Dora Simpson, of
Topsham.
:
:
4
-

most popular aud rapidly-selling rebious
work ever
issued
OF GLE
al arg. Ad Le ~ U. 3. 120 aoa rid Gr
CO, N. Y., Cincinnat, CLlcago ur 86 Louls.
suikl

of the

Thursday,
2 o'clock, P, M.,
Woodword, Teacher.

¢ Death to the

of London,

Miss Ellen

Legrow, of Charleston
Also, March 2, Mr. Frank
A.
Folsom, of Atkinson, and Miss Susan M., Brann,
of Dover.
’

Thursday. 10 o'clock, A. M., Homileties,—R. Clark,

ns. . ¢ The
Spiritualism among epidemic “delusio
possession
the
is
ns
delusio
such
characteristic of

contagious influences.

Woodworth;

Immortality

G. S. Bradley,

the Government.

Dr. William B. Carpenter

man?—E. N. Wright;

Teacher.

per-

enlightened liberality

F. A. Palm-

RLES
, DEBMS.
DD. UV.
1s divinity estabiisned and rationalism routed. ‘I'he

mgre than
The N.Y. Observer states that
in
four thousand human beings fre this moment

flattering to the newly

and

Wednesday, 2 o’cloc

is enjoying

three

of Garland, and

Howard.

Lewis;

because
rigorous and cruel bondage in Japan,
v.
And-Re
n”
religio
an
Christi
the
they profess
the labors of Rev. E. M. Corey, a. graduate of Mr. Thompson, a returned American missionary,
Hillsdale and in his second year at Andover + | gives an account of the perils and disabilities of
far from
Bro. C. is doing an excelicnt work,
Christians in that country which are

Raymond church, located in R#tine

teen miles from the

0. D. PATCH, Clerk..

.

Wicked,—J Parkyn; Were Miracles Designed to be
Perpetuated ?—F.” B. Moulton;
atonement.—E. D.

at Tandil was brought about by one Solares, who

followers,
ering the people under the ery of
masons ; death to foreigners!”

Affect God

versalism,—N.

A Buenos Ayres letter states that the massacre

the

v

nolds; Prayer as an kssential Means of Grace,
—J. R. ope; Higher Life,—H.J. Brown; How does

He worked upon his ignorant
idly gaining confidence and compelling success. formed miracles,
who followed him to Tandil, massaThe Institute building is commodious

of Dover

roper Qualifications for entering the
What are th
Gospel Ministry ?—'+. 8. Bradley; Man’s; Moral"Obligation with reference to Ph sic al Law,—R. W.
se of Tobacco,—~E.
Hryant; Moral Effects of the

Con-

professed to be Christ and is said to have

pastors

Service,

Miss Maria I». Jaquith, of Beverly, Mass.
Aug.2,
Mr.
Simeon ‘Burns, of Bolton, ¥. Q., and
Miss Eveenj. H.
line Peters, of Potten. I’. oe Se t. 12, Mr.
T
ir
————1-JBTOme,
of BrOWRINgton,
VI., al a Miss pe i
Smith,
of
Malone,
N.Y.
vect.1,
Mr.J.
B
Holton,
of
Wi1so®NSINY. M. MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will hold
Morgan, and
Miss Alice C. ¢lark, of Charleston.
its next session with the Mt. Pleasant church, comKeb.
9,
Mr.
Lu
.
Gordon,
of
Newark,
and
Mrs.
Elmencing June 18, at 7:30 o’clock.
mira J. Petril, of Westmore. Dec. 6, at the residence
Assignments as follows: Baptism,—R. Clark; The
of the bride’s father,in ‘Brownington, Mr. Josiah B.
Relation of Moral Evil to the Government of God,—
Lyon, of Salem, and Miss L. Jennie Wyman, of B.
R. Cooley
;
Inspiration of the Bible,~0. D. Augir;

Our

ranks.

of our

the F. B.

John

May 24, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
or

He has given an invitation

sey

hu

3t9

was recently preaching,
meetings must be very

gregational: churches, which profess that in the
people are vested all rights of government,
should, on the whole, give the people least to do
or say in public worship; while the Episcapal
church, in whose theory the people are not kings
and priests, should give them a much larger
;
ghare in the conduct of worship.

a zeal,ability and breadth of purpose that are rap-

the 19th of Feb.,

Meeting.

ItLINOTS Y. M. will hold its next session with the
church. in Prairie City, McDonough Co., Ill, commencing Friday, May 31.

Kansas,

Union, says it is certainly curious that the

indica.

fA

at

is the

only solicitude is to keep the quality of our faith
and work pure.”
Rev. E. E. Hale, in an article in the Christian

tions of good.
He is an earnest, godly man and
must always strengtlien the cause of his Mas-

met with a hearty welcome
have | loved Zion,"

oy

AND

vance the price for future’sales of the Bonds, as ex| plained in the following letter of Mr. HUNTINGTON,

See Star, Feb.14,’ m2
.—.——.— .———

In East Corinth, Me , Feb. 15, by Rev.

composed of all '¥. B. ministers who may © el disosed to attend. The next meeting.will be at the
ril, at 10
fission Room, on the first Monday of
Sec.
o’clock, A. M.
E? A. STOCKM

to give five cents each
to 500,000 children
Five cents will
towards raising that-amount.
give a child the ownership of one brick in the
»
oH
mission school.
. Dr. Bellows, in his Unitarian Conference, candidly remarked, * It is not easy to maintain it as
a church, although easy enough to maintain it as
an influence. We can wait God’s time for the

of the Rochester

with

Revival

and Mission School.

church, located in the pleasant village of Rochester, on Fox river, in Racine Co. He has but recently commenced his labor here and is now

ters, or others,

“ong,

tt

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence
and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M.
6,50% 8.00 11.20% .... .... 5.05 0.45%

er, Mr.

and surrounding towns met at the Mission Kool,
be
and organized a Monthly Preachers’ Meoting, to

Mr. D. L. Moody states that $10,000 more are
necessary to enable him to build the Free Church

Jos. Gould ps Principgl,
and Miss Cook as Assistant. Their further services are secured, and
they are devoting themselves to their work with

+

Hauling

is pastor

On

large and solemn, as, according to the telegram,
on
prayers
rose for
persons
five hundred
bd
Wednesday last.

within easy

reach of abundant aid and a warm welcome.
Honey Creek church, which is the strengest in
point of wealth and numbers, is located partly
in Walworth and partly in’ Racine.
county,
the line running
between
the church
and
of the ..;Edens - of
parsonage.
It
is.
one

Rev. O. D. Augir

Great

over the masses,”
n

where Mr.. Hammond
still continues. The.

isters and stronger organizations, renders the
field more attractive. Their ministers would not

en Wedding.
Volunteer speeches then
being
called for, Hon. James E. Brown and Rev. Mr,
" Farnham spiced the entertainment with a few.
:
crisp and humorous remarks.
Thus passed this veteran couple, who have

tof*is Rev. E. H. Hunt, formerly.

ttl

including Sunday School Books, can be obtained

Preachers’

“ entirely

M.

These churches lie in a sort of semi-circle,around

the friends who had met to celebrate their Gold-

that

sewing i pleasant

Notices and Appointments.

/

will respond.
This church is located in a lovely
part of Walworth Co.
”

bridegroom who touched briefly on the most im)

in

CHESAPEAKE

MARRIED.

portant events of his life, and closed by thanking

tion

and

LADIES.

son to believe that the Lord

8S. F. Smith, from

being dead but one. One daughter and one son
and ten grandchildrem were among the guests,
a large number of the friends of the aged ‘the west. Rev. G. H. Hubbard is its pastor
also
couple, many of whom expressed a doubt wheth. | and possesses the entire confidence of the church
er an evening was ever more pleasantly and and society. He is now holding revival meetings
The
at Vienna, an outpost about three miles distant,
agreeably spent upon a similar occasion.
presents, in gold coin and greenbacks, were in- with gratifying success. Bro. Hubbard is also
supplying the Caldwell’s Prairie church, doing
genlously arranged to ornament the festal board.
Phere was singing, appropriate remarks by sevthe work, in his zeal, of more than two men, with
eral, persons, and a response from the
aged
less than the strength of one.
:

that there is a strong F. B. element

THE

ings were well attended, and we have every reawas

is no Patent Medi-

the ignorant

Street,

New YORK, Nov. 20, 1871.
rapid negotiation of nearly

If

is to be beld with them.

Golden Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Fish.

REMEDY

y
Nassau

Orders for Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, may be
Postville, was with us and
at the same prices as at the offi:e of publication,
Magicof the Mouth.
sent through any National Bank or Banker; or acreached the word to good acceptance. The
Jord is pouring out his Spirit in the salvation of | Odoriferous SOZODONT, fenders the mouth en- from our Depository in Cleveland: Ohio, by call- companied with Drafts or Checks, may be forwarded
they bad just organized, with their present nummany precious souls within the bounds of this chanting. Composed of rare,antiseptic herbs, it im- ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783, to us by mail. Bonds or money may be forwarded by
ber and means they would be jubilant and bold.
Q.
M.
A. PALMER, Clerk. «
any responsible Express Company at our expense,
parts whiteness to the teeth, a delicious flower-like Woodland Avenue, as above.
Paris has a beautiful church, situated in a loveand the Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, in exchange,
aroma to the brsath, and preserves intact,from youth
Freewill
Baptist
F
Books,
including
Sunday
ly post-village,in Kenosha 'Co., where a large
WAPSIPINICON Q. M.—Held its last term with
will be sent by return Express, charges paid.
to age, the teeth.
.
ant
School
Books,
may
be
obtained
at
Dover
prices,
the Hale church, Feb. 2—4.
Fhe churches were
piece of country could be-brouzht under its inWe buy and sell Government and CENTRAL Paof
Rev.
L.
C.
Preston,
Hillsdale,
Mich.
generally represented, reported general steadfluence with ease. , Rey,
R., Tajt, an aged and in- fagtmedd and some revivals. “A good season was
Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANCIFIC KONDS, and receive them in exchange for
firm. but most excellent Baptist brother, from enjoyed.
FORU’S LIVER 'INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable | ==
CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDS.
ite
Scotland, has bgen preaching to them for a sea-| . + Next session with the Wilton church, May 31,
Catharti¢ and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Accounts of banks, bankers and others received,
son, but he needs help, and with the brethren
Bilious Attacks, and all
June 2. Conference on Friday, at 1 o’clock,
Debility,
Sick-headache,
which we allow interest at the rate of four per cent
on
In
Strafford,
Jan.
27,
by
Rav.
N.
C.
Lothrop,
Mr.
R.
S.
BLACKMARR.
°
P.M.
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask Lharles H. Hayes, of Gonic, and Miss Fannie J.
would welcome it.
per annum.
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Spring Prairie is destitute. Some of the salt of
Young; of Rochester.
Also. Feb. 21, Mr. Herbert0.
FISK & HATCH,
.
\
Downs and Miss Calista McKeon, both of Barnstead.
lyeows
i
the earth dwell here and they are able to do well
Financial Agents.
Sweow4d
In Lodomillo, Iowa, Feb. 28, by Kev. N. W. Bixby,
by any man of (iod that shall come to their aid.
Mr. Ora Bond, Ksq., and Mrs. Anna Comber.

and flourishing; now

usefiilness near.

took
occurrence
interesting
and
A rare
place™at the residence of Mr. Jirah Fish ‘in Mapleton, Blue Earth Co., Minn., on the evening of
Feb. 16, 1872, it being .the celebration of the

DATARRH

gotten- up to dupe

AND

8ws

¢redulous, but is a perfect Specific for Nasal Catarrh,
Cold in the Head,” and kindred diseases.

arly all the churches were
The

SAGE’S

cine humbug

M.—Held its
church, com-

represented by letter ana delegates.

i

from roots, herbs and barks, that its good effects are

ship.

!

5

3

completed, and will, in.a few
8, be
y to do
the immense coal and othér business that is awaiting
Trains leave Dover for Portland,
its completion
The Eastern Division, Souprising
AM. AM, AM. AM. P.M, P.M, P.M. P.M. PM. PM.
227 miles, between White Sulphur Springs and Richmond, is now in
complete order and successful operbers 10.00 1035. corn, B40: ous BB ures. TO: oie
ation. The grading
and masonry on eleven of the 102
‘| miles, between the mouth of New River and
Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
Sulphur Springs, is complete, and the work on the
‘ remaining
91 miles is so far advanced that track-layAM. AM. AM. AM. P.M, PM. PM. P.M. PM. P.M,
ing will
be commenced on this portion of the road
«vse 10,10 10.85 .... 2.40. .... 5.45... THO Lu.
in
May
next,
and continue without
interruption until
|
.
the whole line is completed.
.
In view of these facts, you are hereby airected®o
DOVER
& WINNIPISSEOGEE
R. R,
make no further sales of the Bonds of said Company
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5,1871.
4 at a less price than 94 and accrued interest, at w.
’
price you will continue to sell until further orders.
Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
Very respectfully yours,
‘
C. P. HUNTINGTON, President.
10.10A
Me ceiesse 240 P. Musuunnns 5.45 P.M.
In compliance with the foregoing inetructions, the
Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro’ & Center Harbor,
price of the Bonds,from this date until further orders,
10.10 A Mueovvenae2.40, PM.........5.45 P.M.
will be ®4 and accrued interest.
:
* Or on their arrival from the East.

VEGFTINE.—This preparation is scientifically and
chemically combmed, and go strongly concentrated

4 The scene was of unusual interest, and was
witnessed by a lurge congregation with deep and
prayerful emotions.
ext session with the .Spring Creek church,
Friday, May 24—26, commencing at 8 o’clock,
P. M.
Jas. H, ObELL, Clerk.

\

ay

The Western Division of the Chesapeake and

persons sufferin,

it to a

le

WINTER. ARRANGEMENT,

om rupture, and advise them to send to the hove
wl
address for a descriptive circtilar.

which the candidates, kneeling together, were
separately set apart.to the work of the ministry
by prayer and laying on of hands.
The charge
was then pronounced by Rev. W. H,
Gifford.
Hav. W. H. Harris gave the right hand of fellow-

Wheatland has had no stated labor for years.’
Here is a large church edifice and comfortable
parsonage without incumbr ince, situated in a
beautiful farming country,
sgith a score or more
of the old . members wecpinfge tel departed

We commend

e

N

:
successful and

The

Special Notices.
BOSTON

subject to torture, because nearly all trusses in use
are rigld or have metalic springs. And yet there is
no# a sure relief from all this misery. The Elastic
Truss and Supporter (without metal springs), furnished by the Elastic Truss Company, at 683 Broadway; New York, is a perfect remedy for Hernia. It is
worn at all times without suffering, affording a sure
relief In addition to the marvelous eass and comfort this intra nat a Yo ds,5fe abs lub? cart vinty of
effecting a permanent cure makes this one of the most
valuable inventions.of this age. In has the unqual
fied endorsement of the best surgical talentin t

The meet-'
churches
delegates.
prevailed
sent to the

el

Romasikulle Core.

constantly

persons are

number of

ther rs

i Ba

;
2

| PANY. and the energetic prosecution of the work

hi)

A

;

abouts, as the number of trusses worn in the United
and that

\

No-

450 | THE

Mary A Clark, Mrs 4%

AANA...

IMPORTANT INVENTION.— t i8 estimated that

States;

.:

:

H
TC

110 | titvee-fourths of the FIFTEEN MILLION LOAN OF

Dover, N. Hl.

A

&

A.B. Harcom.

A

C Sawyer and Mrs Judith 8 Norris L M's
extension and preparation of the Road for an extenW Wells,
80,07 | sive mineral, agricultural, and through trafic, have
27,50 placed the financial affairs and resources of the Com»
pany upon such a basis, that we are directed to adC. 0. LIBBY, Treas.

Jha

one person in every ten is under the necessity of
wearing a truss. This would give 4.000,000. or there-

McLEAN Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Pleasart View church, Feb. 23, 1872.
ing was very well attended, but the
were not all represented by letter or
A good Christian feeling and interest
throughout the meeting. A request was

of the

Missionary Society, since the commence-

ment of this century, the gospel has swept heathenism entirely away in more than 300 islands of

with the presence of
the Qtisficld Q. M.;

from

entitle

Secretary

Mullens,

to Dr.

According
London

.

and

week

for funeral expenses.

WATERVILLE Q. M.—He d its fast term with
revival

per

the child to three shillings per week, when sick.
This payment continues through any period of
sickness up to three months, when it ceages. If
his parents receive two pounds
a member-die,

Over $100,000 has been collected during the
such work for want of foreign aid, let them
past two weeks toward the erection of Mr. Hep~
New
Berlin,
in
Waukesha
Co.,
is
without
min‘‘Bebe encouraged by our experience.
isterial labor. This is a.devoted, consistent,” worth’s new church at Fifth ave: and Thirtithon hast been my help, therefore in prompt church, well united and above reproach. eth st.,, N. Y.
i
[2
Py cause
the shadow of thy wings will I rejoice.”
four hundred dollars to u
about
pay
can
A writer in The Churchman says that what
They
I. D- ADKINSON:
:
res
7
resident minister and can help to open doors of
prevents the church from exercising

“Golden Wedding.

were con-

a notable sermon. The deceased was long the
minister of 8 Free church congregation at Leith,
near Edinburgh, and was a mo#t accomplished
and esteemed man,
A Beneficial Soclety exists among the scholars
of some London Sunday-schools, Two pence

Bowdoin Q. M.; Rev. A. Redlon from the Exeter
Q. M., and Rev. 8. Bean from the Farmington
.M.
Their preaching was spiritual and instructive and added greatly to the interests of the
meeting.
Contributed
for the
state mission,
$31.56. June
session with
the West Sidney
church,
8. BowbpkN, Clerk. ~

to bless

leader

church,

‘Rev. C. F. Penny, and E. "N. Fernald

our solemn feasts with his happy presence and
rich though unobtrusive expericnce.
It is easy
to follow such men.
The savor of their names is
blessed.
Here, too, some of our strong men,
still battling successfully elsewhere, have done
valiant service, and their memory and works are
a tower of strength.
But for various reasons
several of our churches are in a decline and our

glories, ready to do battle under any

Lucy
perd

H

3.00 | and Dealers in Government Securities,

1,

1st Belmont, N H, to con "Mrs

jan capital, He died of diptherin, It was in
his church that Mr. Spurgeon recently preached

Rev. H. 8. Ball, from

term.
We were favored
Rev. G. W. Howe, from

be found
that will
was here
and was
Coombs

sake

Blanchester

Q. M.—Held its Feb, term

reported

Q. M1.

still lingers, preserved for Zion's

which

FIs

for mappote 20,00

Jake Pleasant, Pa, bor4: w Fa dwin,

affairs

Intelligence has been received fiom Rome of

the church ut West Waterville. feb, 27—2).
The
churches were mostly reported by letter; some

the work

No more inviting field of labor can
within our borders than this,—~none
better repay the harvester’s toil. It
the sainted Cheney finished his labors
gathéred to his rest, and here Father

ing of those ous®s of difficulty
gtantly being referred to him,

2,00
y

i

heldot infu

Deerfleld, Paper W A Sargent,

of which he was closely connected, to say noth-

Gro. W. HAMILTON, Ulerk.

were deeply interesting.

ministry by the laying on of hands.

Honey

churches established by friends, with the

the Owego Q. M., was with us; also Dr. Ball, of
New York.
The preaching was attended with
the demonstration and power of the Holy Spirit.
On Sunduy, Bro. J. H.
Green was publicly ordained to the work of the gospel ministry.
Next session with the Jackson church.
5
A.D. CORSE, Clerk,

R. L.

Rev.

there

letters to be answered. This, however, was
only half his duties, for there were innumerable

¢hureh in
West Lenox.
There wus a good representation from the churches, and the meetings

eminently

old-time pleasant faces gladden us no more.

Our village has enRipGeEvVILLE, IND.
during the past winwork
glorious
a
joyed

have hesitated to enter

examination

J. M. Whitney, of Oakfizld; Benediction by the
candidate.
R. CLARK, Clerk of Council.

been blessed

*~ aodessions, thirty-nine of whom

by choosing

prayer and the right: hund of fellowship, by “Rev.

and a number brought to Christ.

ter.

day,May,25,1872.

Reading of Scripture and prayer, by Rev. M. M.
Thompson, of Stockbridge ; Sermon and charge,
by Rev. R. Clark, of Fond du Lac; Orduining

pastor of the church here, has heen holding
meetings in a neighborhood east] of the
town, a portion of the brethrén laboring

5

The

of the gospel

It has brought peace fo guilty hearts and

labors have

Next session with

M.

AT the March term of the Fond du Lac Q. M.,
held in Brothertown, Bro. W. Dwight Moulton,
of Boltonville, member of the Scott church, was,

joy and gladness to many families.

Their

Organized

E.

Coombs; Voluntary by the choir and benediction by the candidate. The services were deeply interesting and full of hope to the Raymond
church.
R. L. HowARD, Clerk.

It is worthy of note that in
community.
this work of grace quite a large number of
the converts have been won from-the card
table and the wretched path of intemperance to a life of prayer and godly sobriety.

with him.

Bro.

Sermon and consecrating prayer, by

quite a number. of our dear fellow-townsmen
have given their hearts to Christ. We have
labored almost incessantly in and out of

Bro.

examining

ordination.

a

and firmness, with revivals in some of’ the
churches. The attendance was good and the
meetings interesting
and
profitable. We were
Revs.J. F. Tufts, M.
favored with the labors of
W. Spencer and KE. 8. Gibson, of Miami Q. M.,
and Rev. Jon. Hisey, of this Q. M.

ed at night, in the following order:
Reading
Scriptures, opening prayer, charge
and address to the church, by Rev. O. D. Augir;

interested and - joined in the good work,and

We also are glad to say that

in. excess of

satisfactory,the ordination services were conduct~

convincing. This neighborhood being only
a few miles from the town of Fairbank, the community there became deeply

months, in

for

ard, Clerk.

by those who had been so sinful was very

; meetings for over two

This was.

Rev. 0. D. Augir, Ch’n, and Rev. R. L. How

low

some who were

in the path of sin, slaves to intemper

down

Corey

The Gospel soon took et-

of

expressed

24,25. All the oburches were represented by
leter and delegation and reported steadfastness

to

amounting

7, 1872,

Ordinations.

22, for the purpose

were thoughtless

score

>

mo,
Mich, per
i
.
\
Lmeoh Smith, Con Sandwich. N 1, per G W Bean
F444
)
‘rovidence, R I,
'
10.
Johnsbur A N XY. per AB Carr,
1%
Aldon Alans, Me. per 8 MoKeown,
7.00 |

The Sword and Trowel to be revised, and besides all this there was a weekly average of 500

—

A council appointed by the Honey Creek, Wis.,
Q. M. convened with the Reymond. church, Feb.

ty who
town of Ldster, Iowa, to a com$huni

a

F

Ay

WARREN & CLINTON Q. M.—Held its last [the death of Rev. Dr, Lewis, the minister of the
session with .the First church in Wayne, Feb. Free church of Scotland in that Papal and Ital-

salary.

mencFAIRBANK, JowA. The writer com
in the
er,
summ
last
el
gosp
the
g
chin
ed prea

number of yeas.

$141 was cash,

than

sometimes

od

acknon. aerPa & per“pr AD reek,
Corse per WH Giord,

were. marriages and burials to be performed,
there was the weekly sermon to be revised,

desire for salvation; and some ‘found peace 40
believing. The brethren who commenced the
29.
2
meeting, eontinue it, and ang prayers go up
wife are very grate- that salvation may come to the Berlin church and
donation. from their people. We were all very thankful for such a grapresence,
It amounted to $170.00 clous manifestation of the divine
T, C, PARTRIDGE,
the salary.

has nothingto do with
Rev. D. 8. FrosT and wife hereby acknowl.
edge a donation from their friends at Jonesville,
and

church with 4,000 members;

ly for the faith, and enter more heartily #nto the
work of the Master. Many sinners were pricked
heart, more

Ren es Eton

he sometimes forgot something. He
gence
had-to took after the Orphanage, had charge of a

theme.
Christians were encouraged to strive
for higher attainments, to contend more earnestin the

h

.
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-

L. BR. BURLINGAME. Dover, N.H.

- THE

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Bstablishment, for the
use of Sunday Schoel scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on papge of a very superior quality, and its mechanical 8kcelbence is.

equal to-that of any other paper of its class.

All communications intended for publicah tion
should be addressed to ** THE MyRILE,”
Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should bé sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,
ver, N. H.
Ted

Terms. —Single copy, 30 cents a year
To any person sending us three new
Ten copies or more sent to one addyess, 20,
subscribers, with a year’s subscription ‘cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
Thg postage on a sehgle copy
in advance, $7.50, we will send, post of PosTAGE.—
the Myrile, under the new law, is 24 cents
on 10 copiesor any
paid, the <« Criricar. GREEK AND Ex- a year; and no more
one and 10, when sent to.

Testament,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The reg-

number between
The
ne address, than on a single one,
postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The volume begins with the first namber in
:
April. Orders ave solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money ser

ular price of the

us for the Myrile,

terse CONCORDANCE

‘OF

THE x NEW

work, here and else.

where, is $2.30,
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Sample copies will be sent free on
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e, New York, for support of five children

Isaac Norton, Byron, Ill,

| to bear.
He pleaded for no sympathy, but asked indulliving knew tha toil and

commenced

All seemed to catch the spirit and enter heartily
into the work.
The preaching wus mostly ex-

Rev. W. H. YEOMAN and wife would express
their eincere thanks to their parishioners and
friends in Springvale for a donation of sixty dol-

make immedios in the Y. M. in Ohio will
the $500,
make
to
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ate effort
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‘and forward it to Rev. A.
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“SSR Ob, what a sad story

T said, wiping

away my.tears, ** and this too when

expected a cheerful and amusing narrative
of hot the minister
found-his-wife
|

The Mother'sore

i,
{

“ Be patient, my dear,” said aunt Lucy.
‘* This is the beginning of my tale, and you

shall hear it all in due time.

Stay not for grand endeavor,

Worthy a martyr’s mead,

not yet

‘While in vain the Master proffers

The path that Jesus trod ;
One little spirit resting

.

‘‘ And had she died alone in the night?”
‘ Yes; except the little’ one sleeping by
her side, 'the angels found her alone, nd

OO

All curled up in a funny heap,

gently led her from the darkress

into
her
| and
‘a

.

But peeping through his sleepy eyes

He watched all things as if he dreamed,
And did not feel the least surprise
_However strange and queer they seemed.
And every creatare going by

He hailed with questions from the grass,
And laughed and called out sleepily,
“ Unless you ahswer, you can’t pass.”

“ 0 caterpillar! now tell me
Why vou rol) up so tight and round;
You are the drollest thing to see—

.

A hairy marble on the ground.
* I roll me up to save my bones
When I fall down; young man, if you
Could do the samé, the sttmps and stones

Tt you®pt yours as 1 keep mine,

You’d always have one when you need.”

¢ And I saw you, my fine younz lad,

vo.

Such ugly noises every night?
Nobody, can a half-nap take;
You make our baby ery with fright.”

¢ O Willy! we suppose the noise

Ts not a pleasant noise to hear;
But we’ve ene hundred little bove—
_ Frog-boys so cunning and so dear;

Minister
M
8 “Wife.
TEER.

¢ Did you ever ‘hear how our
found his wife?” said aunt Lucy,

inister
seating

herself in the easy-chdir, with her knittingwork in her fingers.
she

knew

would, and she wenton. ¢ Itwas rather
brought about,

but Teghall always think the hand. of Providence was in it. You have not ‘been gone
80 long that you have forgotten Anna Hathaway, who lived with her grandmother in
the little house on the corner?”

ever seen.”
«¢ Well, soon after you

Some

said

‘and smart, and he would

grief, «and

away,

he was

her

incredulous smile, ¢ but I think if she was a

little poodle dog she would

stand a. better

chance, a great deal better chance.

People

who take children want to get their money
out of them, and they make slaves of
them.

- Yes, sir, they make slaves of

There

are white

slaves.

slaves as well

them.

as black

Iv e seen it, sir.’

«Qur
minister was
troubled. - The
thought that this sweet, helpless little creature might fall into cruel hands distressed
him.

¢ « The poor-master must look after her,’
said Mrs. Smith who had come in and was.
looking for her parasol. * Of course he
must look after her. She is too small to
earn her living, and she must not be left to
starve in this Christian land.’

¢¢ ¢« Umpb,’ said Fanny, wizh a look of in-

dignation.
« My. Lowe was speechless with astoniskso she “ment. Was this the counsel that was like-

did not

gave the use of it; with its scanty furniture,

was

working

and

her

very

little

grand-daughter.
“ We heard from her often, and always
learned that her husband was prospering,
.and she was happy. When she bad been
married five or six years, she came. to visit
us. How beautiful, and how happy she
was! She had two little children, beautiful

like herself, and they seemed to carry

~ shine
Ah!

and music

wherever

they

was well we could sot.

*

“1 will |not undertake

to give

‘histery for the next tive years.

sun-

moved.

we cotild not look into the future.
you

It

ly to prevail ? Was this the utmost stretch

of Christian charity to send the little orphan
to the poor-house? He would see that
something better was donc: Telling Fanny to take care of the &hild till she saw

him

again, he left the, house. He had called, a
few days before,on Mr. Walker,a rich farm-

erin a distant part of the parish.

You

know these cour(ry parishes lie round rather loose, with boundaries very ill defined,
and this place is eight miles ‘from here.
There

are

several churches: between,

but

none of our order, 86 Mr. and Mrs, Walker

| come here—that is, when they go anywhere
her to church.
Mr. Lowe had noticed thejr|

We do not

beautiful ficlds and orchards, their overflow-

know much of the details, only this,—there | ing barne,and the great house, where every.
were bankruptcy, ruin, disgrace, and sui- thing wae so elean and bright, and he had
«ide, following fast onc after the other, and thourht what'a'charming place it would be,
poor Anna, widowed, heart-broken and if there were only some happy young faces’
destitute, came back
tp us, with little Edith, peeping out of the window or some merry’
her only surviving child, to seek-a refuge voices minglingjwith the songs of the birds.
‘in the ‘ittle cottage which had sheltered
her Now he thought that rust be the very place
for dish.
in ohfidhood.” ;
oe
”
-

1

were alone, and now the word slipped from

her tongue.
'e extended his hand to the blushing
on who rose to meet him, saying, ‘ Par-

dulity and presumption are not shut out from
the domain of professedly scientific men.
The
theory of the future life which is here brought
forward and urged is not wholly new, though
the additions made by our author are not the
least striking and surprising part of it. He is
wel versed in astronomy; he is somewhat familiar with zoology; he has more or less traversed the domain of psycholozy.
He rejects the
Christian scheme as unrezsonable and unphilosophical.
He professesto hold the teaching of
science as something as sure as it is sublime. He
does not accord with the materialistic tendencies
of the age; he sympathizes with the bereaved
thousands of France whose husbands and sons
and brothers have lately perished by war. Hence
he writes this book, to serve a more spiritual
philosophy, and carry comfort and hope and con-

fifénce to the smitten and sorrowful ard dyinz,

by clearly unfolding the future lite in the name
of science, whose teachings he tells us are reasonable and sure. “And what is’ his theory? In
don me, Miss Lyons, if i intrude, for 1 am
brief it is this:
very anxious to see my little friend.’
At death, the souls of good men rise into the
planetary ether above the atmesphere, take pos‘3 hrs
friends are welcome,’ she re:
:
Ie
:
3
a
session of ctherealized bodies, grow in wisdom’
plied.
and goodness, rise steadily through
several
Mr. Lol had taken some credit to him- gradesof existence, till at length they inhabit
self for the behevolent interest he had the sun as pure and perfect spirits; then $hey
shown towards this little orphan. He got transmit, in the sun’s rays, life-germs to the
her a place, you know,—that was a good earth and planets, which first b2come vegetables,
then animals of successive orders, and finally
deal, he thought,—but he felt very humble
in the presence of this brave little woman, | men,—thus completing the circle of existence
who gave him a practical illustrations of around which the stream of life perpetually
flows. On the other hand, the souls of infants|
real faith and charity. He walked home and of bad men ard women return to the earth
with then, and willingly accepted an invj- again and inhabit other bodies, and so dre kept
tation to remain and take tea. The little on trying the experiment till they are sufficientroom which they called home,” was so ly developed and improved to go up through the
bright with sunshine, and sweet with flow- ethereal: stages to the sun, and throw off the
lifesgerms which by and by develop, accordinz
ers, that he knew this girl held a patent to the theory of Darwin, into perfect characfrom mature,by which she drew all things ters: And it is for this bascless. theory that the
sweet and beautiful towards herself, and as aythor abandons the Bible as teachinz without
they sat atthe table, and she poured his authority! The author is intelligent, he seems
in earnest, he writes in an attractive style, and
tea, he had a vision of a home of his own,
he evidently persuades himself that he has furX
where that sweet fice would always meet nished a view that ouzht to .find credence,
rob
him, ‘and where little Edith might have a death. of terror, serve truth, and promote the
father’s pretection, as well as a mother’s
highest virtue. The ingenuous credulity of skeptieism has not been more strikingly iltustrated
loveg
for many a day.
__% And so, the end is, Mr. Lowe adopted
THE

y

N
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LAND OF THE VEDA : Being Personal Rem-

iniscences of luda; its People, Castes, Thugs,
and Fakirs; its Relizions, Mythology, princ-

pal Monuments, Palaces, and Mausoleums: together with the incidents of the great S:poy
Rebellion, and its results to Christianity and
civilization.
With a map of India, and fortytwo illustrations.
Also, statistical -tubles of
Christian Missions, and a Glossary of Indian
terms
used
in
this
work
and in Missionary Covhave not been disappomted. We will walk
respondence.
By, Rev. Wiinam Butler, D.D.
over to the parsonage whenev er you would
New York: Carlton & Lanahul. "1872. octave.
pp. 530.
Sold by J. PP. Magee.
like to see this happy family.”
Dr. Butler has undertaken a large task in this
volume, as his title-page
abundantly
shows.
~* Stone Lilies.
And though he may be open to criticism from
Ch
men who arc occupied with the philosophy of
| history and
religion, on the ground that his
What do you suppose a stone lily is?
study is incomplete and his views lack breadth

works and style. Very few illustrative specimens are: given,
The volume is a library of
facts, carefully compiled, well arranged and adequately indexed.
Asa work of reference itis
very valuable; as a volume for continuous read-

ing itis almost as-d1y as8 a dictionary.
WILLARD'S PRACTICAL Di
DAIRY HUSBANDRY:
complete treatise on Dairy Farms and Farming,
—Duairy Stock and Stock feeding,~Milk, its
management and manufactuiéinio butter and
cheese,—History and mode of organization of
butter and che>se factories, ~Dairy utensils,
&e., &e. ByX. A. Willard, A. M.
Iillustrated. Third edition.
New
York: D. D. T.
Moore, 1872. octavo. pp. 546. $3.00. Sold by
Sabseription.

The

author of this. work is no mere theorist,

bat
a man of practical mind;
experience, an indefatiguble

and

who

large and varied
collector of facts,

has mastered all the datails of all the

departments of Dairy Husbandry, anl spread
them out indhe clearest and most définité shape
on these pages.
Its descriptions are lucid, and
the numerous
illustrations, repfesentinz dairy
animals, plans and elevations of barns, buildings
devoted to the manufacture of butter and cheese,
implements and articles used, &e.. &c, ald in
making up an exhaustive and most valuable treatise, such us dairymen will especially prize, and
such as the ordinary farmer and general reader
will find eminently readable and instructive.
Miss ROBERTS'S FORTUNE
A Btory for Girls.
By Sophy Winthrop.
New York: A.
Randolgh & Co. 16mo. pp. 428. Sold in D.
Lothrop y Co.
FABRICS.
ers, &¢.

A Story of To-day.
16mo. pp. 330.

Same

Publish-

FIeTy "YEARS AGO.
A Story of New England
"Life.
By Clara A. Willard, author of * May
Chester,”
ete. Same Publishers, &e¢. 13mo. pp.
323.
Tne BaBY'S THINGS.
Christmas Eve.
By

A
Story in verse for
Edward Abbott. . S8ame

. Publishers, &c. 16mo. pp. 63.

Mr. Racdoiph
publisher of the:

does himself full justice, as a
higher class of juvenile litera-

ture, in adding thse volumes to his already long

and choiee list. Each has a character of its own.
and whether judged by
its literary or moral

qualities, is sure of a favorable

and

verdict.
Miss Roberts’s Fortune Is a fresh
book, opening with the picture
wide-awake girls at Rev, Obadiah
ily school, which is pictured in

and charming
of a group of
Green's Famistrong colors,

Good sense, and appreciation

emphatic

both of the neble

and the ludicrous sides of life, a clear insight
into character, a rare. skill in making it unfold itselfin connection with ordinary incidents
and simple snatches of conversition, a wholescme and quickening vivaeity in the management
of colloquies and the employment of descriptive
narrative,—all these elements of interest distinguish the book trom baginning to end. Pompous
Rev. Mr, Green, Lis worn and repressed wife,
the German Professor, Edward
Saxton, and’
many cther personages, as well as Helen Roberts herself, umte in making up a rare gallery of
portraits, each of which lives in the memory and

stained cheeks were kissed with a warmth
that. made her eyes sparkle with delight.
enforces some profitable Tesson of life. It isa
live, unhackneyed, breezy, stimulating and ev« « I don’t know,’ he said sadly; ‘I don’t One morning her eyes were redder than
ery way excellent book,
putting shams mto
know indeed ; but surely there are a great “usual, and waeh the teacher kissed her, she
A lily cut out of stone? No; it is a flowmany people who will be glad to give her a burst into such a violent fit of crying that "er that grows in the beitom of the sea, on .and comprehensiveness, yet Tic' has written a their proper place of contempt and exalting the
truest and noblest ideas of life. Volumes like
‘volume with evident care and puainstakinz, and
the young lady was almcst frightened.
home.’
:
# long stem, that shakes and waves about
thi: will always find room and need not fear the
supplied just such and abaut all the information
‘“¢J've got to go away from you,’ she in the water. Strangest’ of all, the. beauti- that the average reader. will care to possess ou lack of a weleome,
¢ « T don’t know about that,’ said Fanny,
¢ most people don’t care about children, that sobbed, when she grew calm enough to ful flower is alive, and actually eats.
the subjects which are tréated, and about all-that | Fabries is very excellent, though having A
speak.
are not their cwn,’
Sometimes there are several on
ore average minds have the capacity to digest. He genius and zest than its. companion. But—itistry
1hsctiingforth the difference
| cre
‘Goaway? Go ssn. SLL
stip. poieontl dio. fe) |
i
no ex -as-flowers—
ongrow
tamd: | of India; be bas studied the social and civitin- between the sceming and the real, and it puts
:
>
plied, ¢ who, having no children, will be ed Miss Lyons.
The root fastens to the rock, and several stitutions .of the counfry in an intelligent and due honor upon what is genuine in character and
« «Mrs. Walker says she can't keep me. branches spring from one stem, each with successful way; and he bax pictured the land, life even when it bas nothing outwardly imposhappy to adopt her, and bring her up as
I don’t earn my board, and she is going to its beautiful lily-shaped flower at the top.
‘their own.’
:
ing, and it shows us how magnificent shams sufthe cities and the people with a skillful pen. His
¢¢ ¢« May be there is,’ said Fanny, with an send for the man to carry me to the poorThese blossoms ara really the" body of account of the S8époy rebellion is, on the whole, fer u deserved discomfiture. Annie Forrester is

rich,

pléased;

herself,

Walker said she must be sent to school, and
his wife declare che did not care where she

Mr.

Lowe, this. is my new mamma.’ She insisted on calling her mamma when they

moved with great tenderness towards all
motherless little ones, and Edith’s tear-

make a great

‘her grandmother, but her husband

to support

was dissatisfied, and the child miserable.
“ By and by the school began, and Mr.

up, and ran to him, exclaiming, ¢ Dear

_ ¢ «Dearie me,’ she cried, taking the child
from his arms, and covering hex poor little

seam
to, regard it as of any valde, telling

hard

al too scanty. The little arms had not
strength and the little hand let the dishes
slip and break. The little head also was
at fault, it could not comprehend nor remember the orders given, so the mistress

to the little grove, and there he met his
fate.
:
:
‘Miss Lyons was startled by the sudden
appearance of a stranger, but Edith sprang

1 cottage.
When he went in, black Fanny
was there. She had grown up in that house,
and felt herself at home.

“ She had inherited the. little cottage from

to colored Fanny, who

in that woman's heart,’ he said to himself,.
¢ and this pretty little one will surely nestle
herself into it." This sublime faith in woman’s nature comforted him.
¢ Mrs. Walker went to work to see what
she could make of the child that had fallen
into her hands.
Her first idea was to make
a machine that would sweep, wash dishes,
milk, and churn, but she found the materi-

finding her, he followed the sound of voibes

and little Edith.
Therewas a little flutter
among some disappointed parties, but we
generally agreed that she was pretty, and
we believed she would be good, and we

lady of her, other feared that she had been
“deceived. However;they were married ina
quiet way by our old minister, and her
sweet face, with its setting of golden curls,
disappeared from afnong us.

? -her to dispose of it as she

¢¢ ¢ It is no small job to bring up a child.
Be sure | have never tried, but I have seen
them that has,toiling and slaving, and little
thanks they get, too.’
Th
‘“ Mr. Lowe's rosy hopes of finding a tender mother for the little orphan were rapidly
fading, and he felt very uneasy as he turned
from the house, yet he did not despair.
¢ There must be a warm place somewhere

girl, who felt competent

came in the morning with traces of tears on
her face, and though a stranger - herself in
the nejghborhood, she was not long in
Nlearning’ that this was the child that Mr.
Walker had taken. Miss Lyons had been
an orphan from early childhood. Her heart

grandmother died and poor Anna was left
quite alone; but not long after, her pretty
face attracted the notice of a- young gentleman from the city, who was here on some
- basiness, and he married her and carried
her to his home. There was a good deal of.
talk at the time.

she grew almost f¥antic in her

ing at Edith,

see this wonderful

them both. One morning, before we had
time to discuss the propriety of the step, he
walked into the church with his new wife

girl 1 have

went

child, and he went to Mr, WH ker's to see
how she fared, and there he heard the

went, she was no help to her.
‘“ The teacher, Miss Mary Lyons, soon
noticed the pale, timid little creature, who

* ¥ have not forgotten

Hathaway, the prettiest

*¢ The good man ventured to suggest that

face with kisses, ¢ dearie me, what-will ever
be done with this dear little lamb ?

V. G. RAMSEY,

—

A

the coffin,

housc to tenderly that we said to each
other, * See what a tender, loving heart our
minister has—He ougat to have a family.’
« As I said, he carried her back to the

Family py Cir cle.

¢ Oh, no,” I said,

aan to throw the earth back upon

lie took her in his arms, and soe her as
a woman would, and carried her Back to the

"4

And itis'not an easy task,
You may believe, to put in beds
A hundred little frogs w no usk
All questions which pop in their heads.”
— Our Young Folks.

was

tea-tables.

of the sisters approached him in ‘a friendly
way he gave them to understand that he
did not wisk to be questioned or interfered
with.
** But I was telling you about poor Anna's
| funeral. Mr. Lowe performed the services,
und he did talk beautifully to us on the
brevity and uncertainty of life, He led
little Edith to the grave. When they be-

<Q big bullfrozs! why do you make

curious how that affair

the

had played him false, and.ber treachery had
filled his heart with a cruel distrust, which
would not suffer him to wed.
What the
truth was we did not kgow, and when some

And waited till you'd left the tree;
I thought when you your fill had had,
There would be little left for me!”

iin the negative, as

When we hire a min-

and left him. desolate ; again,it said that she

Did you my mamma’s cherries eat?
You thought no mortal soul was nigh;
But 1 saw you from bill to feet.”

J | answered

taree months.’

pretty

Sometimes it ran that the dear giri, whose
equalhe would never find again, had died,

% O robin, wicked robin! why

I

the

not only ta take care of herself, but to help
the helpless, he went to her home, ard not

to think of such a thing; others shook their
heads, and hinted that they had heard ‘a
story.’ ¢ The story’ had many versions.

¢ I buzz and buzz, you silly boy,
Because I can work better so;
Just as you whistle for pure joy
‘When on the road to school you go.”

§

and

‘ She is a pale little thing. Shé does wt
look as if she would ever be any h b, but
Walker would have her. I'll keep her three
months, and see if 1 can make anything of
her; mind, I don’t promise longer than that

Some affirmed that he had been so buried
in his books, that he had never found time

’m sure you must much honey spill.”

FOUND

‘“ The arrangements were made,

strange story that she had been adopted by
the school-mistress,
Resolving at once to

We liked him

“

Literary Baview.

new home.
/
.
a
¢ «Dear me,’ said Mrs. Walker, when she
had taken off her hat, and looked her over

ed a good Ceal of gossipat

¢ Why do you buzz, so, busy bee?
‘Why don’t you make your honey still?
You move about go boist’rously,

HE

ere not |

but Mr.

next day Mr. Lowe carried the child to her

ister, we feel we have a right.to a minister's
wife also, so you see we considered ourselves defrauded.
The circumstance caus-

»

HOW

Mrs. Walker,

‘“ We buried her in the church-yard, under the oak where her grandmother was
sleeping. It was a strange, sad funeral.
We could not but weep at the blighted life,
and early death, of one so good and so fair;
but except the little Edith, there was not
one who felt the pangs that rend the heart,
when the tender ties of nature are broken.
* Mr. Lowe had been with us only a few

hardly forgive him.

hide my ropes and ladders fine
Awggfrom neighbor’s thievish greed;

MRS.

friends ry iver of the
of personal
| Mon-whe-study—the creatures of "tho sew; | ©
food en whose mental photographs are 2 akiempt.
receive it. She felt stronger already. Here and have arranged them into families, have ed
was something to loy ¢, something to w ork given’ another. name to this family, and I'll
+ « What's the use, wife,’ he aid, *in your for, and live for. A'ilew element of hap- tell you what it is, though itisn’t half so A MANUAL OF ENGLISH LITERATURE: A Text
“book for Schools and Colle
8. By “John 8S.
working so hard? Take the little girl, and piness or misery had entered into her life. pretty as Stone Lily, andl don't believe
Hart, LL. D., Professor of Rhetoric and of the
she can help you.
:
1. The old dead weight of loneliness was lift- you'll remember it a minute : Is Crinoide.
English Language and Literature in the col.
. lege of New
Jersey.
Phila: Eldredge &
‘ ¢ As to that,’ she replied, * I'meed help ed from her heart, and she felt the budding —Christian Weekly.
iw
‘Brother. 1872, 12mo. pp. 636,
w
bad enough, but children are only a bother’, of new hopes and aspirations,
"Prof. Hart is a scholar, whose learning is large
“Well, I must not make ‘my story long
There'll be no end to-making; and mending,
and accurate, who holds all his knowledge in
such a form as to make it available for ‘practical
and mussing.
I'wonder if she has had the by trying to tell yon how happy these two
purposes, and who is very successful in putting
whooping-cough and measles?’
were together.
One Saturday afternoon,
his facts and thoughts into a plain, lucid, culti“ «PN warrant she has,’ said the hus- they had gone to a little grove not far from
‘vated literary style.
His books are always
band, “andthe mumps, and the chicken- their home. Miss Lyons, weaving a wreath TRE To-MOrRKOW OF DEATH; or, The Future meant for direct use. Je aimsto teach rather
Life according to Science,
By Louis Figuier,
pox’besides. You can bring ber up accord- of red and white clover blossoms, which
author of *‘ Primitive Man,” ete. ‘Translated
than to kindle.
He depends on facts rather than
from the French by 8. B. Crocker.
Boston:
ing to your mind. You never had a hired Edith had placed on her head, sat ona
on inspiration, He is a utilitarian instead of an
Roberts Brothers. 1872. 16mo. pp. 305. Sold
artist. He believes in class-room drill more than
girl that suited you, wl am sure you Bad stone, pressing the child to her bosom, with
by E. J. Lane & Co.
better try this.’
the fondness of a young mother, her own
Christians arc often reproached by men of sci- he does in unfolding philosophical schemes. His
method of dealing with English Kiterature fis:
for giving themselves
“ Mr. Lowe did not like this talk. He dark hair and brunette face contrasting ence for their credulity,
therefore just the opposite of Taine’s, and bis
up.to
the
control
of
imagination
instead
of
insaw there was no motive but selfishness,and wigh the golden cuils and lily whiteness of
work stands athe other extreme from that of
he remembered Fanny's words about white the little one. They made a pretty picture, sisting upon logical proofs, and for the tenacity the analytic and brilliant Frenchman. It is very
with which they cling to theories that can never
slaves, but what could hg do? She’ would I assure you, for the minister told me so be established. by evidence or fortified by sound properly called a ** Manual.” ‘It aims to classify the” authors who haye made important
certainly be better cared for here than at’ "himself. »
and independent reasoning.
It is true that the
the poor-house, and he trusted that the cold
“Ah!” T eried, *“‘that was how the minis- disciples of Christ are not all philosophers, and contributions to English Literature, grouping
I think I'begin to see it is also true that many of them believe more the great body of them ground several leading
heart of this woman who had never been a ter found his wife.
names that stood out prominent in the succesthan they can demonstrate,
und hold opinions
J
mother, would soften and expand when she the end of your story.”
sive epochs, giving us a brief biography of each,
which the progress of knowledge may compel
Aunt
Lucy
laughed.
*‘
Yes,”
she
said,
saw the beautiful and helpless little creatcatalogulag their. productions, and supplying
to surrender or modify.
But such books
“Mr. Lowe had grown uneasy about the them
ure cast upon her care.
as this of M. Figuier show very plainly that cre- some judicious criticisms upon their qualities,

nd

a little surprised at the pinpose
Walker favored it,

this was one of Chris's little ones, and that
well—indeed his sermons were excellent,
whatever was done for her, the Master
and his deportment beyond reproach—but | would reckon as done to him, but the womwe were not satisfied. He was past thirty, an looked at him with wonder, and evidentand not married, and for ‘this we could Ty did not understand him, --She said look-

we

tifal star floating bout in the = water. place of honor, making the worthywd speak
Though he Is now free, ‘he still lives at the -worthily out of their graves, wd furnishing a
Volume that will be especially
pful
to
bottom of the sep.
.

ed? The question was a serious one, bub
she had faith, and she looked up to God,

while it lingered in the tabernaclé of clay.

our ‘ new minister.’

¢ O spider! tell me why you hide
The ropes and ladders which you spin,
Ard keep them all locked up inside

Your little body slim and thin.”

of night,

the glory of the eternalday. We found
with a swile on her pale, beautiful face,
we believed that her spirit had caught
gleam of the golden splendor’ even

she was, sustain the burdew she had assum,

‘As he was strongly moved by the desolate
condition of the poor child, he lost no time,
bie Ww ot immediately, and my Sie case b&

months at that time, and we still called him

Would never bruise you black and blue.”

BY

dan-

called the neighbors.”

Catechism.

Beneath the current bushes lay
A boy named Willy, half asiecp.

Te

We

rouse her mother, and when she found her
cold, and still, she grew frightened and

—Selected.

At sunset of a summer’s day

“1

part.

ger. She lived alone with her little girl
who was about seven yearsold.. One morning, the poor child waked and tried to

Thy life-work shall endare,

#

But I have

saddest

before we had begun to believe her in

‘In loving faith on God;
One little life more earnest,
More hopeful, and more pure,
And in an angel’s record

etl

you the

grief of the desolate young widow, and restore her physical strength, but her wound
was incurable and she faded away.”
‘ And is she dead?" I cried, 1 had already begun to form a plan for her benefit,
and felt disappointed, as well as grieved.
¢ Oh, yes; she died two years ago, died

One little footstep passing

Short

told

hoped, at first, that time would soften the

The trust, His lambs to feed.
It may be thy share of service
His purpose to complete,
If steadfastly Thou guidest
Those wayward little feet.

A

I had

house.’

Then

there was a fresh burst of the animal,and the beautiful feathery petals,

tears, and the little arms were thrown

con-

vulsively around the teacher’s neck, who
felt her heart swelling-ard throbbing with
indignation and pity.
“¢ They shall ngyer carry you to the
poor-house while I live,’ she said, ‘so dry
your tears, darling, and get your books.’
*“ That afternoon, Miss Lyons called on
Mus. Walker, and inquired if she really

wished to part with little Edith.
¢¢ ¢ Of course I do,” was the repiy. ‘She
can’t earn the salt of her porridge, and she
has broken half a dozen dishes, besides

my

china cream-pitcher. 1 didn’t promise to
keep her but three months, and now she
must go.’

*¢ ¢ Then I will take her,” said the young
lady.

¢ Please

pack her satchel, if she has

one, and she can go home with me,’

t+ You take her! Tray what do.you expect to. do with her?’ cried the astonished
woman,
‘“+Jam going ty adont heras my sister,”
and if she

does not

earn

seven years, I am going to
if it please God to give
work.
“Mrs. Walker laughed
pretty job you will find,I
ave welcome to it,’ and she

anything

these

take care of her,
me strength to
:
*|
scornfully.
“A
reckon, but you
left the room,

looking so innocent, waving about in the
water, are really the, creature’s arms. And
they wave about in the water,-not to look

pretty, but to catch something to eat.
Very funny would it look, if you could
see one of them, to see a tiny atom of a fish,

ar destiny.
¢ As the young teacher walked home in
the evening twilight, with her little charge

clinging to her hand, she was not without
care,

B8he had found a beautiful flower

by

the wayside, and she had made it hers, but
could she give

it nurture

and

protection?

Her only home was a room ghe had hired,
in which, in order to save as much as pos-

{ sible out of her scanty wages, he boarded
herself.

Could she, friendless and oot as
"

satisfactory one

have geen;| a character which it is an honor to portray and a
blessing to study,
Fifty Years Ago pictures the by-gone New
still are laboring in that
which we

ries who have been and

done by the missiona-

country, are those of an intelligent, sympathetic und believing Christian.
He mingles personal
reminiscences and experiences with the more
general narrative and the graver discussions, and

0

keeps

the

book

animated

and

attractive

hroughout.
He has used his large opportunior other sea-animal, happen to touch this ities
to gather information to good advantage,
lonely flower. Instantly every feathery {land he has so served it up in this really splendid
petal would close over the victim, and stuff volume as to lay the reading public under a large
debt of obligation. The mechanical qua.ities of
it into his mouth.
:
For he has a mouth, a good big one, too, the book are such as. would do honor to any
hidden among the petals. Think of alily House whose imprint it carried.

with a mouth! Then when that morsel was
disposed of, in his- roomy stomach,. you
would see him spread his arms again, looking as innocent as though nothing had bappened.
- There's another droll thing about these

stone lilies.

Having no fingers or forks to

pick out the bones, they are obliged to swallow their food, bones and all. But they
dondt like bones in their stomach any better than you do, so when the meat is all
digested, they just open ‘their mouth and

throw out what is left.

:

Such’an arrangement might be convenient
for some children I've seen,
ho don't seem

to have time to eat like otlier people, but
swallow their food whole,

like the little

stone lily.
=
“In a few minutes she returned with a
1f the water around him is too much discarpat-bag, and E lith was summoned from| turbed, he folds his arms and looks exactly
the kitchen, where she was trying to pare, like a lily-bud that has never been opened.

potatoes, and informed of the Shange .in

the most

and his views of the work

Bat all of the family are not alike. Some
of them seem to get tired of sitting forever
on a stem,—as I should think they would,

—and in their old age start off on their travels.
One especially, that lives in the Mediter-

THREESCORE YEARS AND BEYOND; or, Experiences of the Aged.
A Book for Oud Donic:
describing the labors, howe life, and closm ¢

experiences of u large

number of aged

vepio-

stem and swims off.

his

He looks like a beau*

we can not afford to strip of royalty, and which
we can never see working out their results with-

out respect and a certain sort of admiration,
The Baby’s Things touches the fountains ot
sympathy and starts the tears. - It pictures a bereaved mother on Christmas Eve.looking over the
cherished dresses and toys ot her dead child, sad

into shape, so that they may carry, warmth and
comfort and gladness and gratitude to the ¢bil-

ence

for am earthly sorrow.

stirred and taught a diviner wisdom by u vision,
tukes gut the cherished things and works them

dawned upon his ‘mind, and. the purpose.took dren of the poor that shiver around her in the
She thus learns
shape to work out that plan for the special profit|. winds of the opening winter.
of the hoary-headed who still linger among us. ‘how to make her Christmas thought a bonedic-*
tion to others ard a source of healing to her own
The range of selection is wid, the narratives
wounded Beart.
Lt has a lesson for every other
are plain, brief, pleasant and suggestive, the person 308 presented are generally worthy of the
day in the year as well as for th2 25th of Dacomdistiliction accorded them, and the general influ- ber, and for ill who would find a heavenly cure
of tit. hook

cheering,

Tvds

is eminently

print d

in

large

wholesome

and

type, on clear

white paper, so that reading may he as ttle burdensome and as much a pastime as possible to
those® whose eyes are boginuing to grow dim.
There ought to be. a large demand for it, s6 that

the grandfathers and © grandmothers may find
sunshine and added solace as they go on their
way into the shadowy valley, and Sodth it tg

the eternal splendors beyond,
PILLARS IN

geased
gs

THE TEMPLE;

Sketches of de-

laymen of the Methodist Ipiscopal
distinguished as examples of piety

critical skill, nor

supplying

af
vy

SR

LignT ON THE PATHWAY OF IIOLINESS.
B
Rev. L, D. McCabe, D, D.' New York: Carlton & Lunaban, 1871. 16mo. pp. 114-—A

«plain statement of what, in the author s view,
§ wrought

any larg: amount of

the juiciness of genius, and pechips abounding
too much in unqualified panegyric; bu. exalting:
manly and Christian Suslities to their deserved

mn

and

for "the

soul by regenera-

tion and afterwards wrought in it by sanctification, why the -oue does mot involve ur guaran-

tee the other, and what is the phase and net of
faith that-veally brings the second and larger

blessing.
or,

A series of pleasant biographies, nearly forty
in number, not written with uny great amount of

he gets restless and unéasy, as 1

qualitics of character are lifted into honor which

The compiler of this volume had
a happy
thought come to him when the plan of this book

ten feather-like arms, each as long as your
finger. Me is purple, spoftéd with white,
said, ho just snaps himself away from

‘suggestive, and exhibiting, especially in Grace, [)
type of that true womanhood which is the glory
of any household and one of the choicest products of the old Puritan culture. There is nothing high-wrought and sensational, but just those

‘but really making a luxury of her grief,hut who,

He is a very lonely creature, with

When

hive where the Winthrop fumily lived their earnest and busy 1 fe a scene at oneg attractive and

sentative men and women,
1lustrated CU
tion. By Rev. W. H. DePuy, D. D.
New
Sok: Carlton & Lanuhan, 1872. octavo. pp.

eles,
Chronologic ily arranged,
Rev. W. C. ‘Smith, of the N:w York CouBY ev,
With an introduction by C. C. North.
Same Publishers. 1872. 16wmo. pp. 860.

ranean.

England life pleasantly and not without skill, in
both the country and the city, making the human

[is theoryis easily understood,

but

we doubt whether it measures or conforms to
the actual facts. But itis worth reading.

ThE SUNDAY SCHOOL OLIO : containing original
dinloguss and single pieces for Sunday -school
exaibiiions und Sabbath evening concerts. “By
Ne

RH. Wood.

Sumo Publishers. 12mo. pp.

ly

Tie Lesson CoMPRND : Choice exists from
eminent Biblical sch lars on the subjects of tha
uniform lé8sons for 1872. Same Publithers,
THR BRREAN DAY-B0o «A Pocket Diary for
the SBunduy-S8chool [iessons of badd ame
Publishers. J8m . pp. 96.
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THE

.

STAR,

MORNING

MARK H. Han died in Milton, Jan. 2, aged
dation,” compelling it to disgorge dts ill64 years and 6 months, He was the oldest of
four
otten gains has-now been taken up by an brothers,
one of whom is Rev. Ephraim Hurt, of |
talign association, at the head of which is

and electricity in congtomérations of After a very short trial Herr Sachs discoyvAs
oh hc which the a
of social life ered an immense amount of talent,
soon as they could sketch alittle on paper,
seldom call on us to pronounce.

Ww
| exorable classification, turning what is old

branch

they

advanced

government

strangeness——the

«Old Hundreth,” for instance, into ‘‘Psalm
136; but people need seldom use long
words of any sort unless they like them, so
there is not much to complain of, Besides,
most people have that Sgree of pedantry
in some pursuit or other that the use of a

Ei

oe

wonderfully,

and a

commissioner

pass through

happening

enkir¢hen was

at the result of Herr Sachs's

soon persuaded

Alton.

lani, but which relies on the co-operation
of many artists, antiquaries,and other learn-

to

astonished

energy.

ed men

He

of Europe and

the ‘Government to give

America, all of whom

already been too long delayed.

on with great success; and
tis as “Virgin's Bower ;” but it comes in now carried
the people have been rescued from the
state of poverty into which they were falling.
Seven
hours a week are given to
green and gold, looked down who refused to adapt his knowledge to the drawing—freechand drawing, mechanical
its domes of
Byzantine crown of the Krem- science of the day; and
drawing, and drawing from the round.s
on from tile
;
:
/]
Talented ppils are taken gratis; and if
lin? Or who can associate any other -arch- ,
““‘Smiled to hear the creatures he had known
they succeed ( in doinga work of high merit
itectural beauty with that of Venice, recumSo long were now in class and'order shown,
they get a scholarship of three hundred and
bent on her lagune, as it were the place
Genius and species, Is it meet, said he,
of sapphiwes?
Nor is old Edivburgh less
This STENres name should one so sounding fifty gulden, which enables them to study
incomplrable,” with her superb Arthur's
at the * Kunstgewerbeschule ” inNurnberg.
Tis but a fly, ough first born of the Spring
Seat, where the genius of antiquity seems
In Partenkirchen there are now-néar.upon
Bombylius major, do you call the thing
, to si§ watching through the ages, as the
seventy Pupils and workmen.
But they
Well,
go
thy
way,
for
I
do
feel
it
shame
ock
make
|
R
o
nearly al curry on their work in the fields”
foroes which piled up Castle
¢
To
stay
a
heing
with
go
proud
a
name.”
way
for. the formations
of history in
at the same time, the carving acting asa
which it is set. But among thesé cities
When we say that the invention of our bit of recreation. Herr Sachs has assistant
épecifically different from all others, none day finds its most universal exercise in masters in all the schools, and a model‘can be more truly named than Munich. It naming babies, it must be allowed that an ing master has been sent from Munich.
is'the city that a boy dreams of in some absolutely new name is next to an impossi- King Ludwig, who visits Parfenkirchen
far-away rustic home, where he knows of bility.
We can net advise any exercise of and its neighborhood nearly every summer,
cities only by Pietare-bioksy From the ingenuity in this department, lest it should takes great interest in the schools, and has
time when, from a great distafice, one sees end in such eoeentricities a5 we are all fa- given them substantial assistance.
the lake, and en-

was frank to a fault, and his

It is not

is perpetual surprise.

Meeting the few qui-

et wayfarers on its

dazzling

streets, or the

small occasional groups, oftener solitary individuals, gliding softly through its matehless galleries of art, one can not help asking,

where is the

pdpulation ?

bib

is the

world not here in this splendid city?
Munich constantly suggests a magnificent
coat too big for its wearer. As many as
are the people you meetin the beautiful
capital,

#0

many

its village-like
of inhabitants,
cause Murray,

are

the

explanations

of

quietness and its paucity
One will urge that it is bewho has been threatened

with a prosecution for the calumny,

Munich 1s unhealthy,

whereas,

says

the

indig-

* nant citizen assures you, they only suffer
from typhus. Another will tell youythat the
throng is all there, but is asleep. “The truSidi me

est interpretation,

as it seems to me, is that

with,

msthetic kings. It has arisen on a marsh, by
the side of an unnavigable mountain stream,
amidst an unattractive country, apart from
any natural highway between nations or
sections.

:

baby

or

sobriquet.

at

least

enough

to go

back

into

the twelfth century. ‘We are confronted at
the first step into that moldy realm with a
struggle between Germany
and Rome, of
which the present conflict in the same reion is a lineal suclessor. Then it was the
ishop of Freising who claimed sway,

ing from

two

dat-

centuries: and a half

for his see, ovét

the best regions

back,

along

the

Iser, and especially for sundry villages
which bad been called into existence by
being on the pathway between neighboring
salt-works and more populous regions. This
bishop, Otto by name, established depots
for the salt, and levied heavy tolls upon
it.
In 1166 Barbarossa presented the Dukedom
‘of Bavariato Henry the Lion. Neitherof
these princes had much reverence for the

temporal power of the Church.

Heury the

Lion destroyed Bishop Otto's castle, mint,
and a bridge over the Iser, and otherwise
gave him strong hints that he was not master in that region. Then Henry the Lion
fixed ona certain woody spot to found a
salt depot. There was no trace of a village ;
but a number of monks, flying from Hungary into the wilderness, came to this region, and were aliowed to build them some
shanties near this salt depot. The place
then came to be popularly
called®** Beiden
Monchen,”or the
of thejmonks, whence

Ma,

or

Minnie, or

following

.

—

tribute’ is from Dr, Aik-

man’s life at home:
There

are

men

and

women

who,

like

words, **Old maid,” Old bachelor,” have
in them other sounds than that of half re-

proach or scorn; they call up to many of
your minds forms and faces than which
none are dearer in all this world. I know
them to-day. The bloom of youth has possibly faded from ‘their cheeks, but there
lingers round form and face- something
dearer than that.
She is unmarried, but
the Pe has, for her, it may be, some chast-

Ellie,

ened memories of an early love which keeps
its vestal vigil sleeplessly over the grave
where its hopes went out: and it is t70 true

Emmie, or Evie, or Edie follows in pafor

the: world’s

enlightenment.

If we must have diminytives,
old style—Sally,

late

sounds

some sense
Review.

fo

commend us

practice in articu-

pronounce;

and work

tothe long-departed to

Polly, Dolly, Letty,

Kitty—which need some

But to say that Munich has been forced
into existence is not to explain it. That can
be.done only by its own curious history. 1
must beg my reader to turn antiquarian for
« while,

The

fuls of consonants, that can not be strung
together promiscuously without fatal consequences to the bearer. It is in the more
cheerful marriage column that we find the
triumphs of modern ait. The happy bride
st appended to her baptismal name, which
nobody
is supposed to know, a certain inane

to the

of

and Bachelors.
lt

form our surmfse; and it does strike us
that there are collections of names, mouth-

vantages;

production

Maids

some flowers, bloom in exquisite beauty in
new-born treasure with the last® novelties a desert wild; they are like trees which you
unearthed from chronicles and romance. often see growing in luxuriant strength out
Nor is the word ‘overlay’ merely figurative, of a crevice of a rock where there seems not
for it is from the obituary of the Zimes we earth enough to support a shrub. The

renthesis,

artificial

Old

names

with:

in them.—Saturday

came

grew old

too soon

in the care of mother or sister and brother.
Now in these later ,years she looks back
calmly upon some half-cherished hopes,
once attractive,

at last,

of husband

and

child, but

which longylong ago she willingly gave up
for present duty. So to-day, in her lone-

and

with it most unlookéd-for and terrible disclosures. To the horrified amazement of
the assembled eldresses, and amid our cheking tears, Sister Minerva went down * into
the valley of humiliation.e»With a bitter
struggle for composure,
dark eyes di-

ness, who shall say that she is not beautiful

and dear?
So is she to the wide

blesses.

To some she

circle

has

which

been

all

she
thata

mother could have been; and though no
nearer name than ‘‘Aunt” or ‘‘Sister” has
lating, her beautiful face” white and set, she been hers, she has to-day a mother’s claim
“confessed that the * baneful
poison of natu- and a moth&r’s love. Disappointment has
ral love” had crept with insidious but
giant not soured but only chastened ; the midday
strides into her heart.
What must
haye or the afternoon of her life is all full of
been her conviction of sin when, with the kindly sympathies and gentle deeds. Though
courage of Qespair she

admitted that

Bro-

unwedded,

hers has been no fruitless life.

ther Ernest had absorbed all her thoughts for
many months? She had ‘borrowed Mis
books, leamed his language, talked to him;

some women

until suddenly awakened and alarmed at the

this 1 know, that

sympathy,

congeniality,

and

It is almost a daily wonder
married

and

to me

pot a

I see are not.

many and

why
less

But

many a house-

hold would be desolate indeed, and many
and many a family circle would lose its
brightest. ornament and its best power,
were maiden sister or maiden aunt removed; and it may bless the Providence
which has kept them from making glad
some husband’s home.

would

have fled from the pleadings
of her own
heart, if she had had strength le#t to do. so.
Then, deathly pale and panting heavily, she
took from her bosom a packet of letters

writen to her by Brother Ernest.

are

marvel why many that

admiration

which she felt with and for him, she

An original simile*is becoming

If they

which

a great

10 months.

its brighl-

whose

cathedral

all the

villages

of

the lser were mere tributaries? I copy the
best description 1 know from the gazeteer:’

‘ Freising, a town of Upper Bavaria, on

the Iser, twenty miles north-northeast of
Munich. Population in 1845, 5350. It has
_breweries—-and—tobacoo
factories: Stich 15
"the resalt of the earliest historical struggle
between the Germans and: Church power
on that very spot where Dr. Dillinger, with
a desoendant of Barbarossa at Berlin to back
him, and a Bavarian

Duke Lion at his side,

is superintending the final crumbling
of papal authority in Germany. Truly
is an appropriateness in these Munich
sants oa ng themselves Old Catholics
are veritable chips £o to say,of the old

which

impeded

ecclesiastical

away
there
recu; they
block

supremacy

what alone, with

. without the

feeling

of the

girl in the play of *“ Cinderella” who sets
a pumpkin beside the liveried footman, and
-says, *‘ To think that that should have come
out of this!” A coach-and-four coming out
of 4 pumpkin is fairly paralleled by Munich

beginning with a little mogk. And the assgciation is all the more--ffportant because

the fact of this monastic settlement, which
was its origin, has given a certain impress

which Munich bears to this day.— Harper's
Magazine,
ie
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and the answers confessed, word

"t

ber.

One letter,

sister “could

written

in

by

a home made

rememshe

begged to have burned without reading.
The eldresses, of course, were ignorant of
the language, and looked

“I will burn it here,
eyes,”

entreated

right before your

Minerva;

and

she

took

WHITESTOWN

the

next moment Brother Ernest's words of
love were converted into the white ashes of

women, who had no power over my

heart,

not

touch the hem of thy ‘garment, nor raise
mine eyes to meet the heayenly-pure bright-

ness of thine, unbidden by thee!”

Of all Adam’s gifts, the one which is most
conspicuously lacking in his descendants is
that of assigned names to things, It is an
art

gone from us.

All names

that

please

are lost in an impenetrable antiquity ; there
is no such thing as a new name, for the
monstrous perpetrations of modern scien-

tific nomenclature we decline to regard as
names.

How came flowers, animals,insect,

men and women, mountains, peaks, islands,

rivers,by the easy, expressive, distinct titles

we

kndbw them

least, before we

to know

by;‘so

know

the group

that, in fancy, at

the

thing, we seem

it belongs to?

What
- figure would they all make if we had
to
name

them now. through the medium of a
puarliamentarys commission? What should
we call 3 rose, a violet, an apple, a lion, a

afflicted

fly ? Could

lives, had no other means of baffling the
invader’s cupidity than by committingto
the Tiber the spoils which must otherwise

Wood-carving in the Alps.

inevitably fall into

the

plunderer’s

hands.

+ The Tiber will have its own share,” is a
common saying among the Romans at the
kirchen, which is in the very heart of the present day, and the universal receptacle of
Alps. As the place is noted for wood- all that is Tost has been further enriched by
carving, they naturally. buy something to fires, inundations, wrecking of galleys latake with them—a glove-box, an ornament- den with the wealth of the ancient and meed frame for photos, or a case for writin
dieval world, and the material of ruined
materials ; in fact, they have the choice o temples and palaces, of which*the river athundreds of beautiful things. --Before 1866, forded the most expeditious way of clearing
Oberammergau was the .only place where the ground.
wood-carving was carried on,«and there it
We may imagine what wonders would
had ne encouragement fromr Government. gladden out éyes if we could bid the ocean
‘In 1866 there came an artist from Dussel- restore whatever it hides in its depths. But
Tourists passing through the Bavarian
Alps invariably stop a shori time at Partén-

Sachs, for the purpose of

the Tiber flows over, if not as vast and

painting from nature, Seeing
the poverty rich, at least as interesting a variety of Old
| of the people, the idea struck imi that there World relics, all lying undisturbed under
we even impart to the cabbage might be some artistic talent amongst fathoms of alluvial soil’ which has buried

tiger, an eagle, a

snake, a +

og a butter

anything of the idea of bulk, roundness, and

homely worth which its present sound sugs
gests? Happily in these days we have
onlyfo name our babies, our books, and

complete

courses

of study

°

:

;

NEW

ACADEMY.

in his

the

take the eye as do the stealthy movements
of the hunter, the fine attitudes of the woodchopper, the grasp of the sailor on the
helm. A hay-stack and a boat are always
picturesque ¢bjects, and so are- the men
who are at work to build or use them. So
is yonder stake-net, glistening in the morning light—the innumerable meshes drooping in soft arches from the high stakes, and
stepping-stones;

two

or

Teacher

An excellent

Bass, Secular or Sacred

-

be

of music,

Course,

admission

given those deeither

upon

the

1

Miss

Calendar:
SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 13, 1872.
SUMMER TExM opens April 30, 1872,

ing, at reasonable rates.

omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to-those desiring to take a thorough
For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

2

PARSONSFIELD

SEMINARY

The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday,

Feb.

20, and continue eleven weeks.
M. K. MABREY,

Sec,

sexes.

The

school

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in
English Grammar, Arithm
Ancient Geography, Aucient History, Algebra an:
‘Geometry.
Special attention is given to r
y
declamation,

:

composition,

Greek and

Latif poetry,

scanning, &c. The location of the school so mear
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
A. M. JONES, Sec.
d

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

>

The

‘Register for 1872.

This annual which has
every reader

become so essential

of the Star makes

to

its appearance

following rates, viz:
:
Single copy 10 cts; one dozen copies,
96 cts;
one hundred copies, $7,00.
Postage on a single
copy; 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
copies, “12 cts; on one hundred copies, $1,00,

which is to be paid by the purchasers.

Orders

wre solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover,

N. H.

$3.00

Common English
Higher English
;

of the

°

open for both

Principal,

Terms : Primary

James

opened for the

promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
to be supplied to any who may-want it at the

SEMINARY,

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction. |
Per order,
'
M. E.SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.

complaining, and we trust has gone to be with
Christ. Funerul services by the writer.
:
- © E. HARDING.

of Rev.

Music.

NORTH

which

are invaluable,

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
per week. or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

PIKE

each,

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is

Faculty:

course jn

years

ants.

C. A. Meoers,

Obituaries,

two

ef students at the commencement

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Fiiday, March 22.
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Monday, June 24.
Tuition $25.00 a year.
L.G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three Assist- \

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

A. B., Principal.
Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell,
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

of

NICHOLS LVTIN SCHOOL.

ARD:

E. C.

de-

:

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to
.
E.C.LEWIS,

<

GREEN

Students

fall term.

Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishjng to board themselves.
:
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.

three row-

~

TuTION from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has been very successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural

4.50
5.00
- 6.00

1.50
- 8.00
00
2.00

Music.

College’

Higginson in Atlantic Monthly.

wife

will

-

pillow-cases and towels.

$4.00

Classes. in Vocal
Music, Penmanship and Wax
Work formed, if desired.
Special attention
gjved to those preparing for

sail-boat hovers near. And I have looked
down on our beach in Spring at sunset and
watched them drawing nets for the
young
herring, when the rough men looked as
raceful as the nets they drew, and the
orseman who directed might have been
Redgauntlet on the Solway Sands.
— 7". W.

FULTON,

opportunity

INSTITUTION.

begins Jan. 29, 1872, and con

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25.

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach Thorough

boats are gathered around it, with fishermen in red or blue shirts, while one white

Mgrs. NANCY

-

siring
a complete course

the line of floats stretching shoreward, like

tiny

=

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)
$u
(10 lessons)
Use of Instrument, -

poise of a fisherman, for instance, the clay
of his arm, the cast of his line or net—these

HAMPTON

sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,

TUITION:
~ -

Common English,
Higher English,
Languages, .

half a term, except on

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
J.N. Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
W. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D. Moore,
H. M. Willward.
Mass E. L. Gordon.
ExPENSES. Board, including room and
hing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regul:
clubs,
of which'there are several in successful o
tion,

ng.

Primary Coutge,

Book-Keep

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

The SPRING TERM
tinues ten weeks.

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
and

.

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
are formed.
:
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
!
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

o

for bo

J. 8. GARDINGR, Principal,
““Whisestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872.

A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss. H. L. STKKVENS, Preceptress
of Instrumental Music.

e, Preparatory, Normal, Academiull course of study. Terms, 10

Furnishes Coll
cal and Ladies’
weeks.

No deduction for lest thon

.
has been refitted and furnish-

LEBANON

ME.

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning
and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

ed, and placed under the.care of the princial,
Terms moderate. . Send for circular.

WEST

INSTITUTE

PITTSFIELD,

Mes.
J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT,
Teacher of Writing and
ing.
.

and

SEMINARY.

CENTRAL

E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t.
Miss L. MARIA SIMMONS, Associate.
\

information,

of this institution,. will

nually.
‘the Boarding Hal)

Ge

direct employments:

MAINE

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.

sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
teaching and for business.
Over fifty graduates an-

awakening, it is the

himself is gracetul

and

The Fall Term of 10 weeks. will commence Tuesday, August 29, under
ti
instructi®a of .C.
McCLEAN,
a graduate of Yale College.
Tuition and board as usual,
Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President,
WARREN FOSS, Sec’y.
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.

$1.00
$5.00

Languages .
Music

$6.00
£10.60

.

More.

New

Books

Who knew “her best concurs in Bivins

Question Book,

ishment, and is recommended: to pas-

Pages

and pages like this, written Ly a Shaker
brother to a Shaker sister, in Wisdom's Villey! Truly, the ¢ natural affections” were

dorf, one Michael

Six

term

ACSDEMY,

Center Strafford, N. H.

New

and here I have yielded it wholly to thee,
my enchantress—nay, my pure saint!
* Oh, how vainly I strive against my passion! Love at its wildest was never so untamed as the love of my undisciplined
heart; and yet it is pyre, for I would

summer

March 25.

Picturesqueness of Labor.
man

AUSTIN
.

Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873),
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
Mrs. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.

i Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Drawe

Indeed,

December {—Winter Terni
begins.
For College Catalogue apply to

Spoils of the Tiber.

from a work-basket belonging to Eldress
Philomelan old tinder-box and flint, a precious relic once belonging to Mother Ann.
With feverish haste she struck fire, and

#Circularto

The

sun of their glory seems to withdraw. But,
patience! it will again be seen in all its’
splendor, that immortal sun which no ocean
can extinguish, which no night can veil.”

unconscious

September 4—Fall Term Deging.

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.

undecided.

i

=

but

send for

students important

Kor particular

1872,

‘ Board, $3.00 per week.
Rooms on reasonable
Libby, died of Pneumonia, in West Poland, Me.,
For the Sabbath School.
a
Jan, I4, aged 72 years, The testimony of those | erms.
i
unification
of teachers. Mr.
oF a char- Our
Price.
Mabrey will give his whole time to the school. His
acter of rare Christian excellence.
Her Christian
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
$1.2
experience in the school-room warrants us in saying
experience commenced mn 1816, when she was
Lute Falconer
:
150
.
that teachers will find this school second to none mn
baptized by Rev. Josiah Farwell, and united the county.
with the Free Baptist church in Lisbon, Me., of
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
N. Parsonsfield, Jan. 15, 1872.
which town she was a native. ‘She was married
voke benedictions on hid head.
The Jadge’s Son,
$1 so
to Rev. James Libby, April 1, 1819, and moved
Hester’s
Happy Summer,
125
to Danville where
they resided twelve years; and
One
Year
of
my
Life,
1
thence they removed
to W. Poland where
LAPHAM INSTITUTE.
Building Stones,
2
they have since lived. She was the "mother of
2
The SPRING TERM will commence. on M enday, | Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
nine children, six of whem survive her. Many
Alice Benson’s Trials,
os
ps
¢
Jan. 29, 1872.
of the early yéars of her married life were passed”
The
Quiet
Hour.
Dr.
Lincoln,
omplete courses of study for both sexes.
Oné of the results of the new life arising- in loneliness and hardship, as was the case with
Child Life in Many Lands,
>. H. RICK ZR, Prin.
Ruthie 8haw; or, The Good Girl,
in Rome as a consequence, of the downfa
most of the wives of pioneer ministers; yet she
North Scituate, R. I., Jan, 1, 1872,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
of the temporal power, will be the realiza- shared the toils and privations of her husband
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Christian fortitude, counting it all joy that
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,
RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
tion of a scheme which has long been in with
he should fulfill his ministry in proclaiming to
contemplation, but which under the
Papal dying men the riches of Christ. Inthe language
SPRING TERM will begin March 12, and continue}12
L. R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.
Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $1.00; Penmangovernment might, perhaps, never have of one of her sons (himself a minister), *‘Her love weeks.
ship, $1.50 for twenty fessons; Instrumental Music,
gone beyond the limit of a wild and vague for the cause of Christ was evinced in a‘readiness with use of instrument, $11.00.
‘
2
for Him.
. . .
, Board, in clubs, $2.00 or less, per week; in private
chimerical project—we mean the explora- to do, as ‘well as speak
BY
In a word, she extended to all the lovers of families $3.00. Rooms for self-boarding, can be had
tion of the bed of the Tiber. The Kalians, Jesus the charity that suffereth long and is kind.” at reasonable rates.
_
'
MARY
LATHAM
CLARK,
who now, for the first time since Constan- And now that the Master has called from labor
Send for Circular.
Wu. REED, Sec.
tine, feel as if the
great city were indeed to reward the companion who has walked by
Is now complete and ready for custom+ Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.
8t9
their own; have dn almost boundless, yet his side for more than half a century, her husfeels in his bereavement, that the arm on
not exaggerated, idea of the artistic, arch- band
ers.
Itisadapted to classes that have
which he has leaned so long is still around and
NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
ological, and other treasures buried under beneath him, and thus he shail not fall. He can
just
completed
“The Story of Jesus.”
the yellow sands which the river has accu- trust thie same promises which he has preached
The SPRING TERM of this Institution will comTance
on
WEDNESDAY,
March
6,
1872,
and
continue
to
others
when
death
has
torn
from
their
emmulated on the spot for the last 8,000 years.
This book received the prize offered
weeks under the continued charge of ALEvery revolution, they say, had to pay trib- braces the dearest objects of their love, knowing thirteen
BERT SAVAGE, A. B.
:
:
not
long since by the Printing Estabthat
she
has
been
summoned
only
a
little
before
All the usual facilities offered to those pursuing
ute to the river. It was the Tiber which him, and that * Beyond the river” she is waiting
in any branch of an Academic Education.
received the statues of an UipopRiar Em- to receive him, when he shall have finished the studies
Charges moderate
For further infofmation or Cirperor, his armor, and even his diazdem and work here given him to do. Funeral services culars address the Principal.
tors, superintendents and teachers as
were
attended
-at-the
church,
and
a
sermon
other insignia, even when the Body itself
The Trustees take this gpporwliy of publicly ac- being in every way
was not flung into its waters.
In more, preached by Rev. 0. B. Cheney, and then * the
worthy of their
form once so dear” was laid away. with knowiedging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemicalamitous times, when Alaric, Genseric, changed
cal Apparatus,—arounting in all to about $500,—
others of that broken household ‘band,to rest till
patronage.
Orders
may
be sent at any
Totila, or, in later ages, the Norman, the he, the Victor over death, shall return and bring from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres,
Swabian, the Austrian thundered at the up his redeemed ones from the corruptions of
time
and
they
will
be
filled
infmediateE. 8. TASKER, ‘Sec.
3
CoM.
gates, the inhabitants, hopeless for their the grave to be forever with the Lord.

word,

German,

a hydra-headed monster in that
vale about those times.— Galaxy.

Names and Titles.

eccentricities,

cross could thé eldress remove. . She could with a warm heart and kindly eye.
If he
only sadly awhisper, ¢ Nay, you must com- has no children of his own, there are
py.’
>
|
enough of othery’ children who climb i
Yond the whole correspondence .was. read | knee or seize his hand as he walks.
If he

seven hundred years ago,
Thus it is that Munich became the City of her sacrifice. - Think what a sacrifice, when
the Little Monk. Whether the Hungarian there were pages of rhapsody, such as this:
monks were smaller than others may be
*‘ My heart goes out to thee,my soul cries
doubtful; but the city has aptly taken the out to thee in yearning, passionate might!
figure of a diminutive monk as “its symbol Life has become a dream! How can 1
and device, And one can see him paintedon think it a reality? I was once surrounded,
sign or ceiling,or promenading as the pet of in my fatherland, with beautiful, high-born
a masquerade,

some

_advantages.

phases in “which their vital
become benumbed, when the

etl)

CALENDAR,

March 20—Spring Term begins.

s ssssgasRE

ed, to

boy ;

REV. W. CoLGROVE, A. M., President.

‘bad been the price of innocent blood, MinYonder isolated man, whem the world
erva could not have cast them down with wonder at for having never found a wife,!
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obit-"
more vehemence before the ministry.
Who shall tell you all the secret history of uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
With solemn emphasis the senior eldress the by-gone time ! of hopes and loves that
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
spoke. ‘‘ Let repentance have its perfect ‘once were buoyant an
fond, but which
work. Read the letters aloud. Whom are death, or more bitter disappointment dash- equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
they from P”
’
ed to the ground; of sorrow which the .single square can well betfiorded to any single
Minerva
had
spoken
so
hurriedly
and
in;
Munchen and Munich. The mame Mohchen
world has never known; ofa fate accepted
coherently that her lover's name was not in utter despair, though with outward obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
first occurs in an act of Barbarossa, dated
With quivering lips she was calm! Such thereare. The expectation.of
A.D,, 1158, by ‘which he gives legality to yet known.
[CORRECTION.]
the seizures of Henry the Lion from the Bish- forced to repeat it. A°beseeching look at wife, or home, hasbeen given up as one of
CHARLES
W,, son of Dea. Amos P. Pomeroy,
op of Freising. But now what has become of Eldress Orangia told her that the poor the dreams of youth, but only with groans
died in Hancock, Feb. 7, aged 20 years, 4 months.
this ** Mighty Freising,” as it was then call- young sister prayed to be spared this ordeal and tears; now he walks among men some- ‘He
bore his sufferings with great patience, never
of reading the letters; but not an iota of the

offers to

peculiar

i

L, P, REYNOLDS, Sec, §¢ Treas.

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR Co., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution

a

dawn, it is the day
which begins again,
linked to the day which has come to an end.
While recalling this spectacle, which I
have so often contemplated in Sweden and
Norway, I think that nations in their summer time have
force seems to

Ezra was an. uncommonly good

fe

June 20—~Commencement.

:

Academies, &e.
AT

Sh

JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Tedcher of

‘‘ Of such is the kingdom
~

.

ALEX. C. RIDEOU I, Prin, Com. Department.

and

BRO, INGRAHAM CLARK, a worthy member of

slumbers. Then, suddenly, behold the east
clothes itself with purple, the luminous
rays reappear, and movement springs to
is the

R.

the W. Litchfield ¥. B. churgh,. died Jan. 21
aged BS years, 10 months, -H&left a widow and
three children to mourn their loss.
CoM.

ness, and in the woods, on the fields, on the
waters, there is a great silence.
Nature

It

H.

Bib.

W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
GEO. B. GARDNER, Instructor in Dra
tntin
.
wo | tn
,
MELVILLE tv. CHASE, Instructor in In
and VoocalMusic.
:

D. 8. F.

can not be

the surface of the sky there is, as it were,

again,

of

He professed great Jushest for religion, was quite
constantin prayer and reading
the Bible, loved
the Sabbath-school and réligious worship.
The
attainments he made at school gave promise of
his being a man of great intellectual power, but
in a few days sickness and death cut off the
piamisee of this life, Some time before he died he
sured his father that he should soon be with
Jesus, and was not afraid to die, and requested
his parents not to mourn for him.

newed regularly every year. It appears in
summer, when the hour of night approaches, The sun slopes gradually, slowly, towards the horizon. The shadow does not
yet spread itself over the earth. Only, on

life

daughter

guages.

EZRA D., son of H, II. and A. J. Pierce, died
at Huntington, Vt., Oct. 11, 1871, aged 10
years,

although it is re-

white gauze which slightly dims

eldest

of heaven,”

* “There is,” said he, ‘in the depths of

seen without admiration,

L.,

4th year of their age.

desideratum. So many speeches are made
on any ‘subject of general interest, that it
must be difficult for speakers to find an
such gems of speech wherewith to dec
their statements. The present prostration
and anticipated resurrection of France have
given rise to many striking ficures, but
they have now become trite. M. Xavier
Marmier, who has just been elected by the
French Academy in the room of M. de
Pongerville, deceased, introduced one into
his ** Discours de Reception” which deserves
some credit for originality as well as beaui

was

P

HIRAM Corte A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.
F.WAYLAND D
y AM, Prof. of
toric and
Belles Lettres.
H.LAURA ROWE, A, M., Prin, Ladies’ Department.

Susan Hayward, died in Tunbridge, Vt., Feb. 15,
very suddenly. Also JOHNNY, eldest son of
Geo. and Helen Edson, died Feb, 18, both in the

—

take his place. Perhaps the years of maiden life. were spent in seli-denying toil,
which was too engrossing to listen even to
the call of love, and she

Love Among the Shakers.
The day of confessj

permit another to

BERTHY

Arctic Sun.

the north a phenomenon

particularize. There is no greater injustice than the infliction of a whimsical or
grotesque name on helpless infancy. Such
caprice, to use the argument in Bret Harte’s
celebrated Idyl, “is playing it pretty low
down on this yer baby.” But .we note
a growing tendency to accumulate incongruous names; to overlay,- so to say, the

Munich bas not beep brought into existence
by any natural causes, or commercial adit is the

but which it would be cruel to

He

virtue

D.D.,
Prof.

« SPENCER J. FOW LLE, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
.
pb
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M;, Prof. Ancient Lan.

them. - He consequently, on his own re‘sponsibility, started a ‘free drawingschool I" on * Sundays in Partenkirchen,
N 4 only boys but married men came with

them for ages, and only awaiting the enterprising generation which will lay these

Jong-forgotten treasures into the light of

day. The schtme of a thorough excavation
our streets; for we cheerfully leave science delight, although, before, such things ag
of the bed of the Tiber, with the view to
to work its«will on the agencies of chemis- ' pencils or papers were unknown to. them; J “all-the river to account and put it in *‘liqui-

MR. JEREMIAH PATTAN ‘died in Commerce,
Mich., Feb, 8, aged 75 years. and 9 months.
Father P. had long been a follower of Christ and
‘for many years a member of the church Simobs
the F. Baptists, At the time of his death he hel
a letter from the church of his former residence.
I'ne Bible was to him a very precious book.
Its promises were his spiritual meat and drink.
Naturally he possessed a very clear, strong mind.

He was interesting in conversation
Christian society.

and enjoyed

For six months or more

vious to his death he was feeble, and confined

the house most of the time.

pre-

to

'It:wis my privilege

to call upon him occasionally and converse

about

his home beyond the tide. He felt quite anxious
to pass over and be .at rest. For the last few

weeks of his life he was an extreme sufferer.
‘When last I saw him he looked up and execlaimed, * Oh, when shall [ go home and be at rest?’
A very large concours» of people were present

at his funeral whigh was attended from the Commerce F'. Buptist church. A sermon was preach-

ly.

6
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LYNDON

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
:

:

A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science.
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
‘and Rhetoric.

Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.
Murs. J. C. Hopkins,

Music,

Drawing and Painting.

Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanehip,

Calendar

:

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb, 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May (A
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
;
Turrov, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term. French,
‘Music and Penmanship extra.
EXPENSES —Board, including room and washing,

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler,

now:

first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have “been printed.

This ‘simple an-

In club or

nouncement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and

that they appreciateit.

= =~,

granite structure, ot beautiful Srchiléciure, affording

.

"I. W.SANBORN, Séc, and Treas.

Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.

61

.

At this rate of

sale this whole Edition will soon be off
our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage,
extra, 24 cefts. Special terms given

to agents who sell 100 or more.

dersare

solicited.

¢
-

.
—~y

D.,is

ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the

4

yA

D.

The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete

from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families.

self-boarding; at lower rates.

Funeral

servi-

:

Now Ready.

ample accommodations; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lydon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape soenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
’

ces by the writey, assisted by Rev. Dr. Blake,
JG. MUNSEY.,

Price 15 cents ;- Postage, (extra)

4 cents.

Faculty :

J. C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek. '

died in Lower

Gilmanton, Feb. 17, aged 62 years,
8he. profess
ed religion in early life, and
for more than fo
years she had lived a devoted Christian life, She

died in hope and rests in peace.

N. H., Feb. 19, 11872.

course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees
td
make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to 2 thorough
and liberal education.
wr
5
The new Institution buildingis afine brick and

ed by the writer from the words, There remain-.
eth therefore arestto the people of God
oN

Miss MEHITABLE Li. SAWYER

Northwood,

nl

when the last of its treasures is explored,
there isno let or pause in its enchantment.
Dream delivers you to dream.
True, there

miliar

leading

Rev, DANIEL

Re

it stretched “on its vast plain, to the time

history—to archmologicalknowledge in all
its branches.— London Times.

|.

after-

honesty. His last sickness was lingering and
painful, but he seemed willing and even anxious
to depart; and his friends that weye with him in
his last hours gained good evidente of his aecepts
ance with Christ, , He leaves a wife and five
young children, also three ehilldren by a former
wife, Fuperal services attended by the writer,
assisted by Rev. F, Vy, Haley,
)

mense gain sure to accure from it to art'and

The

but

—— = nor

around

tered to 'move as amidst the splendors of a well also to recognize its cousin-german
dream. Who can compare amy, other spot under the graceful distinction of ‘‘Jackmato quaint Nuremberg, or to Moscow, with nii.” We are many of us like the naturalist

sts;

perance cause and a truefriend tothe poor.

as a commercial or a financial speculation
the tremendous séa of cloud from which
she 13 so slowly emerging; such was Chithat the work is to be executed. Those
go, Which bne coming from. the praitie technical term flatters their self-réspect..s It kirchen, Garmisch, Mittenwahl, and Ober- who set aboutit expect no other return for
ward evening saw gleaming in the sunset, is all very well to know the original ‘clema- ammergau, In all these places carving is theéir- trouble and expense than the ima fringe of light

©

ward lived in a backslidden state, until ‘a few
ears ago when he again: commenced a
pha ing
ife, He was always a firm believer in Christianity, He was a strong
adherent of the tem-

have been strongly urging the speedy commencement of an undertaking
which has

other ‘villagers in the neighborhood the
same, opportunity, and-«Herr Sachs was
then appointed drawing-master for Parten-

At an early period in his life

COLLEGE.

FacuLry:
M. GR\HAM,
~ 8,

-

Or~

fr ha?

a

modern

y

HILLSDALE

rr

and familiar into

In the ind of the traveler through many
lands there are cerlain cities. set apart as
unique, Such was Paris until she sank itito

87

\

———_—————
\

Munich and Its Name..

v

eT

ellany.

vary

eg

hi

13, 1872.
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THE
Summary.

of

On

Monday,
inthe Senate;

creating additional land

7

bills were

districts

passed

in Nevada

and

reported

» buildings

for

the

election

N. C., and

Little Rock, Ark./ The legislative appropriation

BM

was

In

the ‘House,

considered in committee of the ‘whole.
among the

bills introduced was

one for the sale of the naval hospital and grounds
in Brooklyn.

The

deficiency

Kansas

appropriation bill

in that

to investigate the

sales of arins to France wns elected by ballot, as
follows: ‘Scustors Hamlin, Carpenter, Sawyers
Logan, Ames, Harlan and Stevenson.. The legislative appropriation bill was discussed. Tn the
House, a supplemental
appropriation bill was

A bill was

reported

in committee

Oa Thursday, in the

of which

and

Baltimore.

and the

The

bill was debated.

inhabitants,

and the

quarantine and

York. Philadelphia

legislative

appropriation

bill

On Friday, in the Senate, the Secretary-of the
Interior was requested to furnish information
relative to the occupation of Indian territory by
unauthorized
parties.
A bill was reported to

establish’
the pay of enlisted men in the army.

Statues of Jonathan Trumbull and Roger Sherman weve formally
presented to the United
States in the name of Connecticut and accepted.
The legislative appropriation bill was considered.
In the House a bill was passed for the. payment
of $100 bounty to soldiers (or their heirs) who
'were mustered in prior to August 6, 1866; also a
bill extending the pension provision of certain

United S:ates judges.

The

post-office

appropri

ation bill was discussed in committee of the
whole.
Both
branches of Congress adjourned
until Monday.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Northern, Pacitic
Red River for business.

Railroad

is opengad

to

published,

Six river steamers lying at a wharf in Cincinnati, together with their cargoes, were burned
Thursday morning.
The loss will exceed $200,-

000.

Two or three lives were lost.

One man, a plasterer named Richard
years old, was killed and three others
injured by the inhalation of coal gas
room at 7) Cabot street, Boston, during
of Wednesday.

Barry, 20
seriously
in a close
the night’
:

The people of Ciss county, Missouri, are cxcited over the issue of $200,000 in fraudalent
county bounds. ‘The swindle was perpetrated by
aring led by Judges Stevenson and Forsythe.
Stevenson and other~ have fled. Scveral arrests
have been made, and one of the prisoners com-

mitted suicide yesterday,

At the trial of Mayor Hall in New York, Thursday, everybody except the prosecuting attorneys

was startled by. the appearance
Garvey,

the plasterer,

of Andrew J:

upon the

He testified to the identity

witness-stand.

of the

warrant paid

him for work on the county court-house, but a
legal wrangle cut olf his testimony for the day
before he got much further.
1tis probable
that
IC

by

slipping,

virtues of animals.
39. And, generally, to make

especially if heavy

we
men, women

8
uffe

Profits of Poultry.
In well-kept poultry-yards the met returns of
eggs and chickens will average about $2 to each

The
York,

fortune

of Mi.

is estimaled

A. T.

at

millions.

130 ton: 3 of teas

Stewart,

bétween

fifty

of New
and

;

sixty

;

ton, N. J., gives the resuits of bis poultry farm
for 1871:
:
“I have twenty-nine hens, which have laid
4,264 eggs; and if my arithmetic is right, they

Don’t spend
your evenings at the village
grocery, spinning long yarns, talking gossip and
politics and getting scented with tobacco smoke.
Better stay.at home and read to your wife; but

averaged 160 and a fraction

if you go out alone, let it be to the farmers’ club

a wonderful
culty.

of

whom

754,176

cf

were

Compured with

-males

that tak-

and

Corfu, with

15,452.

Among

Add

comfortable
your duty.

work of clearing away

the ruins is still far from

completion.

{

Jackson county, Iowa, has' two
republican
newspapers. two democratiz; two citizens in
the deaf and dumb asylum, two in the reform

school, two in the penitentiary, and two in the
house of representatives.

*

The lighting of Rochester, N. Y., with natural
gus from the Bloomfield wells, is likely to prove

a success,

In Essex county, Virginia, recently, a gentlee
man’s second wife’stwo sons married his third

were about

the same age when married; all, both husbands
and wives, have due man as their father, and ye

they are not relatives.
The manufactures

;
of Turkey- are

reported to

be on the decline. The steel manufactories, for
which Damascus was famous, no longer exist.
The muslin lcoms of Scutari and Tirnova, which
numbered two thousand in 1812, are now reduced to less than two hundred spindles, and Brous:/
sa and Diarbzkir, once famous for their velvets,
do not produce: ose-tenth they did forty years

ago.
There

ie

are 20,520 blind persons

and

food

begins.

and

They

and

should

poreal pubishn:ent was of daily oc:urrence.
John

McPherson,

county, Ark.,

county

judge

of

*

Benton

shot and killed O. M. Thompson,

a merchant, March 1,in a persbnal encounter.
McPherson was arrested. *
&
There are apprehensions of a renewal of hostilities between the Indians®and military suthori-

ties, and a defeat of the policy inaugurated by
the government is feared, General Howard has
gone to Arizona and New Mexico to do what he
can to prevent the anticipated trouble.
19

FOREIGN.

.The Frpunch cable company has determined
to lay another cable to America.
:
The Spanish government has deeiled upon
A
appointment of Admiral Polo de Barnatee
to the ambassudorship at Washington,

Emperor William

has pardon-d all the French

prisoners still held by the Germans

for civil

and mili ary offences.
It is reported that several changzes in the diplomatic
repres:ntation of France will shortly be
made.

’

;

| in

* 8

Kerosene not Explosive.
Kerosene is not explosive.
A lighted taper
may be thrust into it, or flame applied in any
way, and it does not explode.
On the contrary,
it extinguishes flame, if experimented with at
the usual temperatures of our rooms. Kerosene
accidents occur from two causes; first. imperfect manufacture of the article; second, adulterations. An imperfectly manufactured oil is that
which results when the distillation has been ‘carried on at too low a temperature, and a part of
the naphtha remains jn it. Adulterations are
largely made by uuprincipled dealers, who add
twenty or thirty per cent. of naphtha afterit

manufacturer's

hands.

expenses of: the

protecto-

rate and cedes eertain territory to Brazil,
The famous Tichborne case has eome (o an un-

"+

looked-for ending, and

the claimant isin New-

for perjury. When the court opened WednesWap

his counsel stated that their client

The

lizht

with

The

Great as,

the building was known to bz within the knowledge of all who paid any attention to the subject,

ig liable ‘to take

place.

hw
A

17

~
a.

yet 1869 built only 4994 miles, and, 1870, 6145,
or 838 less than the last. ‘The increase was 12 1-2
per cent. in 1870,but’13 per cent. in 1871.and gives
us 60,332 miles now in operation in this country.

h

5

Com

own.

stata

St.

:

in the evening,

with

the

snake

with

granulated

cork

the mixtures

become

explosive.

A case of

1 mp explosion came to the writer's knowledg: a few years since, which was occasioned
by

takiv
a lamp
g

from

the

table

to

answer

ring at the door-bell. The cool outside air, which

a

impinged upon the lamp in the hands of the lady, rapidly condeised the vapor, air passed in,

for those now in

use, not only on account of their great buoyancy

ard an explosion occurred, which resulted fatai-

but owing to their economy in first cost.

ly. If the lamp had been full of flu¥d, this accident could not have occuxred.
Before carrying
it to the door, flame might have been thrust into the lamp with safety; the vapor would have
ignited, but no.explosion could take place;—
FiresideaSoiense.

The feat of * Herr Holtum, the Prussian

A mat-

Her-

™

-neither novel nor difficult. The fact is that about
two ounces of powder are placed in the gun,
then the ball is rammed home, then the balance
of the charge is put tn. - When the gun is fired
all the powder is ignited, and. the flash, smoke

but the ball geceives

propulsion on'y from the small

quantity of pow-

der behind it, and is’ thrown but’a few feet. 8o
accurately could tlie force Ba ¢gtimated that at an
experiment in England

in

1846, a 12-pound ball

:

16. Bagging cows.

only

made.

i

them,

N=

19. Better method:
for horse-shoeing.:
20. Improved cattle cars,

91. Drinking fountains.

|:

among

95. Teachersto taach kindnass to animals,

26. Clergymeon to preach it.

AS

to-day I am

as

able

Daath
health

21 TEMPLE

.

ALL,
PLAGE,

OTHERS,
BOSTON,

MASS.

H. 8. WILLIAMS, General Agent.

AGENTS WANTED.

TERMS

LIBERAL.

4.6 1 hird Street.
.

——

other

would

dollar

| Townships, Cities
will yield Interest
oent. por annum.
Other securities
market valaes.
Porsons having

and School Districts at prices that
at the rate of ten to twelve per
Send for a descriptive price list.
taken in exchange at their highest,
oy
%Honds for sala are requested to

"27. Authors to write it.
Neally, $50,000; to his néphew James F, Grimes,
23. ‘Editors to keep it bofore the people.
of the regular army, $10,000~to he expended in
29. Drivers and trainers of horses to try kind- | communicate with as. +
the edueation of the ¢hildren; to his sister, 8a- |, ness.
© W.N: COLER & CO.
ryh C. Grimes, an annuity of $1000 for life; to] 20. Owners of animals to food regularly.
- Déaldra and Beokors.in Maniolpal Bonds,
81, People to prote it fnsectiverous biv is,

13w40

;,

No.11, Wall Street, N. Yu:

's

|

$4

%

Boston. :....3 00 @ 250
:

i
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PETROLEUM
“UAL

Crude. (very
JOH. eras
eroseneoiese

GIVE

43%

@.0 14
3. &
oo
@.

10

so ald 00

shove.

12

8.. 2

PROVISIONS.

2 (0 al7 0

|Beef—Mess

udl
0
.

»

Western.rr...12 00 @13 00

MEAL.

Family

: ‘1 00 g16 00

Extra Clear... 16 50
1700
lear
okes.. 16 00 114 ”n
Floatfes
14 50 ab 00

Prime...... 11 57

ait 50

com. extras 7 (0 § 7 60 fj LEI: «coee1]
) 10
medium do..8 00 @ 8 “0 Tard bbl. ae h 44 i
choice do....7 75 @ 8 2 [is Noreio gh

Illinois and Ohio,

|

-

Pickled.svi.e

15 8..

1

choice extra, 8 008 8 50
Mich. and Indiana,

|g, 0gs, dressec 1...60 ie §.. 6
PRODUCE

Rye Flour....5 00 @ o 50

Apples, dried ® 10§3..

choke extra, 3s 8 2

FRU,
| Ahavnds—

:

11

| doewhiiis
i 86 of
Vermont. ..... 33 @.. 3

Corn Meal....3

did

60 g@ 3 80

0. sliced....

,

12 @..

14

.

Soft Shell... 15 8.. 3 |p00
y bush.

Shelled i
368) g..
Fen
g.. 4)§ Small and ex. 3 5083
ered
binale r a g2 |Marrow..... 2563

ing urine which was oiten and in very small

Figs Connon

my back, hips and side, with great difficulty in pas: - | GitroRusee:<0 OF 8-0 03
quant-

ties, frequently accompanied with blood and

ciating

excru-

ivi

pain.

dies recommended for my
under the treatment of some

complaint; I have been
of th2 most skillful phy-

i PERO Ie

;

FOF

the

same wav, I would

sera

Y.

¢

- M. GILE,

fourteen

months

I have

1 @.. 0
00

65@
70.
00 e218

2 25 § 2 50

08

loverdorthorn, 10 3:

wal

lerasGriss

ted Ton ¥hog
Fir vay A’

Middlings... 32 00 g33 00
HAY.

|
;

|inseed,
y

ry

1 can most

public

& 00

Am. 2 1 Fh 1)

SFIOES

as

(Geis ¥ 80143. 88.8:8,11
{dinger

00

| Green Salt .....16

for the

&..

17

|B. Ayres, dry.. 8 a.. 2

GLIDDEN,
451 Broadway.

Rio Grande.... 26 @..
Western, dry 20 @..
Do. wet...*. 10} 8..

:

|...

o

«8
4

Havana.—

27
22 |
Wy

Nos. Sto 12... i
Nos. 13to 17.. i0§
Soy isto 0. Hs

IC
Now
Orleans.

IRON.

4

1 909 ho

Straw,100
ths..1 2G @ 1 30 | Pepper:
HIDES AND SKINS

cheerfully

as a sure cure
ALVIN

12

08

6 4 4 7 00
2008
3 03

| 0'100 Tbs... 1 83 @ 2 00 | Yubineg

been af-

Ing.
NG.

SEEDS.
hm

Fine Feed...:2 00 4:3 oo

SOUTH BOSTON, Sept. 27, 1870.

ow
.

Jnions¥ bbl

Ouats** ++ ++... 65 @.. 61
Shorts ¢ ton 31 00 a32 Ou

a New ew Man an of
Me, e. | odBiers
soa orem
a
0
TOtesss ssid 00 ¢33

96..- 18

‘onltry...... ow
7 PORE «.

i a : i
60 & 1 65 |

16

oe

.
new¥hm....1

.

givea | Barley.......

333 Third St, South Boston.
—

ME.DearSTEVENS
:
Sir,—Four

.

8 ™

8.

1t is indeed a valuable medicine, and if I should | Rye..........

©

0 @..

Pox fat Ab dithe Japs a.
La or Snevy
v 00 82D

about | Western men
Wheat,west’ul

dollar for a dose if'I coyld not get it without.
Respectiully,

Made
a

0Wwgow

the first dose I took, and
GRAIN.
:
=
on improving until I was | Southern yell 78.

taking in all, 1 should think,

be afilicted again in

‘

Ne

Rane bunch—
Cask...

vised by a friend to ty the VEGETINE, and I could

entirely cured,
six bottles.

00 @ 4 00

15

8.. 2

Leunoas/ Fas

s.cians in Boston, all of whom pronounced my case
incurable.
This was my condition when I was adsee the good effects from
trom that moment I kept

1: @..

re

i

1 have faithfully tried most of the popular reme-

en
@. i}
8.12

ga.

.

of

weakness

of

the

kidneys I ever

I bave tried many remedies for this compliint,

used.

’

and

is recommended.

Yours truly,
Josiau

have

taken

several

and am convinced

it to all

_

Choice XX... 62

22

00

§25

g.. 60

1e X....invs L

00

Medium rerses 648.6

|

00 g17 00

.
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+

Western ....
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8..
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do..16

00

@l19

00

PON,

[Mess # bbl.. 14 00°

CHEESE.

POTATOES.

Factory.ex.14#1h.
Western.......
White West

Peach Blows..2 00 @
POULTRY.

Live Turkeys—

.. 83

Pih.....

Yellow...... ’
EGGS.

n

Dress.Turkey..

Western... .. «» @ «¢ +.
FEATHERS.
Live Geese #16 85
@.. 90
. "FLOUR. 8

ExState
bar 6 to

State sup... ..6 00
Ex Southern. 235

Prime Cakes. . m

York....

Cs

MAPLE

@®i. 9}

SUGAR.
23 @..

26

Unwashed..

Sheep Pelts

EH

ve

‘WOOL.
New York—
Me
eaneias
v
Ohio. .... 5.
Vermont...
. 42

C ATTLE

BRIGHTON

.

3:

Barrels «vuivvee

Vermont.

N

9 @.. 14

RYE.
Wesi’n.in bgs . We v
BEEDS.
Rimothy....., 600 @ 6 30
HOVOr.seses +o oo Bee
2
fax per bu.. 100@1 %

TALLOW.

Ohio & West.6
Canada...... 6
HOPS.

T. Kegs

i {}

¢ «42
22
@.. 24

‘StU. 1eees +. 32 @ .. 54 | 90:Chickens.

New

4
el)
€15
en

Mercers...... 1 00 @ 1

CORN.

tf

row. ad

. 35

@..

1 00 H 1 %

MARKET.
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dressed

MAR. 6. 1878.

beef,

WORKING OXEN—$123 to $130 per pair, or nccording ko their value as Beel. Handy Steers, $65 to $125
Mirch Cows—825t0 $50; extra geod. $00 to $000
with or withot¥ calves. as may be ugreed; farrow
and online, $u0 to $00.
re
10.85)
TORES—Yearling §2} to
Wo year o
t>

J

$00; three years ly oto to $00.
FAT HOGS—0} to he,

di

a

.

Prepared Cocoa ‘and Vanilla Chocolate

from the finest Cocoa, and ara uge.
and flavor. Also ’

|

GOLD

AND

STOCK

Hateduy i

AMKRIOAN GOLD

MARKET,

»
RRR

Mar. 11, 16M.

ER

RY

IR

pe

. AB FIVE-TWENTIES, 857 .\uvrniivensenss

«1103
11}

"UL SURIVE-TWENTIES OF 1805. 100ivvesvunealdlj
U. 8. Tex-boRTIEs EO

PN

U. 8:CouPONS SIXES. 1881.44 ssdtrvowrstiiB)

use,

and the German Sweet Chocolate, 80 justly - TRM WE And NOW is the time to £coure |
FUGET
the numbers of “STAR SPANGLAR
[1] eleprated throughout the country.
NtR” for 1872, and als the th e ologant Chromo

BAKER & CO.

QUET OF Moss ROSES,
all for 75 %cents
ast
th secure back numbers. Satisfaction guar:

NOW is the éime, only 75 cents,

Specim¢

Address Star Spangled Banner, Hinadalo,

BOSTON.

..|Job Work
'

gi

.

.

8HoTes—~Wholesale, bic to 60; Retail 6jc topo
Hipes—Rrighton vQe to 9c; Countay lots,
2c to
TarLow=fe toiled Country lots bo to 5c.
Ji
PELTS—with wool2 54 to $850, each; Country lots,
2 870 to 100.
:
CALF SKINS—10¢ tg 18c.

prize

arb

gu@.

De
— er
Extra $8.00 to 13,00. First quglity # 8,00
to $8.00, Second quality $ 725 to 8. ; “Third quality 86.00 to $7.0) # cwt., on total weight of hide, fax.

at New

confgrred( on any
manufacturers of Choso Jase, Cocon, dnd Beata ap tho Paris kxposition of 817, and
rechivad ihe ‘only medal awarded to any Amarican
manuf
urors of theso articles. Their

8old by Grocers generally.

00

ONIONS.
1

Orange Co.#h 35 ®.. 40 |Prime..... « 11 00
StateFirk prime25 @.. 2 (Hams, saltéd 14 00
West
opdinary 17 @..22 [Hams smok’d 16 00

| BARKERS

Chocolate for Confectioners’

@.. .

OATS.

6 8.. 0 NewYorkiii

Country

& MAIN,

awarded the highest

70 4

BEEF.
Canada
ExMess?bbl 10-00. @12 50 [Marrow

425 Broome St., New York, or 726 Wabash Ave,, Chicago

WORLD.

a

Mar. 6, 1879.

|

BEANS.

SONGS,”

S——_.e

61

s..

MARKET.

GreenWinter 2 00 @ 4 50

£9 Cents retail ; $10 per ;00.
w
The above are the newest and best, and have been
published but a few months,
Everybody says “PURE GOLD?” is a superior
work, and the public have endorsed that opinion by
purchasing over
'

IN THE

YORK

Farmers'.......12

¥

62

|(Canada........ ..

APPLFS.

Dried

Books—

1780.

Medium rere

pine.. 2 00 g 2 62

CUTTER.

. Our Books are sold at our Chicago” House
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unpleasant. and at times they become the most di:teessing and dangerous diseases thutcan effect the
human system.
Most diseases of the Kidneys arise
from impurities in the blood, causing humors which
settle on these parts.
VEG TINE ex:els any known
remedy in the whole world
for cle.ysing and purifying the blood, th rbby causing a healthy action to all
the organs of the body.
VEGETINE is sold by all Druggists.
8wi0
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br Japans.........
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Discases of the Kidneys. Bladder, &c.. are always
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Heartily Recommends.
Soul

LEAD.

Pig gold........

never found so much relief as from the V¢GETINE
It strengthens and invigorates the whole systamn.
Many ot ny acquaintances have taken it, and I
be.
lieve it 8 be good for all the complaints for which it

| can heartily recommend
the above comp aints.

v

3
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Dear Sir,—l have been badly afili.ted with Kidney
Complaint for ten years, have suffered great pain in

AIRS: MUNROE

|

ki

Whiting—

.
.s

FLOUR AND

for a dose.
Bosrox, May 30th, 1871.

H.R. STEVENS, ESQ. SQ :

re manufactured
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in quality
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Am, dry, pure
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dv for Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint and general debility of the system.
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times to speak in its favof:
am, &c., very gratefully yours,
WYMAN
D, OSBORN,

Chocolate ‘and Cocoa.

as,

alo Hale.
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more

medicine ; and believe me, dear sir, Iam happy at all

medicine for

good its escape by
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who has suffered for twenty years as I|

MR. STEVEVYES:
Dear Sir—1
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IMPROVED
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22. Better laws in every state.
23. Our gpaper in Sabbath-schools and
hildren.
:
TO INDUCE
v
24. Childrento be humane,

daughter of B, I. Neal-

if

Frais

VEGETINE,

of a small guava-tree.
of mine once informed me
family of fifteen cobras depigs when he was taking

@ee

Cou fuel. 90 00 &120 00 5
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MR. STEVENS ;
“RX. sizes... .. @.. .. Coffeccrush....
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Dear Sir,—I am seventy-one years of age; have | Eug.com....75
0) a77 00 Cofleee
¥s- i}
TALLOW.
suffered many-#%ars with Kiauey Complaiut, weakDo. refined.
. 87 00 a92 50 |
ness in my bac< and stomach. [| was induced by
Wo. sheet ¥b.. 5 |.. 8 Rendered, ¥ b
friends to try ycur VEGETINE, and I think it the best
Russia, sheet.. 19 @..20 Rough........ «55
8.

‘aware of the

Gilk

17. Batter roads and pavements,
18. Better methods for slauzhtering.

ang

navy, $50,000; to his adopted daughter, Mary

’

TO INTRODUCE

sister and to each of

1y, of Lowell, Massachusetts, $3000 each; to his

bottles;

15. Clipping dogs’ cars and tails,

$10,000" per annum} to each of the danzhters of
| John Neally, aud to ¢he

which

2344..

Battie:

in all some | 0 (Fr

EAST MARSHFIELD, Aug. 22, 1870.

off the roof of a bungalow at Mungledye, and al- |
though the pigs were bitten in at least half a dozen plases, it did not have the least effect upon

12. Vaviscetion without anesthetics,
13. The use of tight-check reins.
A
14. Bleeding calves.

The will of ths late Behator Grimes gives to
his wife the homestead in Burlington, Towa, und
one

and

fifteen

—

occasion I saw a piz giving chase to

reaching the branches
An intimate friend
"that he saw a whole
voured by a couple of

8. Overloading horse-cars.
9. Neglect of shelter for animals.
10. Plucking live fowls.

11. Dog fights, .-

another

ity

Seventy-one years of Age,

ment being about four inches below the surface
of the bank, thus preventing him from seeing th

a snake,

6. Tying calves’ and sheep’s legs.
7. Cauelties on railroad stock trains.

places, _ Five magnificent earavansaries

of the families of Edward

twelve or

recommend it to the

two inches over the bank. its eyes fixed on the
frog, whilst the forked tongue was thrast in and
out of its mouth, showing the state of excitement that the reptile was inat the contémplation of the feed before it,
Littlé, however, did the reptile anticipate
what was in store for it; for whilst gloating over
his wretched victim, a five hal-grown pig belonging to one of the Chinese ticket-of-leave men,
saw him, and rushed at him. The snake was
completely taken by surprise,its head at the mo-

On

.. a

Cotton Flannel. 00 g.. 10

could

J

has made a'hew man of me.

did not thén evince’ signs of speedy dissolution,

7

J

5. Driving galled and disabled animals.

dzstroyed by the conflagration, had perfected
plans and contracted for the erection of others to

his three brothers and

,

4. Underfeeding.

; Alpost before the ground had grown cool after
the fire, Chicago; Whose principal hotels were all

the daughters

reply

Latest Creed.

8. Overdriving.

wus thrown against a board fence so as to leave
a slight dex:t on it without knocking it down.

fill thewg

+The

nseed—Eng.
80 American....

8. 80 |Crade

omingo... 20

Mid. to gd mia,

tier.

I have taken

up, I stretched

to bz fully

ouly

+ 300,000 Copies in Nine Months!
eaemy approaching from behind.
The pig, without a moment’s hesitation, seized
_ Weare assurad that “ SONGS OF SALVATION »
the snake near the tail, and commenced chump- gives entire satisfaction w
raver used, and the veg.
ing him up as a savage would eat a string of maclarge demand for it stll continues.
curoni. Again and again the reptile bit him, * We recommend “CHRISTIAN SONGS” t5 S:hools
A———e
inwantof alarg2 and varied collation of Hymns and
with great violence twice on the snout, once
Tangs. “CHRAI4TIAN 80NGS” is composed of Popuon the car; and once on the fore-leg. The pig
The Boston organ of the Massachussetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals pubdid not seem to care the least about it, not LAR 8OYGS FR 'M ALL OF OUR PUBLICA rTONS, with
choice new material ; contains 224 pages, compiled by
stopping for one moment. until it had devoured
lishes its thirty-nine articlesof faith as follows:
us, under advisement with prominént Sunday School
[| the hideous reptile. ‘It went off ‘grunting its sat-« workers.
We believe it to be our duty—
* #0 STOP '
isfaction at the unexpected und luxurious ‘repast
Aa-Either of eur publications sent, post paid, on |
which fate had thrown in its way.
1. The beating of animals.
1saw the receipt of retail price. Address
2. Overloading.
same pig some days afterward, and it certainly

cules,” who is astonishing the British by gatehing a ball fired from a cannon, is said to bs

and report are orthédux,

NO

Kidaey Complaint.

venom.of the bit, and in less

seemed

..

Mugcovado28 @.. 36

flicted with Kidney Complamt. I have tried doctors,
si
ship
and many patent medicines, but found no relief. My | Calcutta Cow—
friends persuaded me to try your VEGETINE, and it | Slaughter...... 20 @.. 21

than a minute died.
The

Sweet..i.

do.

have?
Is it not my duty (now. I have found relief) to | St. Lowms,sup.7 00 a 7 23
make'this fact known ? * I'he Vegetine has done more
edinm....
85) g 95)
for me than I ever dared to hopeor expect from an
choice extrald w glo 50

so unanimously in concert before,—

fishers or some of the flycatcher family. The cobra, having approached the very brink of the cutting, suspended his head and ahout two feet of
his body over it, and commenced % ‘dilligent
search iv these holes for rats, birds, or any small
prey which' migitbe conccaled within them.
suddenly a loud squeak from one of their occupants showed that the unwelcome intruder had
been successful in its search; and on the snake
withdrawing his he:d from the abandoned bird’s
nest, a large frog leaped vigorously out, but on
reaching the ground seemed to -be—perfeetly-par-

alyzed

do.

| [ow Middling. 2- Bev B34
Ground, pure .11 @. 11}
DOMESTIC.
No. Lorri 2G 1
o
Zine, ground in oil—
| Sheetings and Shirtings—
No Lieeorsensl @.. 10
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1 hive expenced thousands

ing leds from day to day.

some previous time.dbeen the rests of either king-

The reason

27.@.. 8

© [oie ing. 8.1 1

all pits of the South and West, to seeif a change of | Print Cloths ..

to
to Jttvethe silos
my
can attend
appreciate
blessing of he good

Serpents.

myself at full length in the raised portico of the
shooting’ hut, and was enjoying my pipe, when
I noticed a large black cobra slowly gliding along
the top of the bank within twenty feet 6f me.
In the side of the bank were several holes having much the appearance of the nests of our
English sand-martin, and they had evidently at

when the oil is nearly consumed, and the space
above filled with vapor, the lamp can not ex-

and

Rear- Admiral Ryder, of the British navy, has
recommended
the Substitution of mattresses

fence then secured the arrest of the elaimant. and
in default of bail fn £50,000 be is now jn custody.
Brazil no longer rests under the stizma of
other
Mrs. B. Nichole, $10,000,
: slavery, sad already shows

hapoty igus |

x

——

feeling rather” done

pike,

IB.
SOFrES,

:

Clayed..

00 [Porto Rico +000.86 @.. OO
w
’
OIL.
=

BOSTON, Feb. 10, 1871. “| Java ¥ B..... 27

night; and do pain in my back and limbs wis grow-

first time I witnessed the act was in Cey-

my return.

mixture is now

Late

—

The second instance was on a smal! island
yelept Pulobbin, situated in the narfow channel
of the sea batween Sinzapore and the mainland.
1 had gone over to Pulobbin to endeavor to shoot
a man-eating tiger which was
creating great
havoc amongst a few wretched Chinese convicts
stationed on the island to split granite and ship
it to Sinzapore for building purposes. In this
instance, I had been out all the morning in an
unsuccessful séarch for the man-eater, and on

rising freely, no air can

air.

$117.28,

the least affected by the bite of the cobra.

por even, and in no possible way can it detonate,
or explode, unless atmospheric air has somehow
got mixed with the vapor. -A lamp, therefore,
full, or nearly full of the liquid is safe; and
also one full of warm vapor is sale.
Explosions
generally ocour when the lampis first lighted
without being filled, and also late in the evening,

filled

you have

tile bite the sow twice on the snout, without
the animal apparently carinZ the least about it;
the pleasure of consuming the luscious tidbit entirely compensated for any annorance or pain
that the pig might have felt at the time. I saw
the sow mentioned some days afierwards, not

may be filled with bad kerosene, or with the va-

instantly

and

the middle of the body, I distinctly saw the rep-

more or less explosive; and when,
n the
next evening, the lamp is lighted ee
ishing with oil, us is often done, an explosion

The summary of last year's railroad construction in this country shoivs that but sevente:n

would withdraw
the casein view ofthe action of nephew, John C; Walker, of the United
States
the juryan saying that sufficient evidence had

been taken whereon to base
a verdict. The de-

.

aD

Guba,

.

'

and was not obliged to urinate so often, with much | Superfing......... @ 12)
less pain, After Saking three or fur bottles, wa
FISH.
obliged
to
get up
but once or twice
during
the | , .
5
8

caused me to stop and watch them, After two:
or three failures they gained their point, turning
the tree half way round, when a whole family
of cobras, large and small, glided from under it,
After them the pigs scampered hilter-skelter,
showing as much activity, although only halt
J.wild, as a Bengal boar would do. A very large
cobra, fully five feet in length, was seized by a
half-gzrown sow within twelve feet of me, and
whilst she was crunching up the horrible writhing bonne-bouche, which had been seized about

reach it, and it is safe. At bedtime, when the
family retire, the light is extinguished; the lamp
cools, a portion of the vapor is condensed; this
creates a partial vacuum in the space, which is

\ be
arc alrefdy y under way, Ys and the journals of that
When Alexis was
to Cuba
none of ‘city boast that within a year it will have more
the foreign counsels were invited
to participate
in the ceremonies, and in consequence there is ample and elegant nccommodations than it ever
“considerable indignation among foreigners in possessed. before. All of these five hotels now
in process of erection will be larger than those
which weére destroyed, while it is -aid that taree
It is reported that a treaty has been concluded of them will 1ival any
hotgls u-on the continent
between Brazil and Paraguay, by the terms of
of external appearance and convenwhich the former continues fo: exercise a prosec- iniencebeauty
and elegance,
j
4
.. ter undertakes to'pay

COAL.

¥

it; and I can truly say, that I received great benefit | Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1
from the first bottle
began fo rest bettr nights, | Extra huperiiye. 4138

the slightest degree affected.

The

pigs work

naphthas which bave been spoken of as known
in commerce under the names of benzine, benzoline, gasoline, etc., are very volatile, inflammable, and dangerous.
They, however, in themselves, are not explosive; neither
are they,
when placed in lamps, capable of furnishing auy
gas which is explosive. Accidents of this nature are due entirely to the facility with which
vapor is produced from them at low tempera.
tures. But the vapor by itself is not explosive; to
render it so, it must be mixed with air. A lamp

and

I raised sixty

lon, 1856. I wasareturning one morning from
snipe shooting, with a tolerably fair bag of birds,
when my
attention was ‘nffested by a dozen
semi-wild pigs belonging to my friend, most perseveringly engaged in endeavoring to turn over
with their snouts the half-rotten stem of a pale
myra palm, and curiosity to see if they would
succeed in their endeavors,~for I had never seen

aan

long as it is warm,

sechv
recived

torate over Puragtiay
for ten years, and the lat-

PErMscavesses oh

lon.
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MOLASSES.

Moulds: courses 2s.

Dear Sir,~Probably
no case of Kidney
Complain
backed
:
40:..,
oe
has ever come under your observationlwhere this
COTTON
Neatsfootigal 1 20 @ 1 40
ainful disease had more stubbornly refsed to yield
Ordinary...... 19}8.. 20}
PAINTS.
0 the influence of so many different remedies as my 4 Good Ordinary 20, a. 21} Lead,RedAm.... 9
@..

We give below an extract from the Oriental
Sporting Magazine, in which the writer states
that he was on two occasions a witness to pigs
being severely bitten by cobras without being

and make one jolly.

the

chickens,

.

Don’t saunter about of cold mornings, with
hands in pockets, and neck and ears bundled up
with mufflers. Out with hands, off with scarf and
stir round briskly at some useful job. There is
plenty to do, if you only plan for it beforehand,
and there is nothing like work to start the blood

leaves

$30 for

be made

winter is out.

“over,

Pigs and. Venomous

of this will readily be seen. In using imperfect
or adu'terated kerosene, ‘the space above the
line of oil i3 always filled with vapor; and so

h States; 37 per cent. being born sightless, 49 per
cent. made so by disease, and 15 per cent. by accidents. There are 26 schools for the blind in
operation, of which 19 are exclusively for the
blind and the remainder for the blind and deaf
together.
These institutions-have an endowment
of $3,500,000, with an aggreguté of 2.108 pupils.
Since the establishment of the first of these
sthools. about forty years ugo, 6,476 pupils have
been educated.
my
a

- Inthe

College, *cor-

*

VEGETINE

e,

water.

happy, or you do not discharge

when the fluid is nearly exhsusted.

in ‘the United

miles were needed to amount to 7000.

warmth

er out-building,
To enforce this rule on others,
you must obey it yourself. How is it with you,
do you smoke in your barn? If so, you must not
complain if your butldings burn down before

The total number of Irish people in the Unfted

The number of persons who perished in the
Chicago fire is estimated to have been at least
500. Over 100 bodies have been recovered, nearly all of which have been identified, and the

folks under difti:

Don’t allew a pipe or cigar in the barn or oti

States is 1,356,779. Of these 528,806 are in the
state of New York, and 235,750 in Pennsylvania.
poem by Mr. Robart Browning, of conlength and importance, will shortly apis in verse, and is modern both in subrepdering.
The relations between the
discussed in a dialogue between huswife. She questions; he expounds. :

with young

your obligation

the smaller

tress of this kind, with eleven pounds of cork,
will float an iron weight of sixty pounds.
They
are uscd inthe Russian navy, and nedrly the
whole of a ship's company was recently saved
by their instrumentality after a collision.

history of Harvard

CANDLES.

About a year ago, I was advised by friends to try | Glnghams...... Wg.
French Yorow 8 4
the VEGETINE;
they having taken it themselves, and | Mous.deLaines 00 @.. ..
WY uarr. eee 3 lee 3
been cured. Without much faith. I consented to By
Carpetings—
00 {GING error: HB
3

The cost of keeping I am not sure, as the count
has not been kept so'exact ; but about $35.4 The
hens are a mixture of several breéds, but none
pure. The White Leghorn
and Brahma predominate.
The feed has been corn and wheat
screenings, with some hog-cheese and wheat
middlings, pounded oyster-shells, ete.”

Who is to supply them but you, the owner?
They need not be starved almost to death before

towns we find Sparigy with a population of 2699.

A new
siderable
pear.
It
ject and
sexes are
band and

way

need shelter and

20.276; Patras, with 19,841; Zante, with 17,516

stuffed

early

ti

descrip

RELIEF

of dolings to obtain relief, till my

chickens, worth $30. The eggs averaged twenty<four cents per dozen, making $37.28 for eggs.

Don’t neglect the dumb animals, —especially
io extremely cold weather,—at the barn, the
sheep-house, the pig pen, or the hen eoop. They

to 1,457,804

Russia sends to this country for large amounts
of maehivery, and hundreds of locomotives are

built for her railways in Philadelphia.

.

nbeyonc

FIND

H.R. STEVENS: Bsa.

SEANTHOVNR

San Francisco merchants sent
eastward upon one train lately.

dd

.

SEWING

'

b

ONLY

4

and

Pai

Ting

.

plode so long as it remains at rest upon the ta- deadly effects of its own bite ,.as it never attempt—
"i= isdoubtful wirether any one supposed that more | ble. But fake itin hand, agitate it, carry it into" ed-to-foltow its vierim though it closely watched
New York contains one quarter, atc ast,.of all was being aone than in any former year.
And, a cool room, the vaporis cooled, air passes in, it from the bank, its head being thrust about

the Jews in the country.

.

children better, because more humane.

Don’t let your horse stand out in the cold after

.

To all parts of the South and West,

of

the populat.on

wife’s two daughters; both couples

A dispatch from the superintendent of the
Union Pacific Railroad says that there are now
no obstructions anywhere onthe road, and that
all the trains are in motion.

the baru.

a drive, without throwing a blanket over him.
The neglect of this precaution has caused many
acold and sickness,so that selfsiuterest, if not
humanity, should compel the duty,
Don't” let your pumps freeze, if you wish to

en ten years ago this census showsan increase
of population of 182,615 souls, and a yearly in‘erease of 13,241, or one per cent. The population
of Pelopounesusis 618,881, of northern Greece,

passed

In the House, the Senate

themselves
with calf,

;

of Greece amounts

and 703,718 females.

for the redemptivbn of the teniporary three per
cent. loan certificates of the vate at $3,000,000 a
month was reported back adversely and tabled.
The d:ficiency appropriation bill including the
amendment providing for the full payment of
government workmen who have received wages
* for only eight hours’ labor a day was' passed,
The bill extending the time for the completion othe 8t. Croix and Lake Superior Railroad weg
reported back and assigned to Monday, the 11th,

{

west

lades, 123,209; of Eubeea and
the remaining
islands; 108,665. The total number of families
in Greece is 827,809, living in 812,516 dwellinghousess
Each family, therefore, has on the average 4 38-100 members.
The
largest city is
Athens, which has 44,610
inhabitants.
Then
come Hermopolis, on the island of Syra, with

health regulations in New

5

are just

the Kingdom

but aot acted upon:

subjects of immigration

when

y

:

climate would lielp me.

miles

St. Louis, Hartford and Little Rock.
The commerce committee was directed to thoroughly in.

the

out to water

\

BOSTON WHOLKSALE PRICES. |
+o rFor the week ending MAR. 6, 1878, .

ger of any further serious défen:ion of the trains
by snow-drifts, though the freshcts may derange

from Laramie, 515

656,865; of the Ionian Isles, 226,516; of the Cye-

treatment of immigrants

:

he Markets.

ERIC A

I have suffered pain (more, than I can describe)
through my back, hips and limbs, together with
great difficulty in passing the urine, which was very
often aud in “small quant ties, For twenty years 1
have been a great sufferer with this complaint, I
have tried all the remedies recommended walch came
Within my reach. Ihave een to South Amariea, to

dispatch

for the erection
of public buildings in Albany»
vestigate

J ure

According to’ the census of 1870, the results

of the

Senate, bills were

cows

AM

36. Men to give moncy to forward the cause.
37. Ladies to interest themselves in the work.
33. People to appreciate the intelligence and

[

whole and
afterward reported to the Senate.
In the House,the bill granting half of Goat Island
to the Central Pacific Railrostd was discussed
at length, but wentover.
The deficiency appro-

priation bill was considered

let

in Winter.

Gln

HAVE BEEN to SOUT

Exerybody—not—to—sci—thoir—old—frmity

horses to owners, of tip-curts.
35. ‘People of other states to form societies,

or some piace where you will not forfeit selfrespect.
More than six thousand pictures were recently
Don’t let the children mull over their lessons
discovered which have been hidden away “in ay
Florentine palace’s garrcet since the time of the | without helping. them now and then over the
hard spots.
A very little encouragement goes
Medici.
:

for the appointment of certain officers to the
quarter-master’s and inspector-zeneral’s departments,
The Jeisative appropriation bill was

amended

Don’t

34

yard is covered with ice; they are liable to_in-

During 1871 the English Life-boat Associaticn
saved 668 lives and 31 vessels,
:

On Wednesday, in the Senate,a bill was passed

and

|

—

their movements tempogarily.

graoting to the Central Pacific Railroud one-half
of the island of Yerba Biiena in the Bay of San
Francisco.
The
deficiency
appropriation
bill
was considered in committee of the whole.

‘discussed

assqulted

* - el

32, Boys not to, molest birds’ nests,
33. Men to take better care of stock.

‘| save trouble. It isa difficult job to thaw them ben. Witli turkeys the profits will vary from $3
out, and in the meanwhile your family and cat- to $b to each one. This sees to he the usual
“maha, communicates tle pleasant intélligence, tle may be suffering
from' it. Don’t. let water average, as determined by various reports of act
that the long blockade of the Union Pacific Rail- |
In a communication to the
stand in troughs a single ni ght, lest it be frozen ‘ual experiments.
roud 1s raised at’ last, and that the line is open
solid before morning,
Farmers’ Club, this city, u grower at Hammonfrom dne end to the other. There can be no danA

State in 1867 and 1871,which was debated,

reported and recommitted.
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offered a resolution to referto an

The committee

The
Japanese
visitors, who ave in Boston,
represent that Japan contains about the same
populatipn as that of the United States, viz:
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investigating committee the elections of Senators’

and tabled.

Rural and Domestic,

schoolmaster

in as large
‘a ‘military force as she may deem
best. The ex-prefect of the Eure
has sued
Casimir Perieredor faise imprisonment.

. was considered in committee of the whole,
On Tuesday, in the Senate,one of the members
from

The

Queen Vietoria, is not now considered insane but
simply a fanatical Fenian.
Eh
" France paid another installment of its war in,
demnity Friduy, and has now entire control of
six departments, with liberty to maintain there-

of government

in Utica, N. X., Raleigh,

civilization.

39,000,000,
O’Couner, the young fellow

Minnesota, and authorizing the $purchase of
eoiand in Indiana for government buildings. Bills
were

advancing
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